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This study is concerned with Michel Corrette (1709-

1795) and his contribution to music pedagogy through seven

of his extant string instrument treatises. Besides the

translations from French into English, the dissertation

includes an extensive commentary corroborating his informa-

tion with ideas of other noteworthy, predominantly-French

string writers of the period.

Corrette's seven books constitute the seven chapters

of this investigation. In chronological order they are

(1) L'icole 4'Orphee, h pr aprendre facilement a

lsser du violon (1738), (2) Methode the'orique _et Pratiue

pour apprendre en peu de tems le violoncelle 4ans. per.

fiction (1741), (3) Me/thode ur apprendre facilement i

ur u par-dessus de viole a e a 6 codes (n. d.),

(4) Les dons 'Apollon, methode pour apprendre facilement a

toaLr de la guitarre 2ar musique _t r tablature (n.d.),

(5) Methodes pour apprendre Naj douer e Ia contre-basse a

a 4, .eta hordes, de la uinte ou alto et de la viole

N'Orph e (n. d.), (6) La belle vielleuse, methode plu

apprendre facilement a iouer e la vielle (n. d.), and (7)

L'art de se perfectionner dans le violon (n. d.).

The most exhaustive and practical instructions are

contained inLlecole and the cello method, which are also
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the only two with publication dates on their title pages.

For the other treatises, I have determined approximate

dates, and in the case of the contra-bass method, have

established a much earlier date than has hitherto been sug-

gested.

Corrette's instruction books follow a common plan of

prefatory remarks and/or basic principles of music, thor-

ough--sometimes almost laborious--explanation of the tech-

niques involved for each instrument, and ample music for

the player to practice his way to perfection. My own commen-

tary precedes the Corrette translation in each chapter.

Few of Corrette's original string publications survive,

and the Bibliotheque Nationale is not the repository for

them all. There are only one known copy of pardessus (BN),

Les dons (British Museum), and contra-bass (BN, reprinted by

Minkoff), two of La belle (Rouen Municipale and Library of

Congress), and three of L'4 cole (Paris Conservatory, BN,

and LC). The most available is his cello method (six ori-

ginal copies), also reprinted by Minkoff. Several of these

surviving mirrors of eighteenth-century performance standards

are incomplete. La belle lacks pages 45 and 46, L'_&cole

skips page 17, Les _dons ends abruptly during a composition,

and the last page of the pardessus method is number 43 even

though Corrette refers to page 46.

Albeit certain of the instruments for which Corrette

wrote are now obsolete (pardessus, viol, and hurdy-gurdy),

his treatises are impressive in light of eighteenth-cen-



tury conventions. Besides the technical aspects of the

instruments, Corrette provides considerable insight about

ornamentation (all method books), virtuosos (all methods),

notes inegales (Lecole, cello, and La belle), and parti-

cularly the comparisons of French and Italian music and

performance customs (Lecole, cello, Les dons, and contra-

bass).
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PREFACE

With one exception, the extant string instrumental

treatises by Michel Corrette (1709-1795) provide the material

for this study.1 Addressed to dilettantes and the serious

amateur, they are (1) L'ecole d'Orphee, methode pour appren-.

dre facilement a Jouer du violon (1738), (2) Methode theo-

u et pratique pour apprendre en p de ems le violoncelle

dans sa perfection (1741), (3) Methode pour aprendre facile-

ment "a du par-dessus dejvioleja * e a 6 cordes (n. d.),

(4) Les dons d'Apollon, methode pour apprendre facilement A

jouer de la guitarre par musigue et pr tablature (n. d.),

(5) Methodes pour apprendre a jouer de la contre-basse

S4, ea cordes, de la 2uinte ou alto et de la viole

d'2pe (n. d.), (6) La belle vielleuse, methode pour appren-

dre facilement aJouer de la vielle (n. d.), and (7) L'art

de se perfectionner dans le violon (n.d.).

Arranged chronologically, the seven books constitute

the seven chapters of this volume with L'ecole and the cello

method being the only ones with publication dates on their

title pages. For the others, I have endeavored to accurately

determine this, the means of which are explained in my intro-

1The one other known string treatise by Corrette is
his Nouvelle mdthode pour apprendre . . . la madoline [sic]
(ParT~T72]). The~only copy or this is~Tn Genevieve Thi-
bault's library and has been unavailable because of her
death in 1975 and the subsequent handling of herestate.
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duction of each chapter. Corrette was not aIway con-

sistent In his writing habits, the 'ran nations will

show; but I do offer an easily-read English version an

ofttimes verbose and antiquated French script. Where it

seemed important, the quaintness of Corr tte's statements

and that of others has been preserved and/or quoted.

In naming pitches, Corrette used the French syllables

ut, re, and so forth, I, however, desiredd clearer references

and have, in most instances, assigned definite pitches, as In

the case of tunings and inclusive tones of the ranges of the

various instruments, My pitch designations are based on the

following premise:

Fig. 1. Pitch designations.

Revealing a variety of data, Corrette's title pages

are an area of special interest. One particular that they

all contain regards pricing which, in the French, is ex-

pressed as 16 tt" (contra-bass) or "4 tt I nc, as in

the case of the pardessus method and others. To verify my

interpretation of the French terms, I w) to Gilbert Ni-

colaon, French Cultural and Scientific Attach , Houston,

Texas. A letter from him dated May 6, 1978, discloses the

2 While a study of watermarks can be u eful in dating
early writings, I did not feel the results w uld be valid
in establishing dates for Corrette's treatises, It was cus-
tomary in eighteenth-century France for several jprmeurs
to print from conimon plates alI bearing the samep1teWnum-
bers but each showing the address of different publisher.

vi



following:

. * . a professor at Rice University who is
a specialist of the French eighteenth century . ..

Affirms] that the sign, which looks like "tt" on
the first page contra-bass title page], but like
"Ilt" on the second one [L'art}, stands for "livre
Tournoi," the current money at that time, since the
XVII century to the Revolution . . . On the other
hand, "en blanco" means that the book was not bound.

The livre, originally valued at a pound of silver, was the

old franc, and is specified by Corrette in his catalogues

(See appendix, this volume). I have, therefore, transcribed

Corrette's prices accordingly.

Following prefatory remarks, some of which are of his-

torical value as in the cello method, La belle, and L'art,

Corrette's pedagogical personality pervades his instruction

books as he thoroughly explains (sometimes to the point of

laboriousness) the techniques involved for each instrument.

Two centuries later, his approach is still appreciated, but

some of his allusions remain vague. Clear, however, are his

presentations of ornamentation (all method books), notes

inegales (L'e'cole, La belle, and cello), and the French and

Italian music and performing standards (L'egjole, Les dons,

contra-bass, and cello). While making no pretense at come

pleteness, I have included some corroborative discussion in

these areas and refer the reader to comprehensive authori-

tative sources for additional information.

Few of Corrette's original string publications survive;

in fact, there is only one known copy each of the pardessus,

guitar, and contra-bass methods, the last-named of which is

now accessible in a Minkoff reprint edition.
3 There are two
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extant copies of La belle (hurdy-gurdy) and Lart (second

violin treatise), and three of L'ecole (first violin method).

The most available seems to be his cello method, of which

there are six original copies. This work as also een re-

printed by Minkoff While the ibliotheque Nationale is

the repository for most of Corrette's writes (pardessus,

contra-bass, and the wo violi treatises) the 946 acquts4

tion by the British Museum, London, o Julef iorcheville's

vast private collection included Les dons ( tar)y

Corrette.

As to the condition of these surviving mirrors of eight.

eenth-century performance standards, I can attest only through

having viewed microfilm copies of them. Most contain a

balance of instructions and musical examples latt ex-

ception is L'art , in which eighty-fiveo it ninety pages

are musical compositions On the other hand, the cello me-

thod (forty-six pages) has exhaustive instructions apro-

portionately little music.

There apparently is no complete ditto La elle,

Totaling fifty pages, both the copy at the Library of Con-

gress (which I have actually seen) ann at the Rouen

3Methodes . . de la contre-basse a , 4, at
cord es . Paris, ~1U7r~)re prn e tG'enyesin eApri
1977). Though incorrect, the 1781 date is given by Minkf

4See Michel Corretti [sicj, Methode thelorique elprati
.ue pour. . levioloncelle,l7l nve 19 Ale

reprint editions are Corrette s Le ma'.tre de clavecin (Hild -
sheim, 1970), and M4thode pou a nr ou erea late
traversiere, 1780 [T7 ldesheim, 1970

viii



Bibliotheque Municipale lack pages 45 and 46. L'ecole also

is missing a page (number 17). The last page of the par-

dessus method is number 43, even though Corrette directs

the reader to page 46 where the next chapter could appropriate-

ly begin, Les dons, Book I, ends abruptly in the course of

a composition (page 36) which surely must have been presented

in its entirety in Corrette's original publication, while

Book II seems to have passed into oblivion. Besides a

frontispiece, the contra-bass method (forty-six pages) boasts

a second illustration which shows a sketch of the contra-bass

and viola.

A few final details requiring explanation conclude my

remarks. Whereas the shorter musical examples in Corrette's

text have been hand-copied, his whole pages of music have

been retained by means of Xerox reproduction. Several of

Corrette's books contain catalogues of his works, and these

are properly labeled and comprise the appendix of my vol-

ume. The page number cross references, both Corrette's and

mine, relate to my English translations. Presupposing that

these will aid the string player/researcher who has a re-

lish for reading these early instructions in the original

language, I have placed the page numbers of Corrette's French

editions in the left margin. My own insertions in the text

are bracketed in the standard manner.

ix
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FOREWORD

The Life of Michel Corrette

The French writer and composer, Michel Corrette, is

an important source of information about eighteenth-century

musical trends. His life span (1709-1795) encompassed an

age during which Europe was musically dominated by the ri-

valry between the important Italian operatic centers (Rome,

Venice, Naples) and the French courts of Louis XV (1710-

1774) and Louis XVI (1754-1793). Corrette presents both

of these national stylistic traditions.1

Besides a singing method, he is the author of many in-

strumental treatises. These include tutors for the flute,2

oboe, harp, viola, contra-bass, clavecin, violincello, man-

dolin, pardessus, hurdy-gurdy, guitar, violin, and recorder.

He also composed music for most of these instruments, much

of which is contained within the treatises. Ranging from

typically-French, light dance movements to more mature

sonatas of Italian design, his charming and tuneful settings

are characteristic of the Ls gjljnt

Corrette's ensemble music--both choral and instrumental--

l~n his Les dons d'Apollon, mlthode pour aprendre facile-
ment a jouer de la itarre . . . (Paris,.[before 1772]),
flheI Corrette plates not only the French and Italian but
also the Spanish manner of tuning the guitar.

2For a translation of Corrette's flute method, see
Carol Farrar, Michel Corrette and Flute-Playing in the Eight.
eenth Century F(NewYork, 1970).
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is extensive, and some of It hastbeen recrdd, A few of

the categories in which he wrote ae twenty-four Con ertos

comes for various combinations; concert for haipe

or hurdy-gurdy; Divertissements f or t iwo reh ap=y

trumpets, Op. 7, 1733; Trio sonates, p. 14; Le ix, C

certo for four cellos, viols or basoos 1738 operas

(Nenna, 1747; Jeanne, 1748) ;vocal arias; Tae Deu inmotet

for grand chorus, 1752; cantatille masses; piece or

5
organ (five books); pieces for clavecin so forth

In addition to those ientionad abye other recordings

of Corrette's music include M usic o xohal Qorarette;

Concerto Cgijue] for Recorder and Orehestra The Toe

7
bacco Girl, Concerto in G Ma or f or Pute , _

Continue; 8 and ancertosind fq ,_ta,_ar chor,

3Concertos comQues, Op. 8, no, 3 4,a-
tured on a recordingby Connoisseur Soclety, S-362.

4Don Christlieb has realized and edited thiS for four
bassoons (1966), and a recording was ade by Turna but,
34304.

5For a modern edition of his organ pieas, ee ihel
Corrette, Premier livre drgu- e and Nouveau lvre ade Noks
in Recent Researches in the Music o f the Baroue Era X=77
ed yFwilyn BeecheyTMiflson, Wise6 ~~T974)

6This Turnabout album (TV 4010) -ontains Conert0 fj~r
Harpsichord, Flute, and Strin D_ , Op 2, no. 6
Concerto for Flute and Striggs in ElBio.r; sonata fQr

Harpsichord and Violin: "Les Jeux Olympique" ; Sonata or
=dli a rn n egd J _D_ ort;* ndLasV Sjuyge &t. 1

Fubrstemberg,

7Everest Record,BU 2821, The ajtriaX e .rana
Vol. II.

8Turnabout Vox, TV 34307



9
Strings, Op. 26, no. 6. A twentieth-century compositional

tribute to Corrette is Darius Milhaud's Suite on Themes by

Michel Corrette for oboe, clarinet, and bassoon from the in-

cidental music for Romeo and Juliet (1937).

Information pertaining to Corrette's life is sketchy,

so much so that Dufourcq says Corrette's biography remains

to be written.10 Michel Corrette was born at Rouen and be-

came, like his father Gaspard, an organist. He obviously

remained active in this profession, for in 1726 he began his

career at St. Marie-Magdeleine. After that, Corrette served

the Grand Prior of France (1737), the Paris Jesuit College

(1750) where he became a Knight of the Christian Order,

the Prince of Conde (1759), and the Duke of Angouleme (1780).

Even though Corrette seems fairly well known, there has

been some confusion about his identity. Edmund van der

Straeten postulates that Corrette was born ca. 1690 in St.

Germain and died ca. 1783 in Paris. He further declares that

Corrette used the name Zipoli which "he calls himself on his

Method for the Transverse Flute (Paris, 1710) and his numer-

9Turnabout 34010. Also on this recording are Concerto
in E Minor for Flute and Stzing, Sonata in D Major I
and Harpsichord, Sonata in D a or for Violin and Harpsi-
chord, and Les Sauvages et a7Diirttemberg.

1 0Norbert Dufourcq, Le livre de l'orgue frangais 1589-
2LZQ2 (Paris, 1972), IV, p. 14

llEugene Borrel, "Corrette, Michel," Die Musik in
Geschichtel und Geenwart, ed. by FriedrichBiiiFu T aisiel-
Basel, 19527~~Ii, col. 1692, states, "From 1750 on, he carried
the title Knight of the Christian Order and organist of the
Jesuits, even though he took a position as organist to the
Prince of Conde" in 1759."

xxiii
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ous works up to 1729."112

Regarding his personal life, it is kno that Corrette

married Catherine Morizet on J. 8, l733. They had at least

one son, Michel, who became a third-generation organist I

act iemann even attributes the contra-oass meto to

the "Sohn M. Corrette.

There is documentation that Corrette participated in

at least one entertaining event, In 1739, he played at the

Fair of Saint Laurent where "Corrette, waste music, was

paid 600 (francs?) per day and the violin s 30 sous er

ay Although Eitner fails to acknowledge it, orrette

published some of his own music and ebke e-Baptiste-Th4

dore Wekerlin relates an account of the ntversy in es

tablishing a music subscription bureau about which Corrette

expressed his opposition in the following letter t his

editor, Pierre-Jean Miroglio:

I ask you not to count on the impression of
my two new books; thus, return all the companions
that you have kept of these works, As the n:am e
Mirglio comes to mean per mission to release (rent
out) books of music, you learn well that with the
four or five copies that it will uy, this will
suit the curiosity of amateurs will be at my

1 2 Edmund van der Straeten, The Histoh Violin
(London, 1933), I, p. 91 ,DomenT" ZL (Th87 T7 however
is another person. While both were keyardist their live
followed different careers. For ac rate eating of Corrette's
flute method, ca. 1740, see Farrar, op, , p 14.

IKarl Wilhelm Julius Hugo Hiemann "Corrette, ichel,
Musikalisches Conversations-Lexikon, 18 2, rev. ed. by Alfred
Einstein (Berlin, ,, p. 346

14George Cuouel, " Sources et document,,,s P0,101""'r
l'histoire de l'Opdra-Comique" A SiCale III (Paris,
1913), p. 251.
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expense. I am only grieved at having spent so
much. Do not buy any more paper. The art of
music is at the point of death UnTeii~hiTping
hacometou s Tl __I 5

Corrette's working knowledge of a variety of instru-

ments is remarkable, and he must have been a capable per-

former on several of those for which he wrote methods.

Eugene de Bricqueville quotes from Le menu de Saint-Philibert,

La vielle cantatille, where are named "all the virtuosos of

the hurdy-gurdy being at the same time professors and come

posers," and *Michel Corette [sic], rue de Chanverrie" heads

the list.16 Analee Camp Bacon calls Corrette a violin-

ist,17 and Karl Marx deems him a "strict authority" on

the cello.18

According to Fetis, Corrette was "an admirer of French

music" whose students seemed to make but little progress.

"In mockery, Parisian musicians called them 'les anacho-

19 A %rettes" 1  (lesan a Corrette--the jackasses or pig-headed

ones of Corrette).

15Jean-Baptiste-Theodore Weckerlin, Musiciana (Paris,
1877), p. 257, "from a rare piece in the cofeEton of
E[rnest] Thoinan." In spite of Corrette's resistance and
perhaps that of others, the first French musical subscrip-
tion bureau was established in 1765.

l6Eugene de Bricqueville, Notice sur la vielle (Paris,
1911), p. 79. Ibid., p. 52, he calls iTtoTneTerrasson a
"distinguished amateur of music, who plays the vielle agree-
ably."

17Analee Camp Bacon, The Evolution of the Violoncello as
. jglgInst en , unpublisheCPWT7D.ii etatinUiversTTy
of Michigan, I2, p. 88.

18Karl Marx, Die Entwicklun das Violoncell . . . (Re-
gensburg, 1963), p=~TT4(tfootnte).
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questions thoughtul: Why a e not

recognized? After all, hewrote not oniy ri le r
several instruments but also music in these

Some of the instruments for which ewroe r Oslet

and were beginning tocliri ouaiyee hnh

wrote tutors for he aess, ortra-ae v u
20

gurdy). Another factor gnust

acclaim i tat int tionsfor eits

played today are antquea a pad and vaue as with twe

tieth-century sadrs

His writings are impressive, however, ini

eighteenth-aentury customs. In addit chnIal

aspects f he instruments, Correttf rovida cnelAa I

insight about ornamentation virtues , at m e , d

particularly French and I perfan r tI a

is my primary purpose to Ilustrat rrat a j

as a dedi ated eighteenth-centuy

spent a long, useful career in he.r c o Usie,

19Frangois Joseph 74tis, "*CcretMcel"Bor-
unrselle des msces2nd e Pr 85

demarv aeJ|aweki Ls i Iana am-eec I ,tA(C Lpzig, 1911), P. 13, ate I $aye that~arae's a ts
were scorned because orre te ad al " rec v ai laylof the eighteenth century was ompa th tal indisorganized condition,"

20 In his article on Corrette, a I , I col1693, quotes a statement by FPaul-Laule a a a e alou, "Corrette has composed a great de ,have died before him," In still anote conan ou contemporary sy, "H orett is norepuation ~is ]well establlehed.
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CHAPTER I

L'ECOLE Q'ORPHEE

METHODE POUR APPRENDRE FACILEMENT

A JOUER DU VIOLON

Commentary

Until about the 1730's, violin-playing reflected the

French and Italian musical styles which had been in opposi-

tion since the seventeenth century. The French had culti-

vated a highly developed style of dance music with a corre-

sponding lightness of technique. The Italians, on the other

hand, had stressed the importance of the vocal cantabile and

expressive nuances in their sonatas and concertos. Italian-

trained French violinists, such as Tremais, Jean-Baptiste

Senaille, and Pierre La Houssaye, helped to popularize

the Italian sonatas and manner of playing in France, thus

lifting the violin from its role as a dance instrument to

one more lofty and noble.2

1Tremais (first name unknown) and La Houssaye (1735-1818)
were pupils of Tartini. A student of Vitali, Senaille (1687-
1780) was called by Viotti the "French Tartini."

2Emil Robert Brijon, Reflexions sur la musiue.
(Paris, 1763), reprinted (GeRnEve,t97277 p.137Says:

It is necessary, moreoever, to render justice to
the French musicians du premier ordre. Never has the
art of executing musicr&eached iTa as it does to-
day. Their playing is, in turn, strong and gracious
brilliant, varied, and delicately expressive (nuancC.

Italians, at least those that we have seen in
France, have played monotonously and ever so slightly
awkwardly embarrasss) . I except Mr. [Domenico]
Ferrari whose~leThnts have been so justly appreciated
in this capital.



General instructions for playing th I Ii were

published early in the eighteenth century by Michel

Monteclair (Methode a Juer du ion 1711-1712)

and Pierre Duport (Principes de tolon 1 ), but Llecole

'Oh4e byMichel orrette is the f t Fren retire

to deal in depth with various French t.d It.i. techniques

of playing the instrument. The later Trai&es a events

de la musige (1771) by Giusepp TrtA embode th

mature Italian violin style, while eol ozart's

VJI=lircrndltahen Vio inschule_(1756) i t me 0

universal violin study in the eighteenth century.

In his discussion of rudiments, Corrette devotes ate

tention to notes ineales in various ete he then Cone

tributes six chapters of instr tions an musicall examples

for the violinist that represent bth French and Italian

performance practices The "Lepon u pr appren re a

AAjouer du violon dans ge ut Franols" an Legona

dans le gout Italien" conta inappropriate usi a) examples

of these two national styles, Excepting ane USuite for two

3Another excellent violiri treaties I english but by
an Italian is The Art of Uzng OP ,0 Vi in, 1751, face
ed, (London, n, d, by Francesco einitT (687-1752),
who lted in England nd Irelan fm 17 until his death
Having teen a pupil of Corelli, GeminianI is, evertheless,
an important source for the violin traditions that
seventeenth-century master,

eopold Mozart, A Treatise on the Fundamental rinc-
oles o Violin Playing, 1756, trans. by 4tha Knocker
TLondon, 19M . Johann Joachim Quantz, On? a in ti Flute

1752, trans, by Edward ] Reilly (New a, , ,t ofts
Citation, for in it the violinist learn abt general
per -a nce practices along witn some tenialities of his

4
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violins," short dance movements comprise the French section,

which is notated with the G-clef on the first line.5 The

Italian examples are written with the G-clef on the second

6
line and include sonatas and sonata movements. Pieces in

this Italian section require more advanced bowings than

those in the French, such as a tremolo effect (Ex. 1):

Ex. 1. Corrette, L'_ole, "Allegro," p. 49, line 6,
meas. 4-5; line 7, meas. 1-2.

The modern staccato is also indicated by "notes egales et

A 7
articulees d'un meme coup d'archet" (Ex. 2):

Ex. 2. Corrette, L'ecole, "Prelude," No. 2, p. 55,
meas. 1-4.

In his "Alphabetic Explanations of the Most-Used

Italian Words in Music," Corrette defines "staccato" or

"spiccato" as "bow strokes on the violin, viol, and

violoncello which are played dryly, without dragging, and

5Michel Corrette, Llecole d'Orphee (Paris, 1738), pp.
34-47. Page numbers in this and succeeding footnotes refer
to the following translation.

6Corrette, L'cole, pp. 47-56.

7"P" = =ousser (up-bow), "T" = tirer (down-bow) as also
in Joseph Barnab6DL'Abbe' le fils, Prineipes du violin (1761),
faces. ed. (Paris, 1961).



8very de-tached."" LIAb le fils (hereaftr efrrdWO

simply a L'Abb1) demonstrate up- nd a-ow tacato

(cou _'archet articule) (Ex.

E x.3, L A bb Li,~j P e, p. 54,, line 1.

L. Mozart states that te ing within the slur are not

only to be played in one ow-trke t must be separated

from ec other by a slight pressr:- f the bow," 9 His

notation of this effect is standard (Ex. 4).

Ex. 4. L, Mozar Treatise, p. 45.

xpads this techniqueto Ilud a al eranou

separation (Ex. 5):

The first note of thi exp1 ta ni
the down-stroke but the remain three in
up-stroke, with a lift of
and detached from each other a strong attack
of the up-stroke, an--d so on.

Corrette, L'cole, 64 For a milar deinitio-n
see "Staccato" entry In S&bastien de Brossar, Dictian airs
de usigue (Paris, 1703) reprints (Ainterdam

YL . Mozart, o. ii, p& 45.

J.
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Ex. 5. L. Mozart, Treatise, p. 45.

Today, the hammer (martelf) stroke (i) most approximates

the desired effect of L. Mozart's example if his bowing

pattern is disregarded.

Present-day violinists insist on more precise informa-

tion about bowings, such as how much or what part of the

bow to use, amount of pressure required, rate of speed,

role of arm and/or wrist action, dynamics, and so forth.

The variety of bow strokes used by performers today is

probably not much greater than formerly, but nowadays there

is a name for every bowing pattern and a principle behind

each one.

Corrette also describes French and Italian bow grips,

of which he says, "These two methods . . . are equally

good."" Tartini12 says that "the bow should be held firmly

between the thumb and forefinger and lightly by the other

three fingers. . . *" Although twentieth-century practice

of holding the bow is quite like that of the Italians in the

1700's, modern method books contain more elaborate instruc-

lCorrette, L'ecole, pp. 27-28. Twenty-three years later,
L'Abbe, _p. g.t., p7,describes only the Italian bow grip.

12Giuseppe Tartini, Traite des a rements de la musique,
1771, ed. by Erwin R. Jac5Y elTeI, f971) p.37



tions than their earli_ counte-parts.

Significant is Corrette's direction to place the violin
14under the chin. He recommends this only when shifting

positions, but the violinist in the frontispiece of L'ecole

is holding the violin under the chin and wit the scroll

lowered. It is now generally regarded betr to hold the

instrument in such a way that the c oll points upward rather

than downward, a position which -aintains balance a cor-

rect distribution of pressures

A highlight of Corrette's L'ecoeis his chapter en.

titled "The Different Posit one on the Violin."15 In this,

he shows positions one through four on the lower strings

one through seven on the chanterelle,16 Geminiani

(1751) demands the use of seven positions or all four

strings in his musical xpes,

13See, for example, Ivn Galaian, Princi)les f Violin:
Flayng and Teachin (Engiewood. Cliffs, N ,

141Corvette, 'ecole, p. 2?, Corrette does not prescribe
holding the violin to the left or right e tailpiece,
Lt A be, c _it., p. 1, is the first ;witer t suggest that
the violin be held to the left oftAe n das in
higher, more horizontal position, Edund van r Straeten,
The Histor of the Violin (London, 33), , p. 370, attrie
butes the statement to Spohr that lding the violt to the

eight as considered "in the old style ' by 180 A modern
advice considered advantageous by many players I the chin
rest.,

16
1S5ee Corrette, jL'_cole, p. 57.

l 6Michel Corrette, L'art de se erfeotionner dans le
vo Paris, 1782]), p2h0, advances poseY range to
'41eventh position.

fGeminiani, a ci., pp. 20-21, d in compositions,
pp, 33-51.
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Corrette also addresses himself to the practice of

scordatura (discordee), which he calls cordes ravalle'es. 18

Although he is not the first to tune the violin strings to

other pitches, he is the first writer to illustrate this

practice in a method book (Fig. 2):

Fig. 2. Corrette's scordatura tunings, Lle'. e, pp.
59-61.

Apparently there was interest among the eighteenth-

century violinists to furnish their own bass accompani-

ment which was, perhaps, reminiscent of the deep tone of

the old viol instruments. Corrette's final scordatura ex-

ample is "for playing the bass on the violin,"1 9 and here

he implies that at least the G-string be tuned an octave

lower (Ex. 6):

1 8Franz Anton Biber's fifteen Mystery Sonatas (Salzburg,
1674) contain a variety of scordatura tunings. An early ex-
planation of scordatura by tienne Loulie, Elements or Prin-
ciples of Music (Paris 1696), trans. and ed. by Albert Cohen
(New York, 1965), p. ), refers to altering the tuning of the
viol or violin. He says, "It is played as if the violin were
tuned in the usual manner, and only in this way." Following
this statement, Loulie cites a musical example of scordatura.
See also Corrette's Premier sonates pour violon (Paris, 1739-
1740). In his "RondeauTde la Sonate I,r ier livre de
Sonates p our le violon avec la a continue (Paris, l7397,
Jean Lemaire tells the plyer to Tue by fourths.

19Pietro Nardini (1722-1793) in his "Sonate enig-
matique," Jean-Baptiste Cartier, L'art du violon
(Paris, 1801), pp. 276-279, uses an unusual scor-
datura tuning and states, "By this means of tun-
ing, one can make (play) his own bass." The



"Pou executor le Basse sur le violin, il at ouer
le nottes une octave plus bas

promotes anunfrette violin; e e re

21,mends fretting in a special way for begin0 r...n th

piece, notated on two staves, looks mor effective than it
ac tuallysounds.,

Written Sounds

I ~77~ ~777 -

w

Theodore Russell, "The Violin 'Sratura e
Musical quarter XXIV (1938), P. 3 aye te tuning
wo ~ave been more effective for etace a Ily rander-
in& abass part. Another attempt at producing a basS
effect isseen in Antni Lolli, w vi its aria i
1764, He tuned the fourth string aown to _d, a searda-
tura that influenced other composer. S e Isadore Bertheaume,
Oeuvre II, "Sonate pour Le v iolon dans style a Loll ,
Paris, pub, after 1769)1,

20Corrette, L' ole, P. 29

21Gemini ea,*. i1t., . ,the leaner shouId whave
the f inger-board of his Violin market in the same maner
a carding to the fiv tones two semi-tones a the octave
which will greatly facilitate is leani to stop in a
See also the accompanying diagram an I f i ampisa.

- *9 A-4- v a -I~ -wmmp-, P9 4A 1

414 .94., W- fir

An interesting aspect of Cret' tutor is tathe

L Kai,

AddMIRL

I-A A-.Adomw
:AkW4
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other hand, L. Mozart abhors any "foolish system" of marking

the pupil's finger-board and insists that without 
a good ear

the player "is useless for music and it were better 
he took

a wood-axe than a violin in his hand."
22

In the eighteenth century (as now), the down-bow stroke

denoted stress and was used rather strictly for the first

beat of the measure. Corrette adheres to this standard in

his "Legons"23 and instructs the player to use large bow

strokes.24 His only other statement concerns eighth and six-

teenth notes which, he stipulates, are to be played with the

tip of the bow.2 5  None of the concerns of today's violinists,

such as setting the stroke and gauging the pressure and speed,

are mentioned by Corrette.

With great respect for playing freely and expressively,

Geminiani admonishes the violinist to practice scales "by

drawing the Bow down and up, or up and down alternately,

taking care not to follow that wretched Rule of drawing the

Bow down at the first Note of every Bar."2
6 L'Abbe' does

not discuss the subject, but his music examples generally

22L. Mozart, p.. fcit. p. 62.

23corrette, L' cole, pp. 34-48, 54-55.

24Ib.d..,p. 28.

251bid., p. 28. In playing spiccato, Tartini, .ci2 t

p. 57, advises that one "not pass the middle of the bow, but

try to play them at the point. . .

26Geminiani, . ciS.$ p. 4.



support the "Rule of Down-Bow." .Aditting that tedown-.,-

is stronger, Quantz sensibly r the tuden to practice

making down- and up-bows as nearly equal possible

In the matter of fingering, Corrette was not particularly

innovative. He does, however, suggest playing ut on the h -

terelle by extension of the small finger he direct te

yer to shift, "that Is, move the o the brige

and place the first ger er tordny akes a29

There are many scale fingering0 offered in the eight-

eenth century, but the fngruul etene seitone

upward f or sharps and con rced a sm-oedwwr o

flats, Corrette uses this system Aith two instfes -

tional fingerings (EX 7):c

Ex, 7 Correttel L844'ole, P. 31.

27L'Abbe', . .,pp. 2-13.

28quantz, a. cit.,y p.222*

29Corrette, _L :1,'1'11, P. 31.
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L. Mozart differentiated between the sharp and flat chromatic

scales (Ex. 8):

Ex. 8. L. Mozart, Treatise, p. 70.

-44 a-'Pj4 1 7P'01

G- Ur Ing D-stri n

According to Geminiani, "two notes cannot be stopped suc-

cessively by the same Finger without Difficulty, especial-

ly in quick Time."30 He presents an elaborate (and ad-

vanced) system in which each finger is assigned a chromatic

tone which eliminated the occurrence of the portamento

(Ex. 9):

Ex. 9. Geminiani, Ar "Examples," p. 2, line 3.

Rather ordinary is Corrette's treatment of ornaments;

in fact, he mentions only four essential jgrements. The

3 0 Geminiani, o . cit., p. 4. A different opinion of the
portamento, an audible~sTide between two pitches, is ex-
pressed by Charles Burney, A General Histor ofMusic, 1789
(New York, 1935), II, p. 99f, note n, who stateisthat
"beautiful expressions and effects are produced by great
players in shifting suddenly from a low note to a high, with
the same finger on the same string."



trill cadencee ) "marked by t or + is iways epare by

the upper note," 31 and he shows eqoet e heeual

finger in its preparation (Ex.10):

Ex. 10. Corrette, '4cOle, .320ie ,me -4.

His statement, "three trails are everma I ue-

sion, seems curious but rem nis en e enteenth-century

practice when,acrdg to Muffat., "-ne--rd:,appves two

tril together." 3  Eighteenth-centur It aturo, on the

other hand, flaunts consecutive r A rmnts. Per-

haps Corrette's dictum should be carded g with Tar-

tini's, "Too much or little spoils th3esul

Corrette's double cadence is demonstrate ext (Ex. II)

Ex. 11. Corrette, LlIg'ole, P. 32, line 4, meas.-.

31Corrette, L'ecole ,. 32.

32 Ibid., P. 32.

Georg Muffat, Florile ium Seoundu (Berlin -698),
Denkmaler du Tonkunst in Osterreicr ien, 1894-195) IV
p. , ails it trembleent, as oes Mont chair. totr
te rm for this emelishent are sh o (Geminiani), Nach-
schLhag o(C. P. E. Bach), and tihrlo (Tartin) Adiinal

5 3gns are tr, tm, v , and *.

Tartinit,pc it., P. 74.0

4
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Contemporaries of his call this ornament a turned shake or

trillo composto (Geminiani), Nachschlag, les coumd'pres

(quantz), cadence tournee (L'Abbe), Trilles mit Nachschlage

(L. Mozart), and tremblement double (Monteclair).

The remaining two agrments shown by Corrette appear in

the musical examples representing the Italian style. His

mordent (fpinc) has a special symbol (Ex. 12)1:

Ex. 12. Corrette, L'cole, p. 55, line 10, meas. 1-4.

Variants of this ornament are pincement (4/) or tremblement

coupe (t) (Muffat), Mordente or beat (jI ) (Geminiani35 and

Tartini), martellement (W) (L'Abbe), and battemens (Quantz).

Corrette instructs that the 2 de vix be played In

the same bow stroke but does not impart a rhythmic interpre-

tation (Ex. 13):

Ex. 13. Corrette, Llecole, p. 55, line 10, meas. 5-7.

Tartini (pogiatura), Quantz, and L. Mozart (Vorsha) offer

the standard rule that the small note receives half the

value of the following note. If the following note is dotted,

35Geminiani, 2. .cit., pp. 7-8, says performance of
this embellishment with regard -to speed and dynamics can
express such intense passions as "Fury, Mirth, Horror,
Fear, and Grief."



ten th mall not r s wothiralue.

L'AbbeIs demonstration of e ort e vox, wever differs

'lightly from the traditional e:ution (x. 34)

Ex. 14, L'Abbe, Principes, Po 115 or e voix."

Cortte did t , xperiment with virtuosic effects;' of

harmonics, muting, or pizzicato, as did Mondonville, L'Abbe

Quantz, and others; 3 6 but is air taking ymmar a inge

ings and bowings throughout el vrif hth s

violinis as wel1 as an organist. nic meti uous fingerings

for double stops are remarkable L.includ nerins or

three. and four-note chords (Ex. 15).

Ex. 15, Corret e, io'eo, o .-56, line 4, r. ?-80

In common usage today is the tura h oi o n

octave above the open string which serve as a ubstitute

-36%Jean-Joseph Cassane de Mdonvt I's Lee sons hlar-
mont ues (Paris, ca. 1738) ontains oube-sth nios

--$Abbe, o ift., p. 73, mixes natural with artificial har-
monics (two ingers) and even haonic tril* Tartini
Leclair, and Pierre Gavini were Iso exponents in the use
of harmonics, Qutz, o . cit., p 23334, disusse
pizzicato and the use o muM dthir asso nation with
certain modes. But se Corretta, L'art, p 440 51 an 501
where he indicates the unusual praitT f anagng t a
thumb for playing multiple stops.
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for the fourth finger in fourth position. The eighteenth-

century players generally rejected the use of harmonics

(unless he entire piece is written in harmonics).

T e eighteenth century produced a variety of methods

just as the twentieth century already has, but Corrette's

L'ebole stands as an important source for French and Italian

performance practices in the mid.-eighteenth century. In

spite of prevailing limitations, its author presented a

successful pedagogical book of instructions for the serious

violinist. Corrette's L'art de se perfectionner dans le

violon of 1782 continued the violinist's training into the

realm of virtuosity.



I >u. ri n" * 1uu' . I''n/, !l~' ni if,"ve,Wbr ;

J)h/,e , /act' t1t .>'lNy>/' pac/CUyU'

You who want one day to make felt
The marvelous effects of harmonic power,

Of a learned and simple practi ,
Have here the first secrets.

This frontispiece is shown in Lionel de La Laurencie,
L'ecole franoaise de violon (Paris, 1922-1924), III, Plate

apposie p.* 14, ani n David Boyden, History of Violin Play.-
ing from Its Origins to 1761 . . . (New YorkFI967), Plate 31.
The frontispiece and title page of Corrette's L'ecole are
shown by Eugene Borrel, mCorrette, Michel," Die usik in
Geschichte und Gegenwart, ed. by Friedrich Blume (KAssel-
Basel, 19527II, cols. 1693 and 1694 respectively.
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School of Orpheus, Method for learning

easily to play the violin in the French

and Italian style, together with essen-

tials of music and many lessons for one and

two violins. A work useful to beginners

and to those who desire the execution of

sonatas, concertos, pieces with broken

chords, and pieces with scordatura

Composed by Mr. Corrette

Opus XVIII, price 4 livre Tournoi,

unbound.

Paris, house of the author, Rue d'Orleans

quartier St. Honore au Cheval d'Or, house

of Madame Boivin, St. Honore a la R4gle

d'Or, and house of Mr. Le Clerc, Rue du

Roule a la Croix d'Or.

With permission of the king. 1738.

38Straeten, p. cit. I, p. 249, says that L'Abbe's
Princies du violon (IMrl is the first French violin
tutor of anyT alovalue." He also claims, ibid., p. 315,
that Leopold Mozart wrote "the first important~and sys-
tematic violin tutor."



Principles of Music for the Violin

G-clef on the first line is e in ren mu 9

g' albt cdlew " 981 g " f eld"wabl a'

G-olef on the second lin- is ioun Ital music

&I bo 0d(te fiItg f t! id a

4:_

The whole no e equals four beats,

2 beats 2 beats

Two half notes for a whole

Four quarter notes for
two half notes

Eight eighth notes for foer,
quarter notes

Sixteen sixteenth notes for
eight eighth notes

.The dC equ als
~ hal the v alue

if the 0r-ein

Dot haf noe

Dotted ehth note

39michel PignoL.-t de a, eot'lirMto~ facile
aprendre aouer uvioo arise, 7l 72J p. 1
advocate the G-Clef on second I except when the notes
go too low. "Then one houl shift t Gle the fst
line to minimize lde ln below the tafA,

apter
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2 Chapter II

Different Signs Used in Music

Sharp Flat Natural

The sharp (#) raises the note a semi-tone. The flat

() lowers the note a semi-tone. Sharps and flats beside

the clef sign serve for all notes which are on the same

line or space.

The natural () restores the note to its natural state.

Bars (I ) form measures. It was only about the middle of

the last century when a measure began to be marked of f by

a vertical line through the five staff lines.

Two bars with dots (I*il or"j ) mark the mid-point or

the end of the piece. Each section must be played twice.

The return (i.) means beginning where one finds the

same sign.

The custos (*1) is found at the end of a line of music

to announce the first note of the next line.
Syncope

The syncope means to play the notes

in the same bow stroke.
Coules

0 11The slurs indicate that one should

play all the notes within [the

arched line with the same bow stroke. See pages 54 and 55.

Music is composed in three kinds of time:

Duple time marked by a 2

Triple time marked by a 3

Quarter time marked by or C

.- I



Chapter III

Concerning the Mos t Commi

Tiz in 2

T 1uin 4 whih is' boat in 2

Tw id 4

T Is in 2 called 2/4

Ano th o.r t iao in 2 called 6/#

Tim in 4*&11*6 12/8

See pages 23

on Ways of parking Mus I

sit1 1

t rn

Another tin n *A 0

Another t 1 1 1ed5

nd24.

general rule for violinists I all instumentalist

is that the player keep time with his foot and-stress every

first beat.

Chapter IV

Explanation of tht Time Signatures in elation

to the Types of ice The epreset

Duple time is marked by 2 rigauons branles, U

, illards, rustic pieces, otillons, otes,

so forth.
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4 One plays the second eighth note quickly.

Triple time marked by 3 is used in minuets, sarabands,

courants, passacailles, chaconnes, and Spanish follies.

One passes the second eighth note quickly.

Quarter time represented by , is used for fugues de

chapelles, opera entrees, and for the first part of over-

tures. The second sixteenth note must be passed quickly.

Quarter time marked by C is often used in church music

and is commonly used in Italian music as in allemands, ada-

gios, allegros, andantes, and prestos of sonatas and con-

certos. The eighth notes are played equal and the second

sixteenth note is passed quickly. See page 50.

2/4 is often found at the reprise of overtures and is

commonly used in Italian music such as vivaces, allegros,

prestos, and ariettas. At the present, many writers also

use it in andantes and adagios. See my Op. 14, "Trio,"

page 1 .41 One plays the eighth notes equal and passes the

4OIn Italian period music, however, it is customary to
play equal eighth notes unless the dots occur in the music.
For comprehensive treatment of inegales (beyond the scope of
this volume) see Jane Arger, Les agrdments et le rythme
(Paris, 19175; Arnold Dolmetsc, The Interpretaton of Music
of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries (London,19TiT
and Newman WilsonPowell, Rh thmic Freedom in the Performance
of French Music from l1j0Qto , unpublishedPh7. D. disser-
tatfln, tan"rd University, 199.

Corrette's Op. 14 is a set of six Sonates en trio for
flutes or violins and continuo (Paris, ca. 1745),~no. of
which appears in a modern edition, through Musique trans-
atlantiques Ouvrlieres (Paris, 1960). For an explanation of
how to perform eighth notes interspersed with eighth rests,
see Michel L'Affillard, Princines trs faciles pour bien
apprendre la musiQue (Par1m,1694), 2.



second sixteenth quickly.

6/8 is used in French music for naigguad

sometimes for the reprises of overtures.f oond

in onatas and concertos. SeS pa .

12/8 is the marking for rench Italian 4ges.

3/4 is used In cuatsof nta.Onepas h

eighths equal and passes the second sixth ent uI See

page 48.

5 3/8 is found in French musi passepied some-

times in repries of lertures. See patalinu

it in allegros, adagios afetuos, vives r ettes

See Italian works by Handel, Bononcini, puech, oaratti,

Porpora, and all the sonatas composed by our noteworthy

Frenchmen in which is found movement much like the song-

style of affetuosos. The eighth notes are equal the

ec sixteenth is passed quickly.

6/4 is utilized in French music f ourees, fo:IaIne

and sometimes in overture reprise ee page 40. TIS

meter is seldom found In Italn music. ne mut pass the

second eighth note quickly See pag 44

4Slightly more elaborating is the reminer y
Louli , ap cit.,p. 28, Even though written equl, the
first and thi.- fourths of each beat are longer than the
scon d fourth."

B43 ut see Carol arrar, Michel, Corrette9andltelayng
in theREi hteent C entu '-ry N P Y7oRk , 7 Ox,1p.n2 3,where
Crrette says, In 3 one must play the eighth ndsix-
teenth notes equal.' In either case he, unfortunately, cites
no stilations about conjunct dis unt motion wlhi h
greatly determines the feasibiLity of performing ine ales.
Then too, Corrette's writings are not a boe reproach and do
contain incidental e rors

24
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3/2 is employed very little in French music. See my
&# 44,

Op. 10, page 4, "Entree du Commissaire." Italians very

often compose sarabands and adagios in this meter. One

passes the second quarter note [of each beat] quickly.

9/8 is used infrequently in French music but rather

often in Italian music for gigues, allegros, prestos, and

sometimes in adagios. See Vivaldi, Maceti, and my Op. 13,

"Sonatas for Solo Violin."45

6 Chapter V

Concerning Pauses and Rests

Quarter X Eighth 7 Sixteenth I

The quarter rest equals the quarter note ,the

eighth rest equals an eighth note . , and the sixteenth

rest equals the sixteenth note

Rest for Rest for
Half rest Whole rest two measures four measures

1 2 34 5 6 7 8 9 10 20 30 40 50

All these ways of counting rests are found in symphonies,

motets for large ensemble, and concertos. See the second and

44 fA V
Corrette, Sonates en trio Rour les flutes o violons

(Paris, n. d.).

45 Corrette's Op. 13 is listed in his catalogues (see
appendix, this volume) as Solos for flute or violin with
bass (Paris, n. d.).



third treble of my Concertos oi ue

Explanation of Signs Found in this Mto

T marks a down-bow stroke.

P merks :7Xan ,iup-bow.

t
or marks atrl on the note, eepa 32,

w means to give a bo troke n the ope strig
without using the inger.

I means to u.4 4firs-t f inger.

2 means to use second finger.

3 means to use hid ng.

4 is for the frth finge A are ounte fn
the nut.

46orrette wrote twenty#-fL'our Goncertq o.,.;ues. between
1736 and 1756,
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7 Method for Learning to Play the Violin

Chapter I

Manner of Holding the Violin

The violinist holds the neck of the violin with the

left hand, grasping it with the thumb and first finger but

not too tightly. Then he rounds the first, second, and

third fingers and elongates the small one. For shifting,

he must place his chin on the violin. This gives complete

freedom to the left hand, especially in returning to ordi-

nary position. See the picture at the front of this method.

Chapter II

Different Ways of Holding the Bow

I am setting forth here the two different ways of hold-

H ing the bow. The Italians hold it mostly by placing

four fingers on the stick (A) with the thumb under-

neath the fingers also on the stick (B),.48 The French

hold it near the frog with the first, second, and third

A fingers on the stick (C, D, E), the thumb under the

E hair (F), and the small finger on the side of the

stick (G). These two methods of holding the bow are

47 See Corrette, Llecole, p. 18.

48Montilclair, p. citt., p. 3, advocated this manner of
holding the bow.



equally good The ehe will let h tudentto se

neor the other.

When necessary, one plays with the stK of the bow

leaning a little toward the bridge, but one must also be

carefulnot to lean too much. In order to produce sound

fromth violin, one must make large bow strokes in a grace-

ful and tasteful manner. -ee page 54.

8 Eighth and sixteenth notes re a& wt the ip

the bow (Ht, J).All these movement hould cc e froi the

wris t.,Those wh alwa play wit a tghtene arm do not

y the instrument well. Whrn one lay up-bow tw in

s'c e'sion, it is nece sary to stop the a efore the

Example .,cond bow stroke., eepa 54

where all bow strokes are resente

Chapter III

Concerning the Range of th Violin

This instrument IS compose offour trying tuned n

fifths.
Tuning of the V'inlin

Gle n G-clef on

f irst line Londln

Fourth string Third Second Frt 4-in
called bourdon string , tring alle ohnterelle

(0 T r P



Fourth Third Second First

_ _ _ _ _ 3 - - - -- - - -

f6 g' 1 b 0  d' *I.t''g b
Foreigners generally use alphabet letters to name the notes.

Diatonic

Finger . .. *.s.

"f.4

4.)

C,,

43)

0

9

Nut

NI

W

94

4)
U)

1

C

CA

Neck

or . See page 57.

2

-3

29

e.4

CO

0l

3)

w

I

I4

4-)

to

.94



ChaterIV

Comments about Playing the tel I ne

Explanation of the Fourth tng

The distance from g to a is divided by g-s-he anda-flat

The distance fo a to b is divid4d by -hp and b-flat.-

One uses the third finger for g-sharp dthe mIl finger

for d-flat'.

Explanation of the Third St g

The distance from d to is dividedyd-he-flat

That from'l' to Z' is divided by f-sharp 'n -flat'

One uses the third finger for g-sharp' the small finger

for a-flat'.

Explanation of the Second String

The distance fromf ' to b' is divided by -h and b-fla

That from "el to d'' is divided by -sharp' a-flat

One uses the third finger for d-sharp" a he small C iger

for e-flat .

Explanation of the Find '' e mst sh

The distance from f' to ' is divid;.d b-y f-elhTarp I Iand

That from s"' to all is divided by g-sharp''an a-flat".

One uses the third f ingr for a-sharpt ndth small finger

for b-flat'' and b"'.

One can also play ell' withth same finger.,

When one wishes to go beyond d"'.' he must shift--that is,
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move the hand toward the bridge and place the first finger

where it ordinarily makes a'".

Example Example

-- 1r- 1 . a a ai. mmeriiam 11e

Position for going Another position for
to d''' going to cll

See page 57.

11 Example of the Tones and Semi-Tones

Fourth String Third String

"~ - -ds'" er'la sewsesusmr e --- - -r -- - - - -n- - - - - -- -- - -

__..... ...- -- . - - -
-. - - - 4 - -- -- - - - -

Second String First String

A, g 3 3 4

First String Second String

Third String Fourth String

I s 4 34 0 g4 ..

Note that the sharp (t#) raises the note one finger by

a semi-tone, and the flat (b) lowers both note and finger

by a semi-tone.
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Chapter V

Concerning Trills (Cadences)

The trill marked by t or + IalIways prepared by the

Trills on a'' of first string, of second string,

of third string, and of fourth string reprepare

Other trills which require shifting to ake

One can make trills on all otes but three are never

Example minor
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List of All the Trills (Cadances [sic)

Third
string

Second
string

First
stri n

434 3 1P. 31453

The Most Common Trills with Turn
(Double cadanoesS c]

)~, ~'2 ~ ~ 3'a2..I3 A 411343' Q~3

Fourth
string
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26 (missing from the original)
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.argos, and other similar

notes, half notes, an4 quar-

er notes with large bow strokes, swel

end (A, B), For finales and cadence

ever, one must begin the sound with

swel it in the middle, and die w

ng the sound to the

es within the pieces, how-

a light bow stroke,

Ly at the end (C, DOE) .

delightfu

0

opV

4!q4

crus es trstleamp t

elk

oiI

ge

fie

-APO

motnno A Rd a1

A modern view of eighteenth-century iolin bow tech-
nique may be found in Sol Babitz Diferences between 18th
Century and Modern Violin Bowing, reprnte rom The
Score andIMA Ma azine March, 1957). Dy shading was

1-Y 40ho

his bow stroke has
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p '

I *

h 0 1 4A J
K,.,~7 ' 'I& -c 1cae

35

a natural effect with the early bow and violin. The shorter
stick (about 20" as compared with 24" today) was rather
straight with loose-tension hair that produced a soft tone at
the beginning and end of each stroke. L. Mozart, gp. cit.,
pp. 96-102, addresses himself to the matter of "pure" tiie
production in his four divisions of the bow to produce dynamics.
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37 Chapter VI

The Different Positions on the Violin

One can shift on the four strings of the violin, but

shifting is done mainly on the chanterelle.

Example of the Fourth String

Second Third Fourth
position position position

Example of the Third String

Second Third Fourth
position position position

Example of the Second String

Second Third Fourth

position position position

Example of the Chanterelle

W- 6=0 law

Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth Seventh
position pos. pos. pos. pos. pos.

Thus, for rising to high i"'' on the chanterelle, one must

place the first finger on a''; and for d''', one places the

first finger on a''. The same observation Lis true3 for the

other positions.
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Alphabetic Explanations of the Most-Used

Italian Words in Music

A

4
Adagio means very tenderly

Affetuoso, affectionately;
very tenderly.

Alla breve, very fast.

Allegro, lightly, but of a
moderate manner,

Alto viola, "high tenor" vio-
1in, This part is used
in the concerto.

Andante, a bit slowly. 0

Arppegio [sic , to arpeggiate
or play broken chords.
See page 55.

Aria means song,

Assai, that the Italians of-
ten couple with allegro.
Marked thus, the movement
will be moderate,

B

Balletto means ballet,

Basso continue, continuous
bass,

a

50Brossard, . jflt, defines "An ante 'to g , to wak
in even steps."

5Michel Corrette, Premier livre o e, Op. 16 (Paris,
1737), in Recent Researches T'nthe usct Jle Baroue Era,
(Madison, Wisc, 974), XVIIIr pp. , Ts " rga doppia
in A major,

Canon means oann or perpet
ual fug"Ut. yOp.
16,pg 30

Capricio, caprice,

Ciacone, chaconne.

Concerto me ns P concert of
several int tments,.

D

Da capo means to repeat the e
ginning until the word "end

Dolce, of a graceful manner and
very sweet*

Do means ut (C). Phu, the
Italias say do, -e, mi,-
sol, la, i, o for ut, e
mi fa, sol, Ia, si, ut,

Due means a due vio1,ni or
two violins

E

Enhamonico means eharmonic,
This 0s one o te three
type of music, the usage
of which is lost*



F

Fagotto means bassoon.

Fantasia, fantasy or caprice.
fA 52

Flauto means flute.

Fine, end of a piece or end
of a book.

Forte means strong.

Fortissimo, stronger, very
strong.

Fugue da capella, fugue de
chapelle.

G

Gavotta means gavotte.

Giga means gigue.

Gratioso, in an agreeable
manner.

L

Largo means slowly but with
much style.

Lanto [sic], slowly, heavily.

M

Maggiore meams major.

Minuetto means minuet.

Minore means minor.

Moderato, with moderation.

N

Non troppo presto means fast
but not too fast.

0

0[b]bligato, obbligato.

Opera means work.

Organo means organ or figured
bass for the clavecin.

P

Pastorale means rustic, pas-
toral song.

Piano means soft.

Piu piano, softer.

Pianissimo, very soft.

Preludio means prelude.

Presto means fast.

Prestissimo, very fast.

Quatuor, music of 4 parts.

Quinque, music of 5 parts.

Recitativo means recitative.

Ripieno means to fill up. One
often finds in Italian
music [the term] "violino
ripieno" which means the
part of the violin sectionsj

In eighteenth-century sources, "flauto" came to desig-
nate the recorder (flfAte h bee) and "flUte traversiere" the
transverse flute. Brossard, .cit., makes this distinction
in his articles, "Flauto or filter & bee" and "Fiauto, ou
flate."
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that repeats the prin-
cipal (passag ] of the
first violin,'

S

Simphonia means symphony.

Solo means alone,

Soli. See the concertos by
Corelli.

Staccato or spiccato means
that the bow stroke of the
violin, viol, and cello
must be played dry, with-
out dragging out, and
well detached. This is
found very often in lar-
gos and adagios of con-
certos.5

Stromenti, several instruments,

Subito means suddenly.

Sonata means series of pieces,

T

Tacet means to rest.

Testo [sic ] solo is often
found in figured bass
parts, It signifies that
the accompanist must play
the bass notes without
accompaniment and continued

thi.s until he finds

Tempo di gavotta mean
gavotte tempo.

Tempo I minuetto, minuet

Tenor mean middle part.

Trio, musi of three par

Tromba means trumpet.

TutUi means everyone.

a iazione, variety, varia

tion, ifrlenace, ohn2e,

Violino mean violin.

Violoncello means cello or
bass violin [whose hig St
strin a tune on a,

V ivace, with quic kess but
more moerate than allege

Volti subito, tu quickly.

vooce m an avojI ce.

Zam-po gam ueanv- bagpipe or
hurdy-gIrdy.--

53johann Gottfried Walther, Musikalisches Lexicon, 732,
facs, ed. by Richard Schaal (Kasse , p , efines
ripieno as "full chorus.

041bide
CaFtO.

"Staccato means nearLy the same thing as spic-

55C . Brossard, . *, "Violoe," which he alls "our
bass violin." Walther, 2 .cit., p. 637, gives the standard
tuning for the cello (C9G d WTaand that or t violone
(basae de violon or Gr s e~Basse-Geige) as "G C F A d
G C E A d
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CHAPTER II

METHODE THEORIQUE ET PRATIU

POUR APPRENDRE EN PEU DE TEMS LE VIOLONCELLE

DANS SA PERFECTION

Commentary

The year 1741 witnessed the publication of a defini-

tive cello treatise by Corrette. His Methode theorique e

pratique pour apprendre . . le violoncelle stands impos-

ingly as the earliest detailed tutor for this instrument.

Elementary and limited in scope are its predecessors, Sal-

vatore Lanzetti's Principes du doigter pour le violoncelle

(Paris, 1736) and Sebald Triemer's Methode de violoncelle

(Paris, 1739).2

Corrette prefaces his cello method with historical data

related to the cello, including a lengthy discourse regard-

ing the "gamba vs. cello"
3 in which he extols the advantages

of the cello. Here, however, some of his facts are incor-

1This is the title according to Frangois Joseph Fetis,

"Lanzetti, Salvator," Bioraphie universe es musigieng,

2nd ed. (Paris, 1875), V, p. 197; but Ernst Ludwig Gerber,

"Lanzetti, Salvatore," Historisch-Biographisches Lexikon der

Tonkthnstler, 1790-1792 raz, 196), refers to it as Prin-

cUIp _lTapplicater de violoncelle.

2According to Elizabeth Cowling, The Cello (New York,

1975), p. 73, there are two early undated c' "ellomanuscripts
in the National Bibliothek, Vienna. One is an anonymous

collection of "Lexione," and the other is "Lexione" by

Antonio Caldaro (d. 1736). Neither, however, contains
written explanations.

3 Michel Corrette, Methode the orique et pratgue pour

le violoncelle (Paris, 1741),4preface, pp. 84-89 and



rect, such as naming "Bononcini who i* presently chapel

master to the King of Portugal" as the inventor of the

cello, and Sainte Colombe a the one who added the seventh

string to the gamba.

In his introductory chapters, Corrette explains the

usual signs in music and counting in 2,43nd beats,

While the subject of notes inegales is less inforative

'0 5than in his L'ecole or flute method, a typi al observation

by Corvette concerns the French and Italian ta tes for

playing eighth notes in 3/4 time, He reports tat in the

French preference, "the second eighth note of each beat is

also pp. 147-149, Page references in this and ucceeding
footnotes apply to the following translation, Preference
for the gamba as a bass instrument existed longer in France
than in any other country, Louis XIV reigne 1643-1715)
favored the gamba in an age when the cello was already domi
nating chamber and orchestral music in Italy,

4Ibid p. 84, No doubt Corrette' reference is to Gio
vanni Bononcini (1671>1755), an acclaim cellist who did
serve in Lisbon in 1735. According to Fetis 'Bononcin,
Dominique," 2_. cit,, II, p. 23, a Dominique Bononcini (b.
1652) was in Lisbon (Portugal) in 1748, If '4tis' dates are
accurate, however, D. Bononcini would have then been in his
nineties, The cello obviously existed before then Anyway.

Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Trait4' de la vlole (Paris, 168{
p. 24, proclaims St. Colombe asithieiTr of the seventh
string, and Waldemar von Wasielewski, Das Viooncell nd
seine Geschichte (Leipzig, 1911), p. 20~says that a pupil
of St. Colombe, Marin Marais (1656-1728), deserves credit
for adding the seventh string. Attention must be called,
nevertheless, to Gaspara Duiffopruggar real na e: Kaspar
Tieffenbrucker), a Bavarian who journ yed to Paris and Lyons
in 1515, Edmund Sebastian van der Strasten, Histoy of the
Violoncello (London, 1914), reprinted (London, 9 Plat

, shows Tieffenbrucker holding a seven-string gaba

5See Michel Corrette, L'Jcole d'rhe (Paris, 1738),
p. 23. See also Carol Farrar, Michel CorretteandFlute-
Playing i nthe Eighteenth CenturyAW w York, 19701 pp. 22-3
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passed quickly." On the other hand, "the eighth notes are

equally played in Italian music." 6

Although the frontispiece of his cello method illus-

trates a naYvely careless posture which serious players

would not wish to adopt, Corrette specifically instructs the

player to hold the instrument between the calves of his legs

while sitting on a chair of commensurate height. He then

adds that "sometimes a rod is placed at the end for support

when the player stands."? Without reference to a standing

position, Robert Crome (1765) states that only beginners

should use an end-pin.8 Corrette does concede, however,

that because the cellist has difficulty in seeing and execut-

ing passages when standing, he should sit to play.

Corrette's treatise appeared at a time when gamba play-

ing was still very popular. In only the preceding year,

1740, Hubert Le Blanc published his Defense of the Bass Viol

Against the Encroachment of the Violin and Pretensions of

the Violoncello.9 The gamba was greatly esteemed, not only

6Corrette, Cello, p. 96.

7Ibid.,sp. 100. A definitive tutor for the cello, Jean-

Louis Duport, Essay on Fingering the Violoncello . . . (Paris,

[18141), trans. by John Bishop (Loidon,[18533), p. 5, says
that after seating oneself, "The manner of holding the Vio-

loncello between the legs varies greatly according to the
habits and different stature of persons." He makes no men-
tion of end-pin usage.

8Robert Crome, The Compleat Tutor for the Violoncello

(London, 1765), p. .~ee aso Bernard Rornberg, Violoncell-
schule (Berlin,{before 1841]), frontispiece, where the
seated player supports the cello without an end-pin.

9The last gamba virtuoso was Carl Friedrich Abel, who



by Louis XIV, but also by King Frederick the rea of Prus-

sia and Prince Nicholas EsterhEKzy. Corrette -hampione the

cause or the cello and even encouraged gamba players to try
r 10

a cello with a fretted neck (a la gamba). He illustrates

the two fingerboards to show their almost identical finger

positions and ranges. Here, the likenesses of the two

instruments stop,

Although probably not a cellist himself, Corrette ob.

12piously admired and studied the style of onncini an

recognized that gamba fingerings are not adaptable to the

cello. On the gamba (tuned in fourths except for one third)

each finger makes a half step. hus both hmati nd

diatonic scales can be played in one position.

In playing the cello, Corrette teaches that each finger

makes a whole step and that the hand contracts for a half

died in 1787--as did gamba-playing. Chales a ey, A Gen-
eral Historyof Music, 1789 (New York, n . ), II. p.
1020, relates a notice in the Mornin Post, June 22, 1787,
Appearing soon after Abel's death, it ell, "his favourite
instrument was not in general use, wl probably die
with him."

Corrette, Cello, p. 120. JohAn Joachi uantz, On
Playing the Flute7Miin, 1752), trans. by Edward R ReTly
(New York,~IWT pp. 245-246, reminds the player to press
the strings slightly above and below the frets for Cats and
sharps respectively. Francesco Geminiani, The Art of PMLyin
on the Violin, 1751, facs. ed. (Paris, 196WT~ p. 1, favors
netting for beginners, as does come, _p cit., but Leo-

pold Mozart, A Treatise on the Fundamental PgnCiAles of
Violin Pla in Tg)trans, byEditha Knoto er
(London, 19, p. 62, disdains any such patronizing

ll-orrette, Celo, pp. 146-149,

12Giovanni Battiste Bononcini (or Btonncini) resided
in Paris 1735-1748, during which time Cornette oul have
observed this artist.



step.13 He excludes the third finger in the first two

positions and the fourth finger in the fourth and subse-

quent positions. For the higher positions, he asserts that

"the small finger, being shorter than the others, cannot

serve well at the bottom of the neck" and "is useless past
14

first, second, and third positions" (Ex. 16):

Ex. 16. Corrette, Cello Method, p. 149.

Jean-Louis Duport (1749-1819) was a cello virtuoso of

15
considerable repute. With his Essj (ca. 1814), a finger-

ing system was established that logically and consistently

uses the fingers in their natural order. Although he dis-

courages use of the fourth finger in scale-work progressions,

he does make one concession (Ex.17):

In saying, above, that the fourth finger
should be suppressed, I mean in the course of the
scale, which is ascended by regular successions
of three fingers; but it ma1 6 be used to finish the
scale when necessary.

1 3 Corrette, Cello, p. 111.

1 4 Ibid, p. 131 and 132.

15Karl Geiringer Musical Instruments, trans. by Bernard
Miall (New York, 1945,P.154, cites a compliment to Duport
from Voltaire who said, "Monsieur, you know how to make a
nightingale out of a cow (boeuf).

16Duport, op. cit., p. 41. But see also p. 35 where he
fingers the D-fa m a or scale in a recurring pattern of 1,
2, 4.

71



Ex. 7. Duport, ssay, Scale C nd ale p. 43

ie the use the third finger--nded the se o

al Ifingers--is discussed rather inconclusively by Cor-
17rette, he lacked the vision to pursue Iuly the advan-

tages f uch a finger ng sy te.

Perre Baillot, a contemporary of buport, on the othe

han, roposes another fingering system (Ex.18)

E x.18, Baillot, ode, p. 107.

______ "TF4I

Although Corrette shows the datonic playing rage of

th helI e as being two octaves plus on tone

he does acknowledge higher positions and even

explains thumb position. tis exclusion ao the

1?Corrette, Cello, P, 4-15

Ibid On p. 132 a passage ascenda to b

77
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fourth finger, however, greatly restricts such high-position

playing. He also speaks of an alternative vogue among

some cellists of using the first finger instead of the

thumb for support in high positions:

Thus in using the thumb, one will easily

play the treble of violin sonatas. The thumb
takes the place of the nut which gives complete
freedom to the next three fingers. If one tries
to use the index finger . . . in preference to
the thumb, th he must necessarily use the
small finger.

Duport,,20 on the other hand, devotes considerable

attention to moving into and out of high positions for, by

1800, cello technique was not confined to the first four

positions. Baillot (1804)21 reports that the small finger

in thumb position ("unknown to earlier French professors

of the cello") has been in vogue only a few years. He

presents examples with and without the small finger (Ex. 19):

Ex. 19. Baillot, Methode, p. 80.

19Ibid., p. 143. Duport, _p.p. cit.*, makes no mention
of substbTtiiting the first finger forthe thumb in thumb
positions.

20Duport, oj. _cit., "Chapter V. Of the Scales Played on
One String," pp. 20-30, and subsequent pages. For signify-
ing the thumb, his symbol is the standard s' . Corrette uses
no symbol or indication for thumb positions.



Cello technique in the eighteenth centu also suffered

because of attempts to align the cello and violin finger-

boards. Corrette, for instance, confuses the issue by

comparing the first, second, and third cello strings with

22
the second, third, and fourth violin strings. This was

perhaps intended as encouragement for violinists to convert

to the cello. While these strings are tuned an octave a-

part on the respective instruments, fingerling are not

transferable because the instruments are quite different in

size. A more independent approach to cello-laying might

have developed earlier had the fingering not remained in an

undecided state until late in the century whe wor such as

John Gunn's cello method, The T _ Practice of Fier-

inE the Violoncello (London, 1795), and Duport's Es sa

clarified finger technique in all positions.

In separate categories, Corrette illustrates arpeggios

and double stops (accords). About the latter, he says, "The

player should be careful that the ends of the fingers touch

only one string at a time unless he is playing _acords.

Then the fingers and bow touch two strings.,23

2 1 Pierre-Marie-Frangois de Sales Baillot, tevasseur,
Catel et Baudiot, Kethode de violoncelle (Paris, 1804), re
printed (Gen'eve, 197, p. 0.

22Corrette, Cello, pp. 145-146.

2 3 Ibid., p. 111, See L. Mozart, o , i n I
Baill t, 9 26 o ,ab *,a ; - 44,tr and

Ballot gg jcit., pp. 111-121ad 126 do e stop trial)
for further support that double stop were execute on
string instruments in the eighteenth century. By around
1800, double stops were so prevalent that Duport, p , it.,
DD. 56-80, devotes considerable space to their exphatfln
with a separate entry for each interval. A number of studies
in Duport's volume contain double stops, such a pp. 176-177,
202, 206, 236, 254, id 263,
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Although his discussion is insufficient, Corrette men-

24

tions double stops as part of a system of "cross-fingerings"

for producing augmented fourths (Ex. 20):

Ex. 20. Corrette, Cello Method, p. 140.

Corrette apparently recognized the futility of trying to

play double stops on the lowest string, for he reminds the

reader of its low-pitched, obscure nature, "chords are

seldom made on the fourth string."25 This observation

remains valid today.

24 Corrette, Cell2, p. 139, cruiserr le, doigt," which is

also the term used by Joseph Barnabe'L'Abbe le fils, Prinipe
du vilo (JL761), facs. ed. (Paris, 1961), p. 17. L. Mozart,

~. cit., p. 159, calls this 1Oberlegung (overlapping). Du-
port,~~_o. ci. p. 66, says that both augmented fourths and
diminished~ fifths are fingered "by placing one finger on an
upper string and crossing over the next othehe string imme-
diately below.

25Corrette, Cello, p. 140. About double stops in per-

fect fourths, Duport, o c. cit., p. 61, says:

The fourth is used as a passing double-stop,
but rarely in succession, because they are so harsh.

They are only sufferable when accompanied. . ..

I carefully refrain from giving scales in fourths,
as well as in fifths and sevenths; indeed, those who

think proper to practise them will only succeed in
blunting and corrupting their sense of hearing.



In the preface to his comprehensive EsDs, Duprt says

I have gone considerably into detail in the
article on double stopping, for two reasons
first, because it has not hitherto been treated
on, although I consider it very useful to a great
player; and secondly, because it has often serve
as a proof of the correctness o my views, o
double stops become impracti gble when not fin-
gered with great regularity,

Cello technique as reflected in Corrette's cell method

was obviously in its initial stages. The one amplete piece

27he includes, a "Sonata for Two Cellos," s in major wit

a limited modulation (to the dominant), but a few trills,

and a range that extends onlyto f. In comparison, the

earliest extant concertos for cello (1737-1738) are by Leo-

nardo Leo and contain double stops (Qontert 4tn D TPr)

and sophisticated techniques of bel canto styles

messa di voce (Concerto in D ajor)

Because of the restricted, supportive role ofthe cello

during the early eighteenth century, ornamentation wa not

extensive. Corrette, in fact, confines his discussion to

the trill (starting on the upper note) dthe maent

(starting on the written note), the latter of whi-h he says

26Duport, . cit., preface, p. 3.

7Corrette, Cello, pp. 127-130. The cornoser is either
unknown or is Corrette himself.

8See Douglas Green, progressive ancd aonservative Ten-
denies in the Cello Concertos af Leonardo Leo ew York,
1970). Worthy of mention are J. I.iachIS1!7.1tes for Un-
accompanied Cello," BWV 1007-12 ca. 1720), ich are ex-
ceptionally advanced for his time.
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"is never marked in music for the cello."
29  By 1800, the

cello had attained more virtuosic prominence which 
required

the execution of many ornaments. Besides the trill and mor-

dent, Baillot (1804) presents appoggiaturas, double-stop

trills, portamento, and grupetto?

Duport, however, limits his remarks to the shake, say-

ing:

I shall not waste time or paper in an attempt

to demonstrate the beats of the shake . . . for

everyone knows what a shake is. . . .
There are, besides, many little embellish-

ments . . . the names of which are scarcely known
to me since they change with fashion, like trin-

kets.5l

Corrette's directions for holding the bow are quite

different from those of present-day methods. He cites

three means, the first being the Italian preference by which

the four fingers are placed on the stick with the thumb

underneath. The hand, though, holds the bow about a hand's

2 9Corrette, Cello, p. 136.

30Baillot, 2p. cit., pp. 123-127, shows the trill pre-

pared in three ways:

31Duport, op. cit., p. 126.



width from the frog, thus considerably sortening the play-

ing area of the bow, The second method finda the thumb on

the hair with the four fingers opposite it on top of the

stick. The third way demonstrates the four fingers grasp-

ing the stick at the frog and the thumb undereath th

33
frog. In spite of many references to the gmba through-

out his cello method, it is curious that orrett fails to

mention the gamba style of holding the ow with the hand

underneath,

34
Duport, on the other hand, teaches practicality and

sensibility for adopting a bow-grip:

The thumb should be placed flat on the stick;
the second finger should bear upon the hair' the
first finger should advance on the stick, .The
little finger should be placed upon the stick, and
then the third . . should barely tou h the hair.
[In speaking of this method], I must be understood as
speaking of an ordinary sized hand,

In this method of holding the bow, the thumb
should be situated between the second and third
fingers,

In modern practice, all fingers and thub grip the bow,

fourth and third fingers on topside of h frg first 4

second fingers on the stick. The thumb afford balance by

holding opposite the middle two fingers where the stick and

frog join. Maximum power and agility are attainable by thi-

3 2Charles Nicolas Baudiot, Method- .e violoncelle, Op 25
(Paris, 1830), pp. 4-5, also advocates placing a fingers on
the stick in front of the frog.

33BOth second and third recommendations bece almost ob-
solete by the late nineteenth century, See Jules e Swert,
The Violoncello (London, 1882]), p.4

3Duport, a.. eltot.,p. 156.
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means.

Attention must again be called to the frontispiece of

Corrette's cello method and, specifically, to the slanted

bow-position of the player. Corrette says nothing about

drawing the bow straight (or otherwise) across the strings.

Cellists nowadays exercise great care to maintain a bowing

pattern that is perpendicular to the strings. Such contact

assures the player a full, resonant response from his in-

strument.

In the matter of bowing on the cello, Corrette basically

advises playing down-bow on every first beat and dictates

many rules for bowing a variety of rhythmic patterns.35

According to him, large, strong bow strokes should be made

with the middle of the bow. For short strokes, Quantz

recommends using wrist motion, "not the whole arm."36

According to both Corrette and Quantz, 3 7 the bow should

cross the strings the width of three or four fingers from the

bridge. Approximately fifty years later, Duport3 8 reports,

OThe place which the bow should occupy on the strings of

the Violoncello is generally fixed at two inches from the

bridge." Today's cellists can identify with Duport's ad-

vice, for present usage generally reveals that the best bow-

ing results are obtained in drawing the bow across the

35corrette, Cello, pp. 103-107.

3 6Quantz, QR, cit., p. 243.

3 7 Corrette, Cello, p. 104; Quantz, gp. cit., p. 241,

3 8 Duport, op. it., p. 157.



strings at a point midway between the brid e and the end of

the fingerboard.

Corrette and other writers indicated certain bowing

effects but without a consistent frame of reference. Cor-

rette states that dots above or below notes contain in a

slur "must be articulated and detached within the same bow

troke." 3 9 Duport treats martele and sta cato as hem 0 the
40

same, Like Corrette, he also illustrates separated notes

under a slur as being played in a single bow stroke. Yet
-41

L'Abbe calls this effect Ecoup d'at t artile x. 1):

Ex. 21, L'Abbe, Princi es, p. 54.

These generalities and contradictions lea e the reader wish-

ing for more specific information.

From the gamba, the cello inherited the functional role

of accompanying; therefore, the cellist was expected to fol-

low certain rules when serving in this capacity. Corvette

devotes the final chapter (XVI) to advising the cellist about
42

his musicianship.

Corrette, Cello, P. 136.

40Duport, o cit., p. 171, "MarteL o Staccato.

4 1 L'Abbe', op. t., p. 54,

42See Corrette, Cello p. 150o Analee Camp Bacon, The
Evolution o othe Violoncello as a Sol o Instrument, unpub"
lished Ph. D. dissertation, University of MtIhigan, 1962,
p. 118, erroneously states that these ielnee are found in
Corrette's treatise on p. 8. Quantz'q list of dutie o the
Violoncellist in particular," op* cit. pp 241-246, a
similar to Corrette's.

W"
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Baillot (1804) has similar directions for recitative

accompaniment by the cello, but he elaborates more speci-

fically o the role of the cellist in this situation.

After the u ual reminders about adapting to the singer's

voice and playing only the written bass line, he adds:

The cellist may play short interludes but
these should consist only of the notes of the
chord. The chord, played without arpeggiation,
is ordin 5 ily rendered in the following style
(Ex.] 22:

Ex. 22. Baillot, Methode, p. 138.

43Baillot, 2p. cit., p. 138. Cellists today play
the four-note arpeggiated chord thus:
Wasielewski, p. cit., p. 42, note 1,
the first edition of which appeared in
1889, reports:

Accompanying the recitative with the cello was
customary far into our [nineteenth] century. I
heard it in Italy at the representation of the old
operas up to the year 1873. I am unable to say if
the practice is continued. It has been abolished
in Germany for the last ten years.

.. ... I
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Noble supporter of harmony

That, with majesty, thou will be to us;

By thy divine melody

Thou givest soul at our concerts.
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Theoretical and Practical Method for

Learning Perfectly in a Short Time the Violon-

cello, together with principles of music, with

Lessons for one and two violoncellos, the divi-

sion of the string in order to place, if one

wishes in the beginning, fret marks on the neck

of the violoncello, plus a short method [devised]

particularly for those who play the gamba and

who wish to play the violoncello.

Written by Michel Corrette.

Opus 24, Price 6 invre Tournoi,

unbound

In Paris:

House of the author, St. Honored St. opposite

the Oratoire adjacent to la Ville de Constan-.

tinople; House of Mr. Boivin, Rue St. Honore a

la Regle d'Or; House of the Sr. Le Clero, Rue

de Roule a la Croix d'Or. At Lyon: House of

Mr. de Bretonne, Rue Merciere.

With permission of the King. 1741.

44,
Fetis, pm, cit., II, p. 365, erroneously cites the

date of the first edition of Corrette's cello method as

1761, as does Bacon, gp. cit., pp. 88 and 165.



Preface

For the past twenty-five or thirty yea h Itali

violoncello tuned in sol has been preferred ver the Erosse

base du violon,45 The cello, invented by Old tuning

Bononcini who is presently chapel master to

the King of Portugal, is tuned a tone h gh
Tuning of the

er than the old bass and is therefore more Violoncello

useful in playing. This instrument s

clearly an octave below the Italian viola

or the French uinte, which is played in C-clef placed on

h third line. Although always avoided in concert, the Ital-

ian viola is nevertheless very useful in the concerto.46

The cello is much easier to play th the basse d

violon of the ancients .Its model, being smaller and con

sequently Fhaving'l a narrower neck, affords complete freedom

for the playing of difficult bass lInes. The same 1goes]

for executing pieces which even sound better on this in-

strument than on the gamba (viole). Most of the writers of

sonatas and cantatas at the beginning of the century composed

bass parts for the gambas (because, before the cello was in-

vented, the gambas played only rarely ui i or large

4 5Marin Mersenne, Harmonie uni'erselle, 1635, trans. by
Roger Chapman (The Hague, p. shows the old tuning.

4Quantz, _. tci., pp. 237-241, rert that the viola
was not highly rega red because ungifted persons generally
tended-,A to play it,.
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ensembles). This, nevertheless, does not prevent the cello

from playing them with approval [and] does not serve to

slightly diminish the success of the gamba which has glit-

47
tered in France since Sainte Colombe, master of the gamba,

added the seventh string, until the happy arrival of the

violoncello in Paris by Batistin Struck48 and the two vir-

tuosos L'Abbe49  At the present, for the King's music,

opera, and concerts, it is the cello that plays the basso

continuo.

It is true that the sound of this fine instrument car-

ries much farther than the sound of all the others. It can

attract attention to itself, [such as] the night when we

were at a distance [from it] at a concert and [yet] the

cello struck our ear the first time].

47Jean-Baptiste-Theodore Weckerlin, Nouveau musiciana
(Paris, 1890), p. 314, makes the following account of the
illustrious Sainte-Colombe:

Sainte-Colombe, a player of the lute who had a
certain reputation in Paris in 1730, pretended to have
so touched with his talent a man who had come to hear
him that the latter fell in weakness or swooned. It
is true, howeverr, that Louis Daquin in his Sibcle
litteraire de Louis XV replied that Sainte-Colombe was
a mediocre iiiisciFiiTncapable of making anyone fall
into a swoon, and that it is for a Lully or a Rameau
to work such wonders.

48Jean-Baptiste Struck, a German born in Florence
(d. 1755), was also known as Batisten. He and L'AbbJ were
the first to play the cello at the Paris Opera (Fetis, I,
p. 269). By about 1720, the bass viol was noticeably being
replaced by the cello.

49The name L'Abbe' refers here to two brothers, Philip e
Pierre Saint-Sevin (d. [17681) and Pierre Saint-Sevin (d. j1777),
who were both cellists. Philippe Pierre was the father of
Joseph Barnabk* L'Abb6 le fils, author of Principes du violon
(Paris, 1761).



If the bow sounds one of the open trying hiefly the

fourth, one hears, in addition to the ma note of the chord,

the octave, twelfth, fifteenth, and major eventeenth which

follow the order of these numbers--ut ut sol ut mi.
1 2 3 4 5

Indeed, the lowest note of the string, which

is C, is that which is heard the best. For

the others, the listener must pay close

attention.

Still, the perfect chord which is compose of the thi

B fifth, and octave, only draws its origin from harmonic tones

that the fundamental tones of a touched, open string renders

in vibration and in the repetitions that the string makes;

for while the tone ut makes one vibration, the octave makes

2, the twelfth, 3; the fifteenth, 4; and the seventeenth,

Thus, a single touched, open string expresses all the con-

sonances. All these resonant harmonious bodies are heard,

particularly on the fourth string of the ello an r h

four open strings of the contra-bass.

If all countries give preference to the cello for the

basso continue, it is reasonable to assume, the as eing

the harmonic foundation, that one should then necessarily

choose the most sonorous bass instrument and on which can be

play ed all kinds of music--plain, simple, figured, and so

forth, Music that suffers from weakness in the bass ecomes

insipid in such a way like music without the bass always leaves

the ear desiring something.

Those resentful of the cello will Iways lose in their
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attempts against progress, which is continual; furthermore,

to all ears it is sensitive to the harmony. Singers them-

selves sound charming when accompanied by it. Nothing com-

plements them so brilliantly as this sonorous instrument,

which articulates its tones well and which is clean-speaking

and distinctive. The cello is different from instruments

which only crash and wheeze. For these, one should constantly
50

question the name of the note they have just played. Hav-

ing heard only confused noise, the ear is prevented from

hearing all the beauty of the harmony of which.the bass is

the principal object. The cello also blends very well with

the transverse flute. As for the violin, it can never.be

accompanied better than by the cello, which is its real bass,

being of the same family of instruments.

Until the present, no method has yet been successful

for this instrument Ewhich isj so useful in music.
51  I be.

lieve that the public would be only glad to learn the true

method which is being used now by all the great teachers. I

myself have a new approach for learning the fingerboard.

This seems very easy to me since, by knowing the fingering for

a single string, one can learn the others which are all tuned

in fifths. This will be explained and demonstrated in

Chapter VI, page 114.

50Players of bass instruments are warned by Quantz, 2.
cit., pp. 241-250, against extemporizing when accompanying,
which is their chief function. See also Corrette's rules of
musicianship for the cellist, p. 150.

51Corrette did, however, know of Salvatore Lanzetti's
cello method (ca. 1737). See Corrette, Cello, p. 107.



On page 122 1 show the division of the string so that

in the beginning it can be marked by an instrment maker with

the names of the notes (or be inlaid with ivory or mother-ofr

pearl) and the fret marks (Il nes traversalee) on the neck.

Following the division, I have marked the actions beside

the string These markings will greatly help the player

learn to play in tune quickly, If he will follow this method

for only two or three months until the er is developed and

the fingers are trained to make tones by touching the strings

at certain distances from the nut, he will advnce more

rapidly than those who -earn to make tones by chance.

Also, one sees that those who play the gaba learn the

neck of the cello more easily than do the others They al-

ready possess the finger technique and almost the positions

of the cello, [a knowledge] which they have acquired by means

of the frets (touches) which are on the neck of the gamba.

In the beginning, when all seems difficult, I d)not see

what qualms one can have about marking (n th neck the twelve

.em-tones of the octave since this gives the student the

facility of being able to study by himself the essons as-

signed him by the teacher. This he cannot absolute y do when

he is obliged to search closely for the tones and semi-tones

on the neck where he sees nothing marked, unIs he is al-

ready a musician, in which case his ear can guide him, Thus,

wanting to act unprejudiced and unbiased in allowing our sys-

tem, students will no longer be seen quitting te celI

after a dozen lessons. For the mot art teyaeweary of

working blindly and haphazardly.
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For the rest, those to whom changes are never pleasing

in spite of fine results, they can learn the neck of the cello

in Chapters IV and V, where the traditional method for teach-

ing it is found.

I also give another position, derived from the grosse

basse de violon tuned on g, that some have applied to the

cello. They have stopped playing the large bass gamba but

have not given up its position. There are formed several

schools among the cellos; but the best and most commonly

used is that of Bononcini, the skilled master of Europe.

Finally, I have tried to include in this method all

that which seems to me will be useful for beginners and for

those who are already advanced. I shall rest in wishing

that under pretext of abridging it, someone will plagiarize,

or condescend to filch it, an honor that has been made of

552
my flute method.2

52For an English translation and analysis of this work,
see Farrar, p. cit.
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Principles of Music for the Violoncello

Chapter I

The clef most frequently used for the cello is the

F-clef placed on the fourth line.

GAL

The cello range without shifting--that is, without moving

or extending the hand toward the bridge--is a sixteenth.

The lines (A, B, C) below and above the staff ard added for

filling out the total range of the cello. Lines A and B

[in the example] are played on the thick string, called

fourth;53 and line C and others which can be added above

are for playing high tones on first string, called chante-

relle. When there are many high tones to write, however,

the music is set in one of the four C-clefs. The addition

of so many lines above the staff is thus avoided, and the

high tones are easy to read. Hence, it is necessary to know

two C-clefs: one set on the third line (D), which is well

favored by the French; and the other placed on the fourth

53Marin Marais first wound the lowest strings on the
gamba with metal, thus causing them to have more tension and
resonance. This procedure was then transferred to the two
lower cello strings.



nont, Vivaldi.4 Valentini, and others. The other to

C-clefs, one placed on the first line and the other on the

second line, are rarely used for the cello.

Example

Manner of notating the same high tones
on three different clefs.

D

E

54In Antonio Vivaldi, "Presto," Concerto in B-flat malor
for bassoon, strings, and continue, I, T ., 0 i Lenp ere
Ti~ A n t oni o Vivaldi, I TRlano, 1947), p. , the part~for cello
begins in bass clef and then shifted to tenor %lef for high-
position playing, as in present practice.



Chapter II

Concerning the Values of Notes and Rests

The notes are divided into six different note

values--whole, half, quarter, eighth, sixteenth, and

thirty-second. The longest is the whole note.
Whole
note Whole rest Dotted whole

Half notes

Quarter notes

Eighth notes

tiktiflt r

Half rest

Quarter rest

Eighth rest

Dotted half note

Dotted quarter

Dotted eighth note

Sixteenth notes Sixteenth rest Dotted sixteenth

Thirty-
Thirty-second notes second rest Dotted thirty-

second

2 6 -7 -8 -9 30 40 50---
------ IIIJILoilM MM

-WF.f W

2
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Chapter III

Concerning Sharps, Flats, a Natural

The sharp raises the note n inger a semi-tone,

and the flat lowers the note and finger a semi-tone.

The natural returns the note [and finger] to the ori.

ginal tone. Thus, the natural raises the flatten ote (A),

and the same natural sign lowers the sharpe note (B)

The sharps and flats beside the ample

clef at the beginning of the

piece serve for all notes ~

placed on those same liness [and spaces candor those se

notes in the higher and lower octaves $J

Comment on the Natural

Italians place the by the clef at the beginning of

a measure when they want to change from major made to minor

mode on the same tone and in the same p ce See the first

book of sonatas by Geminiani, page 30, i the first "Adagio,"

third measure, London edition, and page 32, Paris edition.

Chapter IV

Concerning the Signs Used in Musi,

Bar lines (I) serve to enclose the measures. Double bar

lines with dots ( J[ orjj ) mark the middle or the en of a

55For a modern edition, see Francesco Geminiani, Twelve
Sonatas, for violin and piano, violoncelo 0 a ., ed. by
Ross Lee inney (New York, 1935)o
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piece. One plays each half twice.

The return sign signifies that one should begin

again at the place where a like sign is found. At the end

of arias, cantatas, and concertos, instead of -. , one

sometimes finds the word da capo, which, like the return

sign, signifies returning to the beginning and continuing

to the word fin. The custos W' is put at the end of lines

to announce the location of the first note found on the

following line [of music]. For the trill or tremblement,

see Chapter X, page 135.

4 Chapter V

Concerning Time

The foot marks the beat and always on the first note of

the measure. There are three kinds of time: in 2, in 3, and

in 4. All other methods of marking time are derived from

one of these three.

Concerning Time with Two Beats

Time in 2 is marked with a 2 in French music for beat-

ing quarter notes or the equivalent. Italians do not mark

this time in 2, correctly writing the 2 as half of 4. Thus,

they mark it as 2/4--two quarter notes or the equivalent

[receiving the beat]. That is why this method is unquestion-

ably the easiest. The quarter and eighth notes are played

as in 4, which will be explained below. One must play the

sixteenth notes quickly. See then the Lesson on page 126.



where the explanation of all measures in duple time is

found. Duple time marked by 2 is used in French music for

rigaudons, branles, bourees, vaudeville, Otil ons, ga

votes, and so forth. 56

Concerning Time with Three Beats

This meter is marked in Italian music by / and in

French music by only a 3 for thre quarter notes or te

equivalent. In performance, the eighth notes are equally

played in Ital an music, such as in Courant Op 5Sonata

V1I by Corelli.'57

In French music, the second eighth note of each beat

is passed quickly, as in the Chaconne of Phato y Llly; 56

but sometimes one plays sixteenth notes equal. his s ree

quently found in chaconnes and passacaglia as be seen

in the Passacaglia from Armide by Lully and in Chaconne59

from Les indes Salantesby Rameau, See the Lesson, page 126

where -ll the different ways of marking triple i re note

56See Farrar, ap. cit., p. 22, where Corette tate
that the "Italians hardly use these dance movements at
all,"

57See Arcangelo Corelli, Les oeuvres (London, 1890),
III, Sonata Op. 5, no, 7, "Correnti," pp. 71-73,

58See Jean-Baptiste (de) Lully, Phaeton, 1683 (Paris,1686),osene V.

59See Jean Philippe Rameau, Les indes galatea, 135,
(New York, 1968, reprinted from 190 ) h Chaoonne is
found in scene I of the prologue.
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Concerning Time in Four Beats

One marks time in four beats with C when eighth notes

are played equal. Sixteenth notes are dotted in pairs--

that is, the first of each beat is long and the second

short. One sometimes plays them equal in adagios, allegros,

and prestos of sonatas and concerto[s}.6o See the Adagio

of Sonata IV of my Op. 14,61 Trio in the cello part, page

6, measure 12.

This time contains twice the number of beats as 2/4 and

makes the playing of adagio and largo easier in four beats.

One can beat twice--that is, cut the measure in half. This

means to stress the third beat after one has beat on the

first. In quick movements, however, it is useless to cut the

60These two contrasting statements summarize in general
the dichotomy of the French and Italian influences. The
French enjoyed the zest that the rhythmic alterations pro-
vided. On the other hand, the Italian manner is a more flo-
rid, eloquent expression. Cf. Corrette, L'cole, pp.,23-25.
Results of extensive research in the area oTntes ineaales
have been contributed by Eugene Borrel, "Les nt ingales
dans l'ancienne musique frangaise," Revue de musicologie IV
(1931), pp. 279-289; Arnold Schering,~Aufirungspraxis
alter Musik (Leipzig, 1931); Jane Arger, Les agr6ments et le
rythme(Paris, 1917); Robert Donington, ,ThInterpretation
of Ea Music, rev. ed. (London, 1971;; and Newman Wilson
Powell, Rhythmic Freedom in the Performance of French Music
f rom __ to 1 , unpublished Ph. D. disser station, Stanford.
University,195 . For a period opinion, see Jean-Laurent,
sieur, di Fresneuse Le Cerf de la Vidville, Comdaraimn.de la
musiQue italienne et de la musiue franoise,<1704-1706, re-
print ofT7WiW flraz,~l9&

6lCorrette's Op. 14 consists of six Sonates en trio for
two flutes (jJuje, violin) and continuo anilfesriWEhe
early 1740's.



four-beat measure,'~

In French music and in Itali an fuges da ca ella, the

crossed C ( ) is found, signifying two beats per measure;

but some writers designate the four-.beat measure with a.

See works by Guglielmo Fesch63 and firet Allegro from Con-

certo XI, Op. VII by Antonio Vivaldi, Holland edition, 6 4

Concerning Time in Two Unequal Beats

he first kind is that marked by 6/4 for three quarter

notes or the equivalent per beat. This fraction designates

time counted in two beats, This time is use or slo

6 pieces such as the loure. Italians seldom se it

The second kind of two unequal beat per measure is that

in 6/8 for three eighth notes or the equivalent per beat.

This time is used for gigues and other-fast pieces See

the Lesson on page 126, where the comparison of beats in 2

and 4 unequal time can be found,

Comment

In all kinds of pieces that are called "halting* (boi-

teaux), it is necessary to mark slightly with the bow the

62Etienne Louli4 , Elements or Princles of Music, 696,
trans. and ed. by Albert Cohen (NIw York, 19b , The
stroked-C is properly the signature for fast quadruple time.
Nevertheless, in practice it is employed as a signature for low
duple time, In performing, most conductors now slip into a
2-beat pattern easily and naturally once a quick pace is set.

63William de Fesch, Sonata III for Violin end Bass,
"Allemande" (Kassel, 1958), pp 2

64see Antonio Vivaldi, "Allegro,' Concerto in B-flat

M jO~r tor strings and kend, 7.XI, No0
pp. 10-12

6 5See Farrar, p. nfl., p. 3, for Corrette's observa-
tIon, "The English compose many Vaudevilles and Country
Dan ces in this [6/41 meter."
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third note of each beat and express the first two somewhat

more gracefully than the third. [This is donejmainly in

slow pieces such as adagios, largos, andantes, and affettu-

osos. One can see this in affettuosos of sonatas by Senaille

and Aubert.

Concerning Movement of the Gigue in Three Beats

Gigues in three beats are ordinarily notated in 9/8

for three eighth notes per beat. This time is equivalent

to a measure and a half of 6/8, or three-quarters of a

measure of 12/8 time. See page 127. The figure 3 above

or below three notes marks those which should be played in

one beat.

Chapter VI

On Syncopation

One calls syncope the line CN above or below the two

notes of the same scale degree. The first (A) is actually

played and the second (B) is counted. The CN line informs

the player to keep the same bow stroke but to give a little

more force on the second note in order to sound the disso-

nance that is always present. Exple

1. If the syncope is found

on the tonic, the treble forms

the [interval of ajsecond onIA
A B

the second syncopated note (C).

2. When the fourth note of



the syncope forms the interval of the agmented fourth,
called tritone (D), sometimes the interval a second is

created with the accompaniment on this ho ). here

are some syncopated passages which are difficult to execute.

Method for the Cello

Chapter I

The Manner of Holding the Cello

Article 1

In order to play the cello wellone ut it on chair

or stool with a height proportionate to h siz as near as

he can find it and not sit too far back on the at Next

he must place the cello between the two calve ofthe legs,
hold the neck of the instrument] with the let hand, and

lean the cello a little to the left side The bow is held

in the right hand, and observe that the instru ent does not

touch the floor, Considering that [the cello sounds dull

when thus played , sometimes a rod Fis placed] at the end

for maintaining the bass when the player tans6 Not only

is this posture not the best; it is the oat u table for

[playing] difficult passages, Thus, the best manner of

holding the cello is to be seated dto hl he ody

steady, the head to the right and the feet utwar

66 Crome,a cit., p "Considerable time passed
before the use of the endpin on the violon ello was commonly
accepted."
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67 68
never placing them to the side. See the print.

Article 2

The neck is held between the thumb, which one stretches,

and the second finger of the left hand. The hand must be

rounded and should press the neck only to the extent that

is necessary for the fingers to touch the strings. In order

to play in tune, the cellist must press his fingers solidly

on top of the strings. If not, one makes harmonic tones

like the trompette marine. If the hand is too clenched

around the neck in holding it, the fingers cannot operate

with freedom in the execution of pieces. In addition, some-

8 times one is obliged to place the thumb on the string for

certain extraordinary positions which will be explained in

Chapter XIII, page 143.

In the usual or first position, the hand rests near the

nut and can make two octaves and a tone, from open C on the

fourth string to d' on the first string. The movement of

the hand from its usual position is called shifting. That

is to say, when the hand descends toward the bridge. To

play on the fourth string, one can move up the neck mainly

in advance of the final notes and before one makes the down-

bow stroke.

67Edmund van der Straeten, Technics of Violoncello Play.

L&nn (London, 1923), p. 19, refers to the practce by 7adies of
modestly turning their legs together in the same direction and
resting the back of the cello on them. He cites but does not
recommend the posture adopted by some ladies of resting the
cello against the right leg which has been crossed over the lef t
leg.

68Corrette refers the reader to the frontispiece.



Chapter II

Concerning the Manner of Holding and Guiding the Bow

it H L 69

One must grasp the bow with the right hand And hold it

in one of three different ways. The first, whi is the way

most preferred by Italians, is to place the second, third,

fourth, and fifth fingers on the stick (A, B, C, D) with

the thumb opposite the third finger (E).70 The second way

is also to place the second, third, d fourth fingers on

the stick (A, B, C) with the small finger laced at the side

of the stick instead of on top of the stick. The thumb is

placed on the hair opposite the fourth finger (F), and the

small finger is placed opposite the hair (G) . The third way

of holding the bow is to place the second, third, and fourth

fingers alongside the frog (H, I, K), the thumb underneath

the hair as it joins the frog (L), and the s II finger

next to the stick (M). These three ways of holing the bow

6 9The sketch of this bow is rep uced in Wasielewski,
oa cit, p. 42; Karl Marx, Die cklun as Violoncells
und seiner Spieltechnik bis J, L. iti.IlporC( -120)Regens-
burg, 1963), p. 159; and Efrim Fruchtman, Transit o rom the
Viola de Gamba to the Violoncello in the S8th Century," Amer
can Strin Teacher XIII (1963), p 11,

Even early in the twentieth entu, this method was
practiced. For a nineteenth-century corroboratic of this
hand-grip, see Baudiot, o. cit., pp. 4 (sketch) a 5, in
which he advocates placing aTrf ingers .n the stick in front
of the nut

Yet another bow-grip favored by D rt, it,
156, entails placing the thumb flat on the sti k between the
second and third fingers, first inger advanced or the stick,
"the second f inger (bearing] upon the hair th ird and fourth
fingers also on the stick,

0Oo
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9

are equally good, and it is good to select the one with which
[the payer]71

[the playerhas more power. To play the cello, one must

have strength in the right arm in order to draw sound.

When playing, it is necessary that the stick of the bow

lean a little to the side of the bridge so that the right hand

holding it is less constrained, but one must also be careful

not to lean too much.72

Those who know how to play the violin learn the cello

easily, since the bow strokes are the same. But those who

play the gamba have a little more trouble at first since the

bow stroke Efor the cellolis opposite that of the violcs)--

that is, what the violCs-j do in drawing [playing down-bow],

the cellist does in pushing playing up-bowj, and that which

the cello plays down-bow, the viol[sj play up-bow. A little

71Charles Burney, The Present State of Music in France
and I 1770, (Londonn1775T,.T7, reporting on music
at St. Anthony's in Padua, comments, "It is remarkable that
Antonio [Vandani] and all the other violoncello players here
hold the rvioloncello] bow in the old-fashioned way, with
the hand under it."

7 2About bow position on the string, Duport, jp. fcit.
p. 157, says:

The hair must be nearly flat on the string, and
yet the stick somewhat inclined towards the finger-
board, but not too much, otherwise when a little force
is employed the wood of the bow will touch the string.

Twentieth-century instructions for bowing are more ex-
plicit. In hts Violoncello Method (New York, n. d.), I, p.
II, Carl Schroder says:

The hair of the bow in passing over the A, D, & G
stringss, is to lean sideways towards the bridge, but
on the C string the bow is to be held in such a manner
that the full breadth of the hair lies flatly on the
strings.



practice, however, easily overcomes this difficulty. Al.

ready in the habit of playing bass, those pers ns who play

the gamba have a great deal of advantage for learning the

cello. Three or four months with a good teacher serves the

purpose,

Article 2

It is necessary to play with the middle of the bow, to

come and go on the strings without tightening th arm, and

to make large and strong down- and up-to troke in order

to produce a clean sound. Observe also that [the player]

should place the bow on the strings the width of three or

four fingers from the bridge, Ordinarily, one plays notes

in down-bow and up-bow alternately when the notes are f

equal value. There are certain occasions, however, when

one must play two notes in the same up-bow stroke, For

others, one must play down-bow twice; but this is less

frequent.

10 Article 3

Concerning Successive Up-Bow Stroke

One plays two up-bows for two eighths or sixteenths when

the first is made up-bow (A, B).

A qB G
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If at the end of a melodic phrase, as in the above

Example C, the last note is played up-bow followed by an

eighth rest, the following eighth will always be up-bow.

In this case, the eighth rest represents the silence of a

long eighth. Thus, all short eighths or sixteenths must be

played up-bow, the bow stroke used for playing up-bow be-

ing naturally shorter than that for playing down-bow.

When one plays with an up-bow two times on two successive

notes, it is not necessary to make the second note with a new

up-bow. That is, the bow stroke is divided into two equal

parts with this difference: if it is for two eighths, the

second bow stroke should pass quickly to express the short

eighth. If, in the course of a piece, a dotted quarter is

played up-bow, one should then play the following eighth

[with an] up-bow (D). Also played up-bow is a quarter note

preceded by a half note played up-bow (E). These same pas-

Example

sages, however, can be made with two successive down-bows,

in which case the second downward bow stroke will be for

11 the long note (F, G). Thus, two upward bow strokes rarely

serve for two eighths or sixteenths when the first is played

up-bow (A, B).



Article 4

Concerning Successive Down-Bow troke

Regarding two successive down-bow strokes which are

practiced: When at the end of a melodic phrase, the last

note is played down-bow (M). If this not receives an

equal number of counts, one must play do-bow that which

follows which is also an even-numbers air (I). 0 the

contrary, if at the end of a melodic phrase the notes

dotted (K), one plays the bow stroke in the usual way (L).

Thus, two successive down-bow strokes are not ncountere

at the end of a phrase, when the note i the same valus as

the first (I. M, N).

Example

In movements of 6/8, 9/8, and 12/8, successive down-bow

strokes are possible. If, however, a quarter note vn the

first or second beat of the music is made up-w, it will be

better if the following eighth note is played up-bow also,

particularly at the end of a phrase or a piece (0) t must

also be observed that, if the piece begins with upbeat,

it is more appropriate to play the first note with an up-

than with a down-bow (F).

Example

Dw- bow tke
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12 One plays down-bow all notes mixed with quarter rests,

eighth rests, and whole-measure rests (Q) which. are often

found in the concerto. In other situations, one does not

have to be a slave to rules of bowing if he observes well

the longs and shorts.73  It matters little to those who

listen what bow stroke is used. I myself have heard Italians

who play with bow strokes as they come along, without bother-

ing to play up-bow twice and down-bow twice, according to

the rules which we came to give.

On the other hand, for the others sometimes seven or eight

notes can be performed to the same down- or up-bow stroke,

as in Lancetti's Fsic] celebrated violoncello [method. 7

It must be said that, just as expected, there is no rule

without an exception. See page 138.

Chapter III

Concerning the Tuning of the Cello

The cello is made up of four strings tuned in fifths--

the first string on a, the second on d, the third on G and

the fourth on C. It is on the a (A) of the first string

Tuning of with which they take the tone for the
the Violoncello

other instruments. Then they tune the

other strings in fifths. We will now

73Geminiani, _2. cit., p. 4, also favors ignoring "that
wretched Rule of [Down-Bow)." Of course, a performer must al-
ways attain a certain degree of proficiency before he can
judiciously disregard any basic rule of playing.

74 See Corrette, Cello, p. 67, note 1.



give two different ways by which one can hear i the instru.

ment is in tune.

1. [The cellist should] put his small finger on the

first string at the place where he has already

learned to make d'. Next, touch first and second

strings together with the bow, which givs the

octave d- 'A (B). If the octave i no in tune,

he should raise or power te econ string until

he finds the perfect octave, Zarlino, Italian

writer of the sixteenth century, calls this the

75 omost perfect consonnance Atte the tuning f

the first two strings has been proved by the -d'

octave, [the cellist] will next inger the two

open strings in order that his ear become accuse

tomed to the fifth (C). The tuning of the other

four strings is then proved in the same way

Example d __

2, He then proves the tuning of the ello by unisons

(DE F). Example
Concerning the Three Unis xi That Can

Be Made on the Violoncelbo

7 5Gioseffo Zarlino (1517-1590) made a lasting ontri-
bution In the realm of music theory with hit Tuzioni
a moniche . . . (Venice, 1558) in which -e expounds on the
relationships of intervals and emphasizes the importance of
the Ionian mode, later to evolve into our major tnab-ty.
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Shifting, he puts the first finger in the third

position and makes the unison with the second

finger. See Chapter VII, page 131, for positions.

One means by the word "unison" the same tone touched to-

gether on two strings without alteration or augmentation of

the break which is the thirteenth partial of a tone or half

of a comma, according to Mr. de Brossard. See his Dictionary

of Music for the word "comma." 6

Example

Proving the Tuning by Start- Proving the Tuning by Start-

ing with the Fourth String ing with the First String

The unison is thus made on two strings played together, one

open and the other played with the second finger, the hand

in third position. When one plays final notes in the [keys

of] 0, D, and A, it is good to make the unison so that the

sound of the final note is doubled. See pages 118-120.

I- a II- Aft

76"Comma, Terme Grec, que toutes des Langues se sont
apropriez, pour signifier le plus petit des intervalles sen-
sibles 'a l'oreille. II faut 9. comma pour fair un Ton plein,
dont quatre sont le Semiton mineur; et cinq le Semiton ma-
jeur, " Sbastien de Brossard, Qn 1onhnmire de flgqe

(Paris, 1703), reprinted(Amsterdam,196 e).



Chapter IV

Explanation of the Diatonic Neck of the Cello

The figures mark the fingers which lay th tones note'

below.
Bow strokes
r(down) p(up)

r A y 0 r toA
r

I

4

3 7 G4 50 d a a b '4

Fourth String

C open, that is, without using any finger

of the left hand; D with the first iner

named index, 3 with the secon finger

named medius, and F with the small finger

Third String

G open, A with first finger, with second,

and c with small finger

Second String
77

d open, e with first singer, a si

with second, and with sma inner.

0

r4

H

4)

10

First String or hate elI

a open b with first inger, c' with

second, d' with small finger.

It must be pointed out that one ee not

move the second finger much inr oder to

make c' on the firs t trying and f-natural

t6
of the
notes

"LB d

gerD A e b

EaB

40 0H

L

b

0''

2

a

b-
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on the second string. B on the third string and E on the

fourth string are also made with the second finger, as demon-

strated above. The player should be careful that the ends

of the fingers touch only one string at a time except when

he plays pieces with chords. Then the fingers and bow touch

two strings. Also, the player should not hold his fingers

too high, or precise execution is hindered.

15 Chapter V

Explanation of the Diatonic and Chromatic Neck

of the Cello for Making All Tones and Semi-tones

First string

Fourth string Third string Second string

Second string Third string Fourth string

It must be pointed out that each finger can raise [or

lower] the sound of the string by a semi-tone.

Fourth String

The fourth open string makes C; and D, one tone higher,

is made with the first finger. In drawing back a semi-tone

toward the nut, one can make C-sharp or D-flat. With the

second finger on D, one makes E-flat with the same finger

receding a semi-tone toward the nut; whereas to make D-sharp

the first finger moves the usual interval of a semi-tone

77Corrette means f.



toward the bridge. Thus, the place be- Nut

tween D and E-natural is for D-sharp or

E-flat; and one places the small singer S d a

a semi-tone above E for F. And so, mov-

ing on toward the bridge by a semi-tone, fing*

one will make F-sharp or G-flat. ee

Chapter VI, page 114.

Third String 2 9 8

The third open string makes G, and

the first finger makes A when placed the d

distance of a tone from the nut. Moving

a semi-tone toward the nut, the same fn-

6 ger makes G-sharp or A-flat. Placed the

dis stance of a tone from A-natural toward g

the bridge, the second finger makes B4

and placed a semi-tone toward the nut,

the same finger makes B-flat. In the

tempered system, A-sharp is made in the same place with the

first finger. Placed a semi-tone higher than B-natural, the

small finger makes a. Advancing a semi-tone towa te bridge

the same [small] finger makes c-sharp or 4-flat

Second String

This open string makes d. Movi t wa the nut the dis-

tance of a tone, the first finger raises the string to e;

drawn back a semi-tone toward the nut, the same finger makes

e-flat or d-sharp. Placed a semi-tone rom e-natur , the

second finger makes f; moved a semi-tone higher tha -Sharp
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the same finger makes g. To make g-flat, one must draw back

the small finger a semi-tone--that is, put it in the place

for f-sharp. To make g-sharp or a-flat, one can move the

small finger a semi-tone above g-natural; most often, how-

ever, one shifts for these. An explanation[for such shifts]

is given in the chapter following Article 4, pages 131-132.

First String

The first open string makes a. The first finger makes

b-natural at the distance of a tone toward the nut, and the

finger draws back a semi-tone toward the nut to make 
b-flat

or a-sharp. Placed a semi-tone higher than b-natural, the

second finger makes c'; and, advanced a semi-tone, the same

finger makes c-sharp'. Next, the small finger, placed a

semi-tone higher than c-sharp', makes d'. For making d-

flat', one must draw back the small finger a semi-tone to

17 the same place as c-sharp'.

When the small finger is on d-natural', one can then

make d-sharp' by advancing one semi-tone toward the bridge.

It is better, however, to shift for making itjd-natural'

with first finger when it is followed by e' or f-sharp'.

When the bass ascends only to e', however, one must put the

first finger in second position, which is on e', to make d

with the second and e' with the fourth. If the bass rises

to V' or s', one should place first finger in third position,

which will be on d'. Then the second finger will make _';

the third, f'; and the small finger, E'. For further infor-

mation, see Chapter VII. One can then pass to the Lessons on

page 123 after reading the following method.



Chapter VI

New Method for the Correct Position of the Cello

Article 1

According to the method I give here, it is nece sary

to know how to finger only one strong I order to understand

the others, In first position on the fourth trying, Q is

open; D is made with first finger; with seond finger;

and P, with the small finger. On the thI string, the

four fingers in'the same order [and in thesame position]

make Q, A, B, and . On the second string, he ingersake

d, , f-sharp, and g; and on the first string, they make a,

b, c-sharpl, and d.

t t

T h is way of learning the neck is ve easy, Sie tnis ri-

strument is tuned in fifths, it is easy to unteretnd that

when the first finger, which makes D on the fourth string,

18 is placed on the third string of the same ret mark, it

makes A, which is a fifth higher than teon the C urth

string. The first finger does this without hanging its

position. The same finger, placed on te tr trng and

in the same position of the preceding tones, will ae .,a

fifth higher than A on the third string. Finally, t same

finger, in the same position [butplaced on the first string,

will make b-natural, a fifth higher t oan on the second string
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The same observation holds for E on fourth string made

with the second finger. On the third string at the same

distance from the first finger, the second finger will make

B, a fifth above E. The second finger in the same position

on the second string will make f-sharp, and the same finger

always placed in the same position on first string will make

c-sharp'. In the same manner, the fourth finger placed on

the fourth string makes F; on the third string, c; on the

second string, g; and on the first string, d'. By this

method, which consists of only three fingers [first, second,

and fourth, one already. knows how to play the sixteen

notes given below, which comprise two octaves and a tone.

First
string Second Third Fourth

.. string string string

When one has studied well these sixteen notes by conjunct

degree, both ascending and descending, he will then play

them in fifths, thus revealing the simplicity of the method.

Lesson by Interval of the Fifth

C L , 2 - A M4 4I*

fourth -V Third -Second First
string string string string

Article 2

Now it is important to learn to finger E-flat of the

19 fourth string, B-flat of the third, f-natural on the second,

and c-natural' on the first. These tones are easily made

when one draws back the second finger a semi-tone toward



the nut. The same finger in the same position and [on

the same fret mark makes these four notes (A, BC, D) without

a change of the hand position.

Lesson for Learning E-flat on Fourth String, B-flat on
Third String, f-natural on Second String, and c-natural' on
First String.

Fourth Third Second irt
string string string string

A MF G A 8 0 d 9 a 4m

I D

Article 3

In order to make C-sharp or D- Ia on the fourth string,

G-sharp or A-flat on the third, d-soarp r e-flat on the

second, and a-sharp or b-flat on th first string, one mus

draw back the first finger a semi-tone toward the nut, In

the following example, the first finger in the same position

and IonI the same fret mark will make the four otes, which
fourth string , tird string

ascend by fifths. Fouth-trin ?h A

Lesson for Practising C-sharp of Fourth String, G-shar
of Third, d-sharp of Second, and a-sharp of Pirst String

Fourth Third Second F1rst

string string str ug string

c D9 -1 low e d 4 e

One must remember that the natural sign restores the note

and finger to the unaffected tone, In order to make C-sharp

of the fourth string, G-sharp of the third string, -sharp

of the second string, and a-sharp of the first string, the

hand moves a little toward the nut. The i this posi-

tion can then make two notes by conjunct egree.
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20 Fourth string Third string Second string First string

C E

This way is very good when one must repeat one of the four

sharps for figures in thirds (A) or for runs (B). For ex-

ample, after the first finger has made C-sharp on the fourth

string, the second finger then makes D; and the small fin-

ger makes E. In like manner, the same position serves for

the three other strings (C, D, E). If one of these sharps

is only found accidentally on a long note (F), however, and

this note is followed by one or several notes in rising con-

junct degrees, one should sharp the note (F). To make the

next tone (G), the finger moves a semi-tone toward the bridge

to its usual position.

Fourth string Third string Second string First string

GH i ! _

The same holds true for G-sharp on the third string, d-sharp

on the second string, and a-sharp on the first string (H, I, K).

Article 4

For F-sharp or G-flat on the fourth string, c-sharp or

d-flat on the third string, g-sharp or a-flat on the second

string, and d-sharpt or e-flat' on the first string, one

must move the small finger toward the bridge. The finger

placed on the same line will make the hand descend slightly



Secod'if ri First st ring

A V # B 74 72 to its usual position

for making the above
Fourth finger on the sixth fret mark

named notes easily,

Lesson Containing More Than the Precedin nes?--F
sharp on the Fourth String, c-sharp on the Thir String g
sharp on the Second String, and d-sharp' on the First Stng

4 4 1?X 4 4 4

At the present, I have demonstrated all tones and semi-

tones that should be practiced until the hand is trained to

make them accurately and the ear is conscious of the differ-

ence between one semi-tone and another. ex , the student

can pass on to the Lessons on page 123.

Of necessity, one must shift to play certain notes: F-

sharp of the fourth string, c-sharp of the third tring, g

sharp of the second string, and d-sharp of th irat string,

For these notes, one should place the first iger a se.i-tone

above third position on the same fret mark where thes four

sharped notes are found. The cellist should use the first

finger to make these four sharps in the following situations

I. When it is necessary to make the next three notes by

conjunct degree (C, D, E), of which the first and third notes

make the interval of a third,

court hird Second First
string string string strip

W, -
TV
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II. When F-sharp of the fourth string, c-sharp of the

third string, and g-sharp of the second string are made with

the first finger in order to make the unison on the string

with the second finger nearby to the left (F, G, H). See

pages 108 and 119.

III. After one has made the double unison on the tonic

note, the dominant can be made on the next string without

returning the hand to first position, on the string to the

left with the second finger when the bass rises by fifths,

and on the string to the right with the third finger when

the bass descends a

fourth. Adherence to Same position for the
three unisons

this rule is mandatory

when one plays in the in A_-

keys of D and A. When

the bass descends a U 3 "
in D

fourth after double

unison on G, however, U 2

it is necessary to re- in E T 1ESJ4

turn to first position

for making fourth-string
For the unison, see then pp.

D with the first finger. 108-109.

Illustration
Regarding the Notation of Each Tone and Semi-Tone

Fourth string Third string

JE

am
Sri Impl-

%Fir W- %MOO#, A 4IF 4 4

22

NEE



Second string First 'a.

The slur for two notes in the above example shows

that these two notes are made at the same Iae on the

string with a change in the fingering made only for ease in

execution. In mean temperament, 7 8 the sharp and flat are

found on the same fret marks in all inst aments that have

frets, such as viols, lutes, guitars, theorbos, tra- asset

and so forth. See page 149,

Notice

In the beginning, one can mark on the neck of the cello

the twelve semi-tones of the octave according to the divi-

sion given below, marking on the neck fret marks One will

soon learn which fret mark makes which tone. In order to

hear the fractions which I have put next to t string, one

must realize that the figure below the line, called denom

inator, tells into how many equal parts the t tal string is

measured. The figure above the line indicat s which part is

to be subtracted from the nut.

it is necessary to begin on the twelfth, fifth,and

seventh fret mark. The reason for this is that the twelfth

78The mean-tone system proved satisfactory or ony the
simple keys of one to two sharps or flats in the key signa-
ture. For any additional keys, though, there is pronounced
difference between the enharmoni spellings, such as -'rp a
773 ients and Aflat = 814.
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fret mark, which gives the octave of the total open string,

divides the total string into two equal parts. The fifth

fret mark divides the string into four equal parts, and the

first part subtracted from the nut ends at the fifth fret

mark. This is a fourth of the string, hence rendering the

fourth of the open string. Then, with the seventh fret

mark, the string is divided into three equal parts; and, in

subtracting from the nut the first part--that is, a third--

the fifth of the open string is produced. Thus, [the same

holds true] for the others [fret marks] according to the

fractions.

The sixth, tenth, and eleventh frets are reached last.

For the sixth fret mark, one must divide the string between

the first fret mark (A) and the bridge into four equal parts,

minus the part up to the first fret mark (A). For the tenth

fret mark, the string between the third fret mark (B) and the

bridge is divided into three equal parts disregarding the

part before the third fret mark (B). The result is a minor

seventh from the open string. For the eleventh fret mark,

divide the string from the fourth fret mark (C) to the bridge

into three equal parts. Subtracting the part before the

fourth fret mark (C) [two-thirds of the total string brings

one to] the eleventh fret mark.

It must be stated that the first five fret marks are the

most important because the others are used only when the

player shifts. Although seldom reached on the fourth, third,

and second strings, these fret marks are often used on the

first string when the bass line passes high d' in F-clef (9).



24 Division of the String

For placing the fret marks on

the neck of the violoncello

and for string instruments

openm

fretark,

,fretm k

B
. . a a.

.

I
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. .

" .
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Chapter VII

Concerning the Manner of Shifting

and the Names of the Positions

Article 1

Each position begins with the first finger and is

counted on for the diatonic tones, except for the second

position of the third and fourth strings, each of which

begins with a flat. The term "false position"8  is ap-

plied when the first finger begins a position on a sharp

or flat on the first or second string (A, B, C).

Example
lot pos. 2nd pos. 3rd pos. 4th pos.

st striirnj A B C

I jaw AD

2 4 'X 4 2.3 4 1 3 .4 Y 1 V

5>eoond strino?: I Nm- f

Th4r2 twi g

To*rth strir:
I' ~ ~ ~ p AML L 4 ~T . 9U~

44 3 -4 3

Thus, the second position (D) takes two-thirds or a

sixth of the string and gives the minor third with the

open string.

Third position (E), a fourth of the string, gives the

8 0 This is called half position today.

33
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fourth from the open string; and fourth position (F), a

third of the string, gives the fifth of th pen string.

Consequently, all fret marks on the neok that give the

third, fourth, or fifth from the principal note of the

string equally give fifths on each of the the strings.

See page 122, On the first string one shi to often, most-

ly when playing in C-clefs ( )& (See page 491) One

but rarely shifts on the other strings.

Comment

With the first finger in third position !n first string

the small finger makes s' (G)a ;but, as the ne always be-

34 comes thicker toward the bridge and the small finger being

shorter than the others, it cannot serve well at t e bottom

of the neck Vand would] interfere with the arm. For this

reason, the small finger is useless past the first, second,

and third positions, If one wishes then t)go higher than

' one places the first finger a third below the written

note. One will never cheat in making the maior an minor

thirds but will reach them easily. For fourth position,

see then page 143.

Example

's0a6 4

0i

- -Le

'F-,3 I;L " 1 I 1 S

32
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Article 2

When the cellist ascends from one position to another,

he very often makes two ascending notes with the same fin-.

ger (A).81 When there are two notes on the same degree, how-.

ever, he can change fingering on the second note in order to

shift (B, C, D, E, F).

Example

A B C D E F

Chapter VIII

Concerning the Manner of Returning to First

Position Gradually by Tone and Semi-tone When

One Has Shifted

With the second finger, one sometimes makes two notes in

descending principally by conjunct degree on the first string,

where one shifts more. This is made when one has shifted and

8lDuport, _RR. cit., p. 17, says:

I have taken the greatest care to avoid playing
two notes with the same finger, which has been done inall the instruction books hitherto published. My opinion
is that it is a vicious method and produces a bad effect.

. ,.in a rather slow time, two notes may be takenwith the same finger . . . which produces a very good
effect, and is called the portamento.

For remarks by Burney and Geminiani concerning theprudence of this effect, see Corrette, _cole, p. 13.



when the bass descends a fourth by conjunct degrees (B).

Example

One can also descend two notes by conjunct degree with the

35 first finger (A), but it is better to make them with the

second finger since the first is sometimes better used for

a short note (C). It is much easier to move up the neck on

a long note than on a short note, In order to make two

notes with the same finger, one must move the hand upward

toward the nut gradually by tone and semi-tone according to

the demands of the music.

Thus, when two notes go up, the hand descends; and when

notes descend, the hand moves upward gradually by tone or

semi-tone, where with one motion, the hand returns to its

ordinary position (which some call j-ela-), accord-

ing to the interval from one note to another.

Chapter IX

Concerning Intervals That Can Be Made

from One String to Another

Without Disturbing the Hand Position

The hand in its natural position can make intervals of

the fifth, sixth, and seventh while using the low tones of

each interval on the string to the right. Without disturb-

ing the hand from its position, one easily finds five uni-
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sons, three diatonic degrees, 2G a

and two chromatics. For ex-

ample, if the bass descends by

a fifth (as fromg' to c) and First string First string,
a h fafourth position

the hand is in third position on the first string, the fourth

finger, which will touch g on the first string, will also

make Q' on the second string. These two tones are both on

the same fret mark. This .2' will be the same as the unison

which the hand would have made with the second finger on the

first string if it had moved up again toward the nut from

its usual position. Thus [the same holds true] for the

other intervals. The octave in broken chords is made with

the first and fourth fingers (E).

Example

Broken chords on the same fret mark

A 44

36 Chapter X

Concerning the Way to Make Trills (Cadences)

and Mordents (Pinche's) 8 2

The trill is composed of two tones beat alternately and

is marked t in Italian music and + in French music. One

must begin beating the trill on the upper note. For ex-

ample, if there is a trill on open a of the first string (A),

82 Wasielewski, a. cit., p. 56, translates this "Of
Trills and Appoggiaturas".7



one must place the first finger on b (B) in order to prepare

the trill. Then the finger is raised and lowered until he

end of the trill, which is long or short according to the

note value. For trills on dO of the first string, on the

second string, a on the third string, and on the fourth

string, one must shift.

B A

Trill Expression Trill Epresion of moving
on a of the trill in on b only the saoond

the same bow stroke Linger

The mordent is the agitation of two tones beat two or

three times according to the note value, It differs from

the trill only in that it starts on the written note and is

beat with the lower semi-tone on which i is desired, The

placement of thej mordent, which can be made on notes of

long duration, is never indicated in music for the cello.

Example

With the same bow stroke

Chapter XI

Explanation of the Different Bow Strokes

All notes written within the slur /'\ are made with

the same bow stroke. Dots below or above notes mark those

which must be articulated and detached within the same
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83
bow stroke.

83The eighteenth-century players must have used the same
types of bowing that are known today, but those early de-
scriptions simply do not convey exact meanings to us. For
fuller discussion of early bowing articulations, see Lionel
de La Laurencie, L'jole franalse de violon (Paris, 1922-1924),
III, pp. 97-99; L. Mozart, 02, tcit.,TpT3and Quantz, .
cit., p. 223.
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38 Chapter XII

Concerning the Chords Where One Must Change the Finger

and Concerning the Arpeggio

Chords where one changes the ordinary way of fingering

are the augmented fourth in first position and the dimin-

ished (fausse) fifths. To make the augmented fourth called

tritone, one must advance the finger, raising the note by

a semi-tone. But for those on e of second string, with

a-sharp of first string, one must necessarily put the second

finger on e in order to make a-sharp with the first finger.

Such a move is called "crossing the finger" cruiserr le

doigt). The same procedure appliesj to those which are on

the same fret marks.

In order to tune the diminished fifth, one must cross

the finger over that which ordinarily makes the perfect

fifth. For example, if one makes it [the diminished fifth)

on second string f-sharp with first string _t, one would

ordinarily use the third finger for f-sharp and second fin-

ger for c-natural' (A). [This is] because the fret mark for

f-sharp (B) is a semi-tone higher than the fret mark for

c-natural'. Thus the same is true for the other dimin-

ished fifths.

The diminished fifth is always followed by a major or

minor third. Because the diminished fifth is a semi-tone

less than the perfect fifth, it is for this reason that the

same finger cannot make the interval of the diminished fifth.



On the contrary , since the cello Is built or tuned in

fifths, one can always make perfect fifths by using the same

fret marks. Because the tones are very low-pitched and are

thus rather obscure, chords are seldom made on the f urth

string

* Q~ 9
- atAt

aug g. . ag. a . ur * . Al
4t4t hth 4t4thth 4th 4t h

L% 1A. r * a a.t2 :
AA

4 d dim
5th 5th 5th 5th

Notice that the fingering for the augmented fourth on

of second string is the same for the diminished fifth on the

same note, Thus, the same is true for other iminished

fifths that have been placed under the augmented ourths in

the above example. See more, page 146. Thus, the augmented

fourths and diminished fif ths are made on the same fret marks

in the tempered system,

&a t ~To descend by sixthsand

sevenths, one must again

move the hand toward t.e

nut gradually by toneo

semi-tone accordingto

4.- thenotes. It i Sa0

necessaryt notie that

the singer oes not range

on the syncopated note, These passages are sometimes found in

broken chords.

140

39
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Concerning the Arpeggio

As one can arpeggiate a chord in several different ways,

writers sometimes notate the first measure of the arpeggio

according to the way they desire it to be rendered. The

first measure then serves as a model for the remainder of the

chords. The following examples of arpeggios are easily

learned.

Model Model

When the fundamental note of the arpeggio begins on

0.-sharp of the fourth string or on Ge-sharp of the third

string, one must move the hand a little toward the nut.

Then the notes (E, F) ordinarily made with the first finger

are made with the second finger. If the high parts of the

arpeggio are made between the interval of the diminished

fifth (G) or augmented fourth (H), one must cross the fin-

ger as previously stated. [See page 139.]
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41 Chapter XIII

Occasions When One Must Use the Thumb,

and the Way to Play the Descant on the Cello84

When the bass line ascends by conjunct or disjunct de.

gree from ell on first string to a' on the same string, one

one must place the thumb on el'. Thus, one can begin to use

the thumb only in fourth position, which is [the second]

third of the string. Then, one plays the cello like the

violin in such a way that, with the thumb in this position,

the four strings of the cello are an octave below the four

strings of the violin.

Example

-- 0

thunk th. th, h

If one must then go very high--as from bl' to ec to

d", and so forth, on the chanterelle of the violin--one

should always advance the thumb a fourth lower than the note

which will be played. This rule is inflexible. Thus, in

using the thumb [on the cello, one will easily play the

treble of violin sonatas. The thumb takes the place of the

nut, giving complete freedom to the next three fingers. If

84Evidence points to an earlier cultivation of cello play-
ing in Italy than in France. It was probably Italian artists
such as Alborea Franciscello and Batisten Struck, players in
the era orchestra, who introduced the thumb position tech-
nique into France.



one tries to use the index finger (called first finger by

cellists) in preference to the thumb, then he must neces-

sarily use the small finger. Because of its shortness, how-

ever, the small finger is useless past first, second, and

third positions, as we have already said.

Without disturbing the thumb for b-natural ", one can

meanhilemak b-fatI85meanwhile make b-flat" 5 on first string, as on the chante-

relle of the violin. Thus, one can make e-flat' on second

string, a-flat on third string, an d-flat on fourth strip

in fourth position without disturbing the thumb as I have

already said. On the cello, one anmake three units ns

with the violin with the thumb in fourth sAtion. When one

arpeggiates past the middle of the string, one must place

the thumb on the neck and use the little ftger.

Example

Thumb in Thumb in Thumb in
4th posi- 4tn posi- 4th posi-
t ion of t ion of tion of
lst st. 2nd t. 3rd Ast.

Chapter XIV

Concerning Another Position

This position differs from those which are demonstrated

in preceding chapters only in that the first position is

called "first neck" by its advocates, The only difference is

8 5 These notes were the highest ones in general use in the
oid-eighteenth century.
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the use of the third finger instead of the second to make E

on the fourth string, B on third string, f-sharp on second

string, and c-sharp3 on first string--a progression of fifths

as in the other way of fingering. Just as in the other posi-

tion, the first finger will thus be the distance of a tone

from the nut; the second finger will make the next semi-tone;

the third finger will be the distance of a tone from the first

finger; and the little finger will be the distance of a semi-

tone from the third finger. According to this method, all

four fingers are used.

Example

Comment About This Position

I. Whereas the other position is similar to it, those

who play the violin will hardly be able to accustom them-

selves to this position since it is completely opposite that

of the violin. This is clearly demonstrated in Chapters

IV, V, and VI. The only difference is that on the violin

one uses the third finger to make at' on the chanterelle

or first string, ' on second string, g' on third string,

and el on fourth string. On the cello, instead of the

third finger, one uses the little finger to make d on

the first string, g on the second string, a on the third

string, and F on the fourth string because the chanterelle

(or first string of the cello) is an octave lower than the



second string of the violin (A, B)

II Those who play the violin according to the first

position explained in Chapters IV, V, and VI are not ae-

quainted with the fourth string of the ello t the other

three are an octave lower than the lowest three of the vi.O-

lin. The first string of the cello (B) is a ,- tave lower

than the second string of the violin (A) The second string

of the cello (C) is an octave lower than te thid string

of the violin (D). The third string of the cello (E) is

also octave lower than the fourth string o the violin

(F). Example
First 300 mid Th FOUrti

Tunina of the t otrirg otrin; stui
violin

Tuning of the
violoncello

Srot *ed flr Fourth
atri stng g *tn. stri

IPMI

III. This second position, which some cal false, is

not good for making intervals of diminished fifths in broken

or barred chords. The interval of the diminished fifth is

comprised of three tones while that of the perfect fth is

three tones plus a semi-tone,

Example
D

r r

In this case, second position is useful on the first and

second strings for making f-sharp with (-nat ral (A); on
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the third and second strings for making b-natural with f-

natural (B); and on the fourth and third strings for making

E-natural with b-flat (C). This false position is similar

to that on the violin when one crosses third finger over

second to make the diminished fifth chord (D).

Thus, on the cello, no other hand position accomplishes

the diminished fifth so readily, especially when one plays a

fast piece. As we have already said in the preface,86 how-

ever, this position is a Gothic carry-over from the gamba

tuned on g, an instrument excluded from operatic use in all

foreign countries.

Chapter XV

Useful to Those Who Know How to Play the Gamba

and Who Wish to Learn the Cello

People who play the gamba can presently set about learn-

ing the cello from the comparison of the two necks which I

shall give. This should make it easy for them to learn the

same notes on the neck of the cello. It is only after glanc-

ing at the comparison of the two necks below that one knows

instantly the relation of the seven strings of the gamba

with the four strings of the cello. The player makes the

same tones on the four strings of the cello that he makes on

the seven strings of the gamba and makes them with even more

ease. Also, in concert, a single cello creates more sound

than six gambas.

86See p. 84.
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Nothing is so simple as the neck of the cello whi! is

44 made up of four strings tuned in fifths--the fourth string,

C; the third string, ; the second string, Q; and the first

string, a. On each string one makes four diatonic degrees

without disturbing the hand from its position The fourth

string begins on Q, the same as on the seventh string of

the gamba,. 2E , and F of the sixth string of the gamba

are also made on the fourth string of the cello ith the

first finger for D, the second for E, and the small in-

ge for F,. 2, A, and B of the fifth string of the gamba are

made on the third string of the aelo--Q open, A with first

finger, and B with second finger* The s which is made open

on the fourth string of the gamba is made with the small

finger on the third string of the cello

The on the fourth string of the gamba is made on the

open second string of the cello; e . , and S of the third

string of the gamba are also made on the second string of the

cello--e with first finger, f with second, and & with the the

small finger, The a, , and a' of the second string c the

gamba are made on the first string of the cello-& open, b

with first finger, and c' with second. The g', , 9, '

and a' are made on the first string of the gamba and on the

first string of the cello. The d' is made wth the small

finger, and all others above i' are made by shifting, as ex-

plained in Chapter VII, page 131. See also page 113

Thus, in a short time the gambist learns th aeslo.
A OD

The range is the same except for AA (A) aria B (B)

A*SW
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of the seventh string of the gamba, notes which the cello

does not have. These two notes, however, are not found in

cantatas, sonatas, and concertos by Italian writers. The

Italians have always written the bass line according to the

diapason or range of the cello, which begins on C as does

the organ, and not on AA as does the seventh string of the

45 gamba. Illustration of the Range
of the Gamba with the Violoncello

7th 6th 5th 4th 3rd 2nd let string or
striAg string string string string string chanterelle

Non. markP & Gft-A
the fret
on the
gamba.

Here the
nose are
for fin-
gers.'Thef
O means
open at.

a

ng 3rd string 2nd string lot string or *hsnterill@
Vio 1 . o4 1n o.....

Demonstration of the Diatonic and Chromatic Neck
of the Gamba with That of the Violoncello

oaba 7th at ring 6th strin--5th strin

th at ring3rd string (cont.)

4 t.. 4 id t ring
Gamba at risg A string

3rd at. 2nd string lst string or chanterelle

vielon 110 -

Gasba lot string or chantereile

ViO LOnCOL al or bow st rokes, 8*0

.

.7



Chapter XVI

That Which the Cellist Must Observe In

Concert in Playing the Accompaniment

and Keeping the Beat

When a cellist accompanies a cantata, he must necessar-

ily follow the voice in recitative, Much ability is re-

quired of the cellist because he must strike the notes ac-

curately. Recitatives are often accomp ied badly, Even

players who know the piece and otherwise accompany with

ease often prove mediocre in their execution of the recita-

tive, Here it is not a question of embellishing, doubling,

or tripling the bass, On the contrary, it is necessary that

the cellist play the notes as they are written and that he

be attentive to the harmony. He cannot do these things

unless he is familiar with the sounds of the different

chords and knows how to prepare and preserve the dissonances

in the composition. He can, however, accompany the recita-

tive rather well by following the words and notes whi care

sung, even if he does not know the piece.

The cellist must often follow vocalist when the vo-

calist does not sing in time. T e cellist must also ollw

when he accompanies a sonata played on a higher instrument,

even though the player of the higher instrument may be no

better at keeping the beat than the vocal 1st basses fol-

low the trebles, trebles do not follow the basses. he logc

is that the treble lets itself be carried very reely in the
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song or in passages which are difficult to execute. If one

does not pay attention, the beat may be rushed by the treble,

as the treble is always more lyric and polished than the

basses. Thus, it can be said that the cello holds the reins

of the ensemble and expresses the tones of harmony better

than any other bass instrument.

Sometimes the treble pushes the beat in a concerto solo

or in a sonata with solo violin. Then the cellist, being a

good musician, must beat time forcefully for a measure or

two, holding firmly to the same beat in which the piece be-

gan. Although skillful violinists play adagio and largo

without beating time, the cellist meanwhile is not excused

from playing in time, as the beat must be observed. The

Italians observe strict time only in music for large en-

semble.

The End
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CHAPTER III

METHODE POUR APPRENDRE FACILEMENT A JOUER DU PAR-DESSUS

pEVIOLE A ET A6 CORDES

Commentary

Corrette published his method for the pardessus in an

age when viol- and violin-playing both flourished;1 but, be-

cause the author omitted a publication date, precise dating

of this method is difficult. Obviously, it appeared after

1741; for on page 35 (Corrette's pagination), the reader is

referred to Corrette's violoncello method of that year. In-

side the title page is a "Catalogue of the Works of Corrette"

in which methods for the violin (1738), pardessus, clave-

cin,2 flute (ca. 1740),3 and cello (1741) are listed.. In

fact, the catalogue is identical with one in the violoncello

method except for the omission of Corrette's Le mature

de clavecin (1753) from the list. Many French publishers

announced forthcoming publications in their catalogues;

1Hubert Le Blanc, Defense de la basse de viole contre
les enterprises du viol Tt es p rtentis d.u i olon-

EsiI, 1740 Tieprinted7,"7KZs sel 1951),reprinted~La
revue musical IX (1927-1928), pp. 43-56, 136-142, 247~5lp,
21-25, 138-142, 187-192, and trans. by Barbara Jackson,
Journal of the Viola da Gamba Soeijt of America X, XI, XII
(1973, l974,T975)pp~ ~13-79149, T~-36, mirrors the
viol/violin scene of that period.

2The catalogue in Michel Corrette, Me4thode theorique et
pratic pur . . . le violoncelle (Parii7MI7 ) that in
Michel Corrette, Mathodrendre facilement ,a
du par-dessus de viole .ea co es (Paris, ca.
TIst a MRThe hoipoue clavecin. L_e maitre de clavecin (Paris,
1753), however, is the title Coorrette's important tutor.

3See Carol Farrar, Michel Corrette and Flute-P in
the Eighteenth Century (Hew Yor1,Ti7.



but, because the work listed in 1741 did not appear for

twelve years, its citation was dropped from the later (par.

dessus) volume.

Although the bass viol (gamba) was employed Iner

in France than elsewhere, the mid-eighteenth century saw

the culmination of viol-playing in Europe. Corvette's

treatise, therefore, must have appeared about 1750, 1749

is the date noted by Hans Bol4 and Eugene Borrel 5 for the

pardessus method. F4tis6 omits the pardessus method .r)m

his list of Corrette's works; and, while Paul Garnault 7

quotes from Corrette's tutor, he avoids dating the work.

Perhaps, however, authenticating a publication date

is less important than publicizing the value of certain

material in the treatise, which apparently is the only

extant mongraph devoted strictly to the pardessus.

Abounding with music examples, Corrette's discussion of

'Hans Bol, La basse de viole du tem a de in arais
e d'Antoine Fgr"TBTthevenT9 , Ttlii ,

5Eugene Borrel, "Corrette, Kichel," Die Musik in Ge-
schichte und Ge enwart, ed., by Friedrich Buel(tsel

9l7I), Icos, 1692-1695,

6Franqois Joseph Fktis, "Corrette, Michel,'
n2 niver2elle des musicians, 2nd ed,. (Paris, I , II,

7Paul Garnault, "Violetta Marina--Pardessus de viole,'
Albert Lavignac's sEnpcloile de la musique, TechnIqu
instrumentale (Paris, , pp. 1I0-

8For a study of the dessus, see Danoville, e Seur,
(first name unknown) L'art de tougher de la dessus et de
basse (Paris, 1687), trani.7ty Gordon Jo finney, Journal
of the Viola da Ganxba Society XII (1975), pp. 47-.- a a4..NO UX Pfl 7
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playing both the five- and six-string pardessus is

practical.

Fig. 3. Pardessus Tunings.

Five-String Six-String

fM0

Stating that "the place to hold the bow is about

two or three fingers' width from the block,"
9 he thor-

oughly presents his rules for bowing. Corrette mentions

the necessity for the wrist to be "an extension of the

whole arm, "10 and also that bowing on the pardessus (like

bowing on the gamba) is opposite that of the violin.

Notes played up-bow on the pardessus are played down-bow

on the violin, and vice versa. Also, the wrist is held

higher on a violin than pardessus; however, "when hold-

ing a pardessus bow, one holds the wrist lower but in

such a way that the fingers are high."
1

The only ornament Corrette discusses for use on the

pardessus is the trill (cadence). He advises the player

9Corrette, Pardessus, p. 172, and compare with Cor-
rette, L'jcole 4'2rhh (Paris, 1738), p. 27. References
are to pages ti s volume.

10Corrette, Pardessus, p. 172. See also Johann Joachim
Quantz, On Pla 4ntheFlute, 1752, trans. by Edward R. Reilly
(New Yorg T7966.p247fr support of this concept.

llCorrette, Pardessus, p. 177. Compare these pardessus
instructions with those for the violin in Corrette, 6olesjj,
p. 27.



to tailor the trill to the length of the note and to start

slowly, "increasing the speed of beating till the end, be-

ing careful not to hurry the bow during the course of the

trill. "12

In the pardessus method, Corrette launches his defense

of the quinton (five-string pardessus), a "newly-invented

instrument,"1 3  In fact, he is so keen that this instru.

ment be acclaimed that the reader strongly suspects or-

rette to be its inventor, This androgynouss instrument

with five strings,"l4 which Corrette tunes a' d' i'

represents a study in itself.

According to Curt Sachs,15 the "quinton was the French

name of a violin with five strings in ~dla' 411 gl. It

is a mistake to apply this name to five-string treble

viols," Sibyl Marcuse explains:

The eighteenth-century quin tonhad a violin
body except for ts sloping shoul ders, and was
tuned do d' a' d'g2 to facilitate playing in the
higher positions. Its use was chiefly restricted

12 Corrette, Pardessus, p. 178, On p. 1el, he shows the
double cadence in a table

13_bid pp. 162-165.

141bid, p. 162.

1 5 Curt Sachs, The History of Musical Instruments (New
York, 1940), p. 361.
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to France (the quinton is not identical with the

pardessus de viole,-a member of the advajola
am1y, nor with the violins d'amore) .

Sometimes, however, it was confused with the pardessus

187tuned g0 c' e' a' ('

Sartori1 8 lists the same tuning and considers the

quinton in the viol family but states that it should 
not

be confused with a pardessus tuned & d' f a"l d'. He

also suggests that the quinton is a substitute for the

violino piccolo.19  Henri Quittard
20 says that the quinton

tuned g c' e' a'' d'' is enjoyed by the ladies. Its

strings are tight, producing a sweet sound; and it is

played between the knees like the cello. Gerald Hayes'

remarks in this nebulous area are interesting:

The rather ugly word Quinton seems to have

originated as a 19th-century dealer's name to dee

scribe a curious hybrif1sort of viol-violin that
occasionally turns up.

That such an instrument as the quinton did exist is

certain; in fact, specimens by the luthier Guerson have

16Sibyl Marcuse, A Survey of Musical Instruments (New

York, 1975), p. 525.

17Ibid., p. 503.

1 8Claudio Sartori, ed., "Quinton," Enciloedia della
mjusioa (Milano, 1964), III, p. 519.

191n Claudio Monteverdi's Orfeo (1607), however, vio-

lino piccolo designates the vi1170_

20Henri Quittard, "Quinton," La grande jncyglo die.

(Paris, 1886-1902), XXVII, p. 118D7

2 1Gerald Hayes, "Quint,' Grove's Dictionart of Music

and Musicians, 5th ed. by ErifT5CBm( on Sn, iTV!
p. 1037.



been on exhibit at the Parts Conservatory. But alas,

these models "whose sonority Corrette called ravishing,

were not judged worthy enough by composers to earn a place

in the mid-eighteenth century orchestra,

222Garnault, . cit. Roger Bragard, Musica. ntuents
in Art and History (New York, 1968), p. 1 2 ,pitures a
fretted six-string pardessus and a five-string quinton that
is unfretted (but it may originally have had frets) .
Lengths of the two instruments are about twenty-four and
one-half inches and twenty-four inches respeCtively,
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Method for Easily Learning

to Play on the Pardessus de Viol of

5 and 6 Strings, with studies for

one and two players.

Composed by Michel Corrette

Price 4 livre Tournoi, unbound.

Paris

At the houses of the author; M. Boivin,

Rue St. Honore a la R'egle d'Or; and

Mr. Le Clerc, Rue du Roule a la Croix

d'Or.

With consent of the King.



Chapter I

Concerning the Five-String Pardessue de Viol,

A New Musical Instrument, Called by Some aaquinton

The quinton is an instrument newly-invented by

Mr. XXX, a man of rare merit who masters music thoroughly

as do the most skillful masters of the art and combines

with an extraordinary technique all the refinements ex-

hibited by Frocray (sic) and Marais on the V1o.24 A

somewhat androgynous instrument with five strings, the

quinton resembles both the pardessus de viol and the violin.

About the pardessus de viol:

1. The first two strings are tuned in fourths.

2* There are frets on the neck.

3* The finger positions on the first three

strings are the same as those of the

six-string pardessus de viol.

4. Bow strokes are the same as for the six-string

pardes sus.

23In giving credit for the quinton to "Mr. XXX, " Cor-
rette is perhaps modestly avoiding revealing himself as
its inventor.

24Antoine Forqueray (1672-1745) was a renowned Pari-
sian viol player whose son, Jean-Baptiste Antoine (1699-
1782), also enjoyed fame as a gambist. Marin Marais
(1656-1728) shared with Antoine Forqueray the distinction
of being celebrated gamba virtuosos,
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It resembles the violin and basses in that the third,

fourth, and fifth strings are tuned in fifths like the

second, third, and fourth strings of the violin.
2 5

The tuning is more suitable for the playing of sonatas

as did the famous Madame Levie26 As all the most beautiful

sonatas are written for the violin, they are better suited

to being played on the five-string pardessus than on the

six-string pardessus, which has a completely different

2 tuning. It is tuned so that the fourth and fifth strings

are a third apart. It is satisfactory to play in tune

only the pieces which are expressly for this instrument,

for playing violin sonatas with this tuning is very embar-

rassing and at the same time almost impossible. Thus, if

you want to play violin concertos and sonatas, you should

of necessity play the quinton. Notice that fine composers

since Corelli have written all their symphonies for the

violin and six-string pardessus . There are only four books

of music composed expressly for it [six-string pardessus-

namely, two by Mr. Hudeline [sic] that one no longer finds,

one by Mr. L'Abbe Marc, and one by Mr. Barier.27  Although

these composers are excellent, one cannot always play the

25E

25Eug&ne de Bricqueville, "The Viole d'Amour," Violins
and Violinists XVI (1955), p 188, cites Auguste TolbecqueTs

Art du luthier (Niort 1903), in which it is erroneously
it'i that sympathetic strings existed on the high (dessus)
viol.

26According to Fetis, 2R. cit., V, p. 293, Madame Levi

was born about 1715 and was highly acclaimed as a player
of "sweet and pure sounds and who executed difficult
passages with great assurance."

2 70nly a sketchy bit of information is available
about these now-obscure writers. Robert Eitner, ed., "Heude-



same pieces all one's life,

The quinton has a delightful tone since it can pro-

duce the upper harmonics of the pardessus and the sonorous

bass of the violin, It sounds better than the ordinary

pardessus, the table being less encumbered with strings,

My own opinion is that this instrument is one o the
most perfect because with it one can play all kinds of

music, from sonatas to concertos, It is true that one
can play it _such music] also on the six-string pardessus;

but its low range is too limited because, as I have already
said, the fourth and fif th strings are tuned a third

apart, an unsatisfactory tuning for playing violin pieces,

3 Those who play the violin can not only play the quinton in
a short time, but can teach it themselves, They have only to
consult Chapter IV for the bow strokes, This instrument is
excellent for accompanying the voice,

The enemies of the quinton say that if you want to

play violin sonatas, play them on the violin. To tell the

t1t, if everyone could dedicate himself to this instru.

ment, it would be wonderful, Evewyone, however, cannot

overcome its many difficulties, The five-string pardessus

is not far from it Eviolin], since the tones and semi-tones,
like on the viol, are marked on the neck by frets, an excel-

lent feature for correct finger p cement which the vio-

lin does not have.

line, . ," *,ujgjn-Lezikon der Usiker (Leipzig, 1900-1904),V, p. 13 , listsYieces pour dessus et Basse, Livre I andII, Amsterdam." Eitner, or, % it,, "Marc, Abbe, VI#, p. 307,
refers to Marc as a violin St and publisher of *Six Sonatas
a v seul av. une BO, Paris et Reims, n. d,
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For example, ladies play the five-string pardessus

and will never play the violin because the position 
of

the latter is not suited to them. Moreover, those whose

hands are too small to hold it then have infinite 
diffi-

culty in reaching the chanterelle for s"l' or d'', and

so forth. These are played on the first string of the

quinton, that is, on the five-string pardessus, without

shifting. If the ladies desire to play concertos or

sonatas, it is unquestionably more suitable that they

play the quinton than the six-string pardessus 
unless they

wish to restrict themselves to playing only pieces 
ex-

pressly [for this instrument], the number of which 
is

very small as I have already said.

Learning to play the quinton requires much less effort

4 than the six-string pardessus.

The five-string pardessus is still very capable of

playing the alto or viola part in the concerto. This. part,

played only on the bass Lstrings] is much easier on the

quinton with regard to its tuning than on the 
six-string

pardessus because, where there are only two bass 
strings

on the five-string pardessus, there are three on 
the

six-string pardessus.

Furthermore, in order not to ignore anything, one can

learn to play both the five. and six-string pardessus.

The difference occurs only in the bass Fstrings3. See

the fingerboard of the quinton illustrated on page 170. He

who already knows how to play one of the two instruments can

soon learn the other with help from my method.



The Note Values and Corresponding aests

Whole Half Quarter
note notes notes Eighth notes Sixteenth notes

One Half
measure measure Quarter Eighth rest Sixteenth rest

rest rest rest

WholeQuarter Eighth note
note Half note Sixteenth note

note

2

meaFourmeasure asure G-clef on G-olef on 0-clef for play-rest rest second line first line ing the viola

The sharp serves to raise the note by a semi-tone, and

the flat serves to lower the note by a semi-tone,

Chapter II

Concerning the Manner of Holding the Pardessus de Viol

The pardessus de viol is held by the left hand, plac-

ing the thumb on the underside of the neck across from the

second fret. One calls frets the strings which go around

the neck for marking at what distance one should place the

fingers for playing the tones and semi-tones, It is neces-

sary to bend the wrist and to incline the hand outward. See

the print,28

A frontispiece which might have illustrated the correct
position for playing the pardessus is missing from the treatise,

66
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One must rest the head of the neck of the instrument

against the stomach so that the left hand has complete

freedom to finger the strings except when one plays on

the last string, because one must necessarily lean the

head of the instrument forward in order to have the facility

for drawing sound from this string. One should hold this

instrument on top of the knees but,. so that it does not

change, the knees should thus hold it a little.

One poises the fingers near the frets, not high, and

presses the end of the finger on the string on which one

plays. Otherwise, the bow would draw only an unpleasant

sound on the instrument. Sometimes the first finger is

used on several strings,. but that occurs only when making

a few chords.

When taking or grasping the pardessus, one must hold

it by the head of the neck and not by the middle of the neck

because the frets could become disarranged from their places

and consequently cause false playing.

6 Chapter III

The Neck of the Five-String Pardessus

The first string, called chanterelle, is
Tuning of the

tuned in g"(A), the second string in d" (B), and five-string
pardessus

the third string in a' (C). These three are

tuned like the six-string pardessus. The fourth

string in d' (D) and the fifth in a (E) are

tuned like the third and fourth strings of the

violin.



For fifth string, see the bottom of page

The fifth open string makes

First finger on second fret makes g

Second finger on fourth fret makes

Third finger on fifth fret makes

Fourth String

The fourth open string makes d'.

First f inger on second fret makes e

Second finger on third fret makes .

Third finger on fifth fret makes g

Remember that on the fourth and fifth sti

player makes four different tones,

16

rings the

Third String

The third open string makes a'.

First finger on second fret makes b'

Second finger on third fret makes c'

Ordinarily, on the third and second

strings one can make only three di-

ferent tones,

This!is lie

.and

pardessus,

Second String

The second open string makes d"

First finger on second fret makes e'".

Second finger on third fret makes f'.

These are

the same

68

These two

strings ar e

played like

the two low-

est ones on

the violin.
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First String or Chanterelle

The first open string makes g". strings as

First finger on second fret makes all on the

Second finger on fourth fret makes b'" six-string

Third finger on fifth fret makes _'. pardessus.

Small finger on seventh fret makes d"'.

As this string is the highest, to go higher requires

shifting in which the hand moves toward the bridge. See

Chapter XIII, page 208.

For the time being, we will speak mostly of just the

fifth and fourth strings because the three others are the

same as for the six-string pardessus. See Chapter XIII,

page 208.

The Range of the Esteemed Quinton

65th at . 4ta at .

The numbers designate the fingers: first means in-

dex; second, medius; third, annularis and fourth, auricu-

laris, as on the six-string pardessus.

Neck of the Five-S tring Pardessus

As for the neck, the range is the same as that of the

six-string pardessus, of which we will speak in Chapter X.

The difference is the position of the fingers on the

fourth and fifth strings, considering that they [the

8

5rd A .



fingersJ are restricted by the range of the last three

strings of the six-string pardessu.

Example

On the Natural Tones

The first three

strings resemble

th Seof h

six-string

pardessus k See

page 202,

ope

g t

. C..+

* -**6

1. fret..

2. fret ..

4* f ret**

S.fret **

6.fret ..

7.fret ..

GJF

mom m 1 1 -*WO"

4t a+
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Neck of the Five-String Pardessus

Illustration of the Chromatic Range

9
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lowest
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Concerning the Manner of Holding and Guiding the Bow

Article I

The bow is held with three fingers of the right hand

with the thumb placed on the wood opposite where the hair

joins the block (A). The second finger is placed or the

top of the stick (B) ; the third finger, between the hair

and stick (C); the fourth, on top of the stick (D), and the

fth gs under the hair with-B

out touching it (E). It should

be noted that the third (or middle finger) serves greatly

in giving strength for holding and guiding the bow as it

moves toward and away from the player. With the player

exerting strength, the hair moving on the strings can

produce a fine sound. The place to hold the bow about

two or three fingers' width from the block.29

Article II

For making the bow strokes, one must use wrist action

by turning the wrist out for down-bows and in for up-bows.

It is important to consider the wrist as an extension of

the whole arm and not to move just the elbow, All of the

movements of the right arm, which holds the bow, should

29These instructions do not conform to the above il.
lustration, and they completely contradict the peculiar
bow-grip presented in the first sentence.

Chapter IV
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begin with great suppleness and a gliding motion.

In the beginning, the player should accustom himself

to making long bow strokes. For up-bow, one must always

begin at the tip of the bow; and for down-bow, one begins

near the fingers which are holding the bow. Sometimes it

is unavoidable that one begin in the middle of the bow

when playing pieces, namely, when playing consecutive

notes in the same bow stroke. This will be explained in

Chapter V, page 175.

II It is necessary to cultivate a bowing technique. After

one has played up-bow or down-bow with long bow strokes, the

rest will come which does not depend on fast arm movement

for playing down- and up-bow.

When I say that one must practice long bow strokes, I

intend that the note should sound only as long as its

value for wholes, halves, and so forth; because for each

eighth and sixteenth, one must play at the tip of the bow.

In playing, if one leans slightly with the bow near the

bridge, he should ease the hand. Leaning too much, however,

is not desirable.

As the beauty of playing all the instruments depends

on clarity and refinement, one should keep the bow a fin-

ger's width from the bridge. Playing nearer the bridge

than this produces a sour tone, and playing farther away

makes a harsh tone. One should also avoid playing several

strings simultaneously.



Chapter V

Rules for Making Bow Strokes on the Five-

and Six-String Pardessus

The bow strokes on the pardessus are the same as

those for the bass viol, which are unlike those for the

violin. The notes that are played down-bow on the violin

are played up-bow on the pardessus, and those played

down-bow on the pardessus are played up-bow on the violin.

Now the player should learn when to use the bow strokes,

1. On the pardessus, long notes are ordinarily play,

ed up-bow and short notes down-bow The first

note is always played long and with up-bow (A);

the second is rendered

short with down-bow (B).

It holds true that when

the notes are of equal value one plays the first

note up-bow and the rest down- and up-bow alter-

nately. Thus, when a piece begins with a pair of

notes, the first is played up-bow.

2* When a piece begins with a single up-beat note or

with three (an unequal

number), one plays the

first note down-bow (C)r rP

and alternates up- and down-bow for the others as

long as the note values do not change.

3. When there are two eighth notes an the first is

played down-bow, the second one (D) should e
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played in the same downward bow stroke. The

player does so by lifting

the bow slightly between

the two eighth notes, reM

7 P or 49T P r
turning it immediately to

the string, and continuing

the second eighth note in

the same bow stroke without

changing his arm movenient.

The arm should always remain in the same 1in

stopping only in the Example

middle of the beat. C;AIlM- rIIf- TTFF - 1--- fE

e,

P rP P T P T r90T P

I should remark here that this bow stroke is made

in all pieces of music when there are two eighths.

In triple time, however, the first is played

down-bow; and, when it is followed by an eighth,

the eighth is also played down-bow. The same rule

applies to dotted eighths in pieces of 3/8 time.

4. A slur over two or

more notes shows

that they are to__________

be played in the

same bow stroke (G).

Example

WL AF
JVE- I- -AUW- m

I Oda
.9 a i W

ADAM Ila
All& or

13

p 7 p - PW . T v4 p - r p 7

4 L1LJ "j

or Aw"M Wrg
AN

9..

P i i



For playing several notes in the same bow stroke,

only the fingers should be active while the bow

barely lifts from the strings. In fast movements

(allegros or prestos) containing paired eighths

or sixteenths, the player should use a downward

bow stroke and then slur into the second note.

This effect is easy to execute and pleasant to

hear.

5* For French music in duple and triple time, such

as operas and motets, one should dot the pairs

of eighths.-the first played long in up-bow, the

second, short in down-bow, Intalia music, how
14 ever, eighths are played equal, as in meter of 4.

This meter is indicated by C.

6. All syncopated notes are

played in alternating bow

strokes (H), but a single

note following the syncopa-

tion is played in the same bow stroke (I).

7. When there are many eighths and sixteenths mixed,

one alternates bow strokes. This often occurs in

chaconne couplets,

B. In gigues (6/8, 9/8, or 12/8), one selects bow

strokes by observing

the beginning of the

piece, If it begins r

with a single eighth
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(K), it is played down-bow. And if in the course

of the gigue one finds a quarter note followed by

an eighth, both notes are played down-bow (L).

Entirely different from that of the violin, the

down-bow stroke on the pardessus is much shorter

than the up-bow. This difference stems from the

position of the wrist as each bow is held. When

holding a violin bow, one holds the wrist high;

when holding a pardessus bow, one holds the

wrist lower but in such a way that the fingers

are high. ______________________

9. All notes mixed with rests are played up-bow.

Such passages are often found in sonatas and con-

certos. For swelling these tones, see my violin

method, page 54.

15 Chapter VI

Concerning the Trill (Cadence)

The trill is the most useful ornament, particularly

for treble instruments. In Italian music, it is marked by

t and in French music by a small cross, +. The trill is the

alternate beating of two notes (AB), and it is always pre-

pared by the upper note. To do this, one places the finger

on one or two frets above the written note. For example,



a trill on si is prepared on ut, one fret higher, that on

ut is prepared by ri, two frets higher. The tr Il on re

is prepared by mi, also two frets higher, and so on for

the others,

One must observe that on natural tones, al trills

are prepared two frets higher except those on si an mi

which are prepared only one fret higher.

The trill is nearly always found on descending notes

of songs (C), at finales (D), and on the leading tonef

the key (E, F, G, H, I),

Manner of 'xPz i* )

I

leadi g tone lead g tone lead g ton dingg

16 Phe player must proportion the length of the tnill

to fit the value of the note, When it is found decorating

half on whole note, he should begin by beating the finger
slowly and increasing the speed of beating till the end, be

ing careful not to hurry the bow during the course of the
trill, It suits me to mark the t-iI with t, a marking

which is used in most countries, The Italian wod for

trill egina with t, tjle, meaning 'to shake,"
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Studies for the Pardessus de Viol

3rd st. 2nd st. 3rd mt.

freta S3 a 53. a3 8 0.5 2. 2 3 4
3rdA

The first row of numbers indicates fingers, and the

second row indicates frets. Open string is marked by an o.

without finger number.

Observations

On third string, d" is made with third finger when

followed by a' on the same string (B), and d" is played

open on second string when playing e' by conjunct or dis-

junct degrees (C, D).

17 Chapter VII

Concerning Passages Which Require Shifting

on the Five- and Six-String Pardessus

Sometimes one plays notes on the string immediately to

the right which are commonly found on the open string. In

FAL I..aIthe Example, &' on second string

with third finger must move to

Examp le f-sharp'' (A). The same goes for



on third string with third finger when it moves to

0-sharp'' (B) When there a fIguration Ivoving three

notes, the lowest one is played with second ringer (C)0
The two other notes are then played with third and fourth

fingers (D) on the same string to avoid bowing on two

strings, This manner shows the best technique for clean

playing.

One hardly plays e"l with small finger except coming

fromQ' (E), " (F) with third finger when going only

to al' on the chanterelle, and _'' (G) with the small fin-

ger when there is no b" on the chanterelle.

Study for Exercising the Small singer

uavott*

G~d 
Ans
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S tudy

minuet Tril

Trrill

ak A

SI a t xt 2.4.4 

i o. Aff if 7

Trill

All sharps and flats on the first fret of each string

are made with the first finger, which involves moving the

hand slightly toward the nut. Then if there are several

notes on the same string, they can be played with succes-

sive fingers (H, I) to keep the hand from skipping. For

the most part when returning several times to sharps or

flats on the first fret of each string, one lowers the

hand to its customary position (K),.

Example

4 3 It ;k31 -A- i i 2.1)14
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v OU 
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28 Thirds are made with the usual fingers except those

on d'' of third string (A), and el (B) and d' (C) of the

fourth string, where one must borrow the fundamental tone

from the string on the right.

A
3rd and 4th ts. 4tn and 5th ats. most usual manner

ffin er-6

Small finger on rd 1mall finger on 7th
7th fret of 4th st. finger fret of 5th at.

The third on d' (E) is not made with the third and

first fingers after those on e' (B) except that occasion

when they always make it like those two of Example C.

One finger stopped on the same fret on third and fourth

strings gives a perfect fifth, as on the violin. Thus

[the same is true] of the fourth and fifth strings.

Example

3rd and 4th striaV

When the music moves by interval of a perfect fifth

from one string to the other, the same finger, I understand,

[is used] on the third and fourth stringsj and the fourth

and fifth strings.

When the fifth is false (diminished), it is played on

two different frets. This fifth is a semi-tone smaller
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than the perfect fifth; therefore, it cannot be executed

29 on the same frets [like the perfect fifth *

fingers

3 4

The diminished fi fth is always followed by a major
or minor third. The augmented fourth, called "tritone,"

is made on the frets as the diminished fifth d is fin.
gered the same,

Example

fin r3

Other Augmented Fourths Found on the Quinton

tigers

Observe that a tritone always resolves to a sixth,
For making thirds and perfect and augmented fourths n

the first three strings, see Chapter XIV.30

30Unfortunately, Corrette's pardessus method is in-complete. There is no Chapter XIV or page 46 as esinated in the original French edition, where the final
page is number 43,
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Prelude for Exercising Double Stops of the

Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, Octave
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30 Chapter VIII

Concerning the Arpeggio

The arpeggio is only a chord which is played by

crossing the bow on the different strings in succession.

All the arpeggios which can be found in sonatas and violin

concerto[Is which do not extend beyond d' at the bottom of

the G-clef can be played on the quinton (A). The ar-

peggio, written as a barred chord, is played broken-chord

style--that is, the bow passes alternately over the three

strings that comprise the chord. There are composers

who write out the first measure in broken-chord style to

serve as a model for the rest of the arpeggiation (B).

Vivaldi, Tartini, Siacia, Locatelli, and others often

write this way. The player should always begin the arpeg-

gio with an upward bow stroke (C).

model B Model

Id0

414r.,L t F. I - * 4p,*13T



When the fundamental note of the arpeggio beg ns on

g-sharp (D) or on a-flat (E) on the fifth strig, itis

essential to ascend a little so that the thir singer on
the first fret can change fingers for the others.

Example

When two higher notes of the chord occur to produce

a diminished fifth as, for example, e-natural' (G) with

b-flat' (H), one can cross the second finger over the

first31 (G) to make .el. The'same holds for the

other diminished fifths (I).

If there is d' in the arpeggio (K) and (L) or 'v

(M) on the fourth string, it will be ne essay to make _d

on the fifth string with small finger on th seventh fret.

By this means, the arpeggio Is smoother and. makes a better

effect on three strings than on two (N),

For a discussion of this e ghteenti-cent ry conoept
see this volume, pp. 75 and 139,

94
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Prelude for Exercising the Arpeggio

--T-- JL
AWA.- ILVI"-

I I T

L, -44 AA= i 1 131............
Allegro
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is inn
7-

32 Chords on the Pardessus

Minuet I.

Minuet II.

In order to play with the bass, see my Oeuvres 13

anid 1932

32According to Corrette's catalogue, both works are
solos for .the flute, but they are not available today. In
his comprehensive volume, Franz Vester, Flute ReprtirQ

at- (London, 1967), "Corrette, MicheT. 46,Iii
6 sonatas, Op. 13, published by Boivin (Paris, n. d.),
uordtey out of print. No mention is made of Corrette's

Op. 19.



Chapter IX

The Manner of Tuning the Six-String Pardessus

The pardessus-de-viol is composed of six strings

tuned in fourths except the fifth string, which is tuned

a major third below the fourth string.Example
Tunin o0t1The first string, called chanterelle, si-string

is on the tone of ' the second on _es,

the third on a', the fourth on el, the

fifth on c', and the sixth anda

string is on &, two octaves lower than

the chanterelle,

When concertizing with several other instruments, it

is necessary first to tune the third string to a with the

unison of the other instruments (A). ne means by the wor

unison" two strings tuned to the same t ,ne without y

distinguishable difference between them.

After that, your third string will be in unison on a

on the instrument on which youws to pa. Te the

second string a fourth higher whieh is d" (B), anthem

place the third finger n the sixth oretf third

string (C). Bowing, play the seon and third strings to.

gether, listening for the unison; for if they are not in

tune, you must turn the peg of the second string until the

two strings are in unison, the third finger se on the

sixth fret of the third string. Notice tat one es not

place any finger on the second string, It must be said

that you should prove the intonation of the nson eery
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time. With these two strings nicely tuned, then tune the

first string to g'' (D), a fourth higher than the second.

Prove its intonation by stopping the string with third

finger on the fifth fret of the second string, which you

should also bow for testing the unison (D).

Having tuned the first three strings, then focus on

the fourth string tuned on e' (F), a fourth lower than

third string which you have already tuned on a'. To prove

the intonation of fourth string, place the third finger on

the fifth fret of the string to produce a unison with the

third open string (G).

Next, tune the fifth string a major third lower than

fourth string, which will be 2' (H). To prove the tuning

of this string, place the second finger on the fourth fret

of the fifth string, which should sound in unison on e' (I)

with the fourth string. Complete your tuning of this in-

strument with the sixth string tuned on g (K), a fourth

lower than the fifth string. Prove the intonation again

with a unison. Placing third finger on the sixth fret of

the sixth string should produce the same a' as on the

fifth string (L, M).

?14~~~ -tvfiger

Tone given by Unison to Unison to Unison to Unison to
another instru- prove the prove tuning prove tuning prove tuning
ment on which tuning of of 5th st. of 4th at of 5th st.
3rd at. tunes 2nd at
at the unison.

SL M

Unison to
prove 6th at.



'When the player's ear has a [hard) tiM hearin-r the

harmony of unison pitches, he can tune the pardessus just

as well by fourths except for the fifth string whih is

always a major third lower than the fourth. This is in

the beginning. After that, the instrument will be in tune
and, proven by unisons as described above, us the ow to
sound the first and second strings together an then the

others until the ear becomes accustomed to the tuni ng of

the fourth and the third.

Example

Tuning The Open Strings

lot at,

Play two notes

4th sttogether on two
5" t t st.64vt.

fourth fourth fourth third fourth open trying

The following example illustrates that the playing of

two open strings together results in the interval of a

fourth except for fourth and sixth Lstrings], which sound

a third. Accordingly, placing one finger on aw strings

and on the same frets also produces the interval of a

fourth. Thus, a major third results when one finger

presses on the fourth and fifth strings, This bserva-

tion is quite meaningful because the same ftnge serve

when the notes move by intervals of a perfect fourth from

one note to another. The same finer is used the ama way

for the interval of the major third from the fourth string

98
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to the fifth.

Example

The Same Finger Stops Two Strings

a rd4th 5th
fret fret fret fret fret

Observations

When tuning the last three strings, one can tighten

and loosen the pegs without disturbing the finger which

makes the unison with the next string to the left. It

should also be noted that the unison of each string is

found by placing the third finger on fifth fret of the

next string to the right, except the unison of the third

string which is found on fourth string by placing the

second finger on the fourth fret. This difference occurs

solely because the fifth string is tuned a third lower than

the fourth string.

Those who wish to learn to place the seven frets of

the pardessus and quinton have only to see my cello method,

pages 120-122, where the method for placing fret

marks or frets on all string instruments is taught.

36 Chapter X

The Diatonic Range of the Pardessus, with

Illustration of the Diatonic Neck

As we have already said, this instrument has six



strings, and there are seven frets on the fingerboard for
the player's fingers. How to play it in tune has been

outlined in Chapter IX.

The fingers one uses are index, numbered 1; medius,2;

annularis, 3; and auricularis, 4. The thumb always remai-
behind the neck opposite first finger.

Sixth String

This open string, played without being fingered, pro-
duces under the G-clef sign.

First finger on second fret makes a

Second finger on fourth fret makes.

Third finger on fifth fret makes c0, the unison with

the fifth open string,

Fifth String

This open string makes the _0 just below the i-tIef

sign, and this _e is the same as the c' on sixth string

with third finger,

First finger on second fret make dt

Second finger on fourth fret makes 21', unison with

fourth open string.

Fourth String

This open string makes the e just below the -clef

sign.

3 3Contradictory to Corrette's instructtons, Dan ville,oa. cit., p. 0, states that the "thumb should ways maintain its location under the second finger 4nd 1 w it
everywhere. .1.oil

200
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37 First finger on first fret makes f'.

Second finger on third fret makes , which is no-

tated on the same line where the clef sign rests which

bears that name.

Third finger on first fret makes a', unison with

third open string.

Third String

This open string makes the a' with which other instru-

ments tune.

First finger on second fret makes b19

Second finger on third fret makes c''.

Third finger on fifth fret makes d',which is in

unison with the second open string.

Second String

The second open string makes d".

First finger on second fret makes e''

Second finger on third fret makes ElS.

Third finger on fifth fret makes g', unison with the

first open string.

First String

This open string makes g an octave higher than the

2-clef sign and two octaves above the sixth string. Thus,

it carries the same [letter) name but is called chanterelle.

First finger on second fret makes a''.

Second finger on fourth fret makes l

Third finger on fifth fret makes ell'.

-, I



Fourth finger on seventh fret make

Observations

Fingerings not mentioned here are for all the sharps

(4) and flats (6*) and will be explained in Chapters Xl and

XII. For making the unison, one must place the third

finger on the next string to the right [of the open string

of identical pitch] and always on the fth fret except

that of the fourth string which takes itself fOm the

fifth string with the second finger on 0he third fret.

See Chapter IX, page 197.

Illustration of the Ne k

of the Six-String Pardessus

open 9gV

Th first,
second, and
their strings
are played
like the firs
three of the
ti-sting
pardessus,

Ct at lCt

be



In the above example, all notes are a tone apart

except mi to fa and si to ut, which are only a semi-tone.

When the notes ascend a tone, the player must skip a fret.

In other words, two frets comprise a tone and one a semi-

tone (fa [sici to ut, mi to fa).

Chapter XI

Explanation of Making Sharps (#)

There are five notes which can be sharped--fa, ut,

sol, re, and la. Rarely are the others sharped. Since

on each string one of these five notes occurs, it is only

necessary to lower the finger one fret to alter the sound

of the string by one semi-tone. It is the same for other

sharped notes. To make high f-sharp" on second string,

for example, one must place his second finger on the

fourth fret, which is one fret below f-natural' made on

third fret.

Thus, the sharp raises the note a semi-tone. It is

for this reason that one lowers the finger toward the

bridge by one more fret.

VT string V string IV string

frets
II string string

fingers
frets 4

III string

Mac

4I4

The rirst row of
numbers Is for the
fingers and the
second row for
the frets.

203

39

9



The notes in this example are all raised by a semi-tone.

For playing them on the pardessus, one ascends ret by fret

on each string as illustrated above, Notice that on the

sixth string, g-sharp is made with first singer on first

40 fret, and a-sharp is made with second finger on third fret,

Fifth String

First finger on first fret makes -sharp', an second

finger on third fret makes d t6harp',

Fourth String

First finger on second fret makes f-sharp*, and third

f singer on fourth fret makes g-sharpt,

Third String

(As on the five-string Pardessus)

First finger on first fret makes a-sharp', second

finger on fourth fret makes c-sharp".

Second String

(As on the five-string Pardessus)

First finger on first fret makes d-sharp", and second

finger on fourth fret makes f-sharpt*.

First String

(As on the five-string Pardessus)

First finger on first fret makes g-sharp .

Second finger on third fret makes a-sharp ", and third

finger on sixth fret makes c-sharp"'. Notice that g-sharp

and a-sharp" on this string are made the sams as [.-sharp
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and a-sharp on the sixth string.

Regarding the fingerings--when there is a question

about playing the sharps, one cannot always use the fingers

for these that are used in playing the natural tone. This

is explained in Chapter XIV, page 46.34 See page 181.

To cancel the # , one uses alj , which necessitates return-

ing the finger to the fret that produces the 
natural tone.

The sharp can also be canceled by a flat (f).

Chapter XII

Explanation of Making Flats (0)

The b lowers the note a semi-tone. Thus, one advances

the finger toward the nut to locate the fret. The natural

41 sign (I) restores the note to its natural tone; consequent-

ly, the finger descends one fret toward the bridge.

It must be observed that each fret serves to sharp and

to flat according to the tempered system. If, for example,

one wishes to distinguish sol-sharp from la-flat, and so

forth for others, additional frets would be required for

playing this instrument, making practice extremely 
diffi-

cult not only of the pardessus but of other instruments as

well. The difference of sol-sharp and la-flat, la-sharp

and si-flat, ut-sharp and re-flat, re-sharp and mi-flat,

fa-sharp and sol-flat is so small that on the contra-bass,

an instrument where the sounds are the deepest, it would

34 See Corrette, Pardessus, p. 192, footnote 30.

-____



consequentially be the most evident Nevertheless, on this

instrument, as on the viol, sharps and flats are mae on the
same fret and the ear is rarely offended,

As strings are tuned in fourths -n the pardes us, a

finger pressing two strings at the same fr t always pro.

duces a perfect fourth. The exception is that when the

finger presses on the major third that occu betwe ourth

and fifth strings, they sound a major thi apart which is

the tuning of these two open trying

It should be noted that the distance from the nut to

first fret is only a semi-tone, se [is true from

the first to the second fret, from the second to the third

fret, and so on for all the others In order to nake the

interval of a whole step, one skips a fret, a, or example

from the first fret to the third, from the second to the

fourth, and thus for the others,

42 There are five notes which are flatted more often than

others--si, Mi, la, re, and sol, Thus on sach string where

one finds flatted notes, one lowers the finger by one fret.

CLL

frots3
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Notice: The a. designates playing the string open

(avide) without fingering it.

The notes in the above example descend by semi-tones.

In the two rows of figures, the top ones illustrate the

fingers which are used in descending order, and the bottom

digits indicate the frets where the finger is to be placed.

First String

Second finger on third fret makes b-flat''', and first

finger on first fret makes a-flat''' as on the sixth string.

As the range of this string is wide, high d-flat'' and

e-flat'' occur when the player shifts. See the chromatic

neck, page 208.

Second String

Third finger on fourth fret makes g-flat", and first

finger on first fret makes e-flat''.

Third String

Third. finger on fourth fret makes d-flat', and first

finger on first fret makes b-flat'.

Fourth String

Third finger on fourth fret makes a-flat', and second

finger (sometimes first finger) on second fret makes

s-flat'.

Fifth String

Second finger on third fret makes e-flat', and first

finger on first fret makes d-flat'.



Sixth String
Second finger on third, fret makes b-flat, and first

finger on first fret makes a-flat.

Chapter XIII

Concerning the Chromatic Neck

Illustration of the Sharps and Flats

with the Natural Tone

6th at. -5 .t. 4th at 4 
r at.

2nd t.lt at,

The connecting line under or above two notes inthe
above Example] indicates that these notes are played o
the same fret, The numbers designate the fret Counting f
the nut, For fingering the sharps, see Chapte XI and

Nut
open a a page 206 for the flats .

CL .a The naturally)

serves to re tore the

,o note to its n ural

state hus it is Is

necessar to place the

finger. n .. the natural

note, One c al o era

face a har la y an

flat, t'anejd a fl k.by a

rom

fret

fret

. fret

4.fret

fre

p ,
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CHAPTER IV

LES DONS 'AP ON, METHODE POUR APPRENDRE FACILEMENT

AOUER DE LA GUIT PAR MUSIQUE

ET PAR TABLATURE1

Commentary

Undated but mentioned in the text of his mandolin

treatise (1772),2 Corrette's guitar method reflects per-

formance trends of the mid-eighteenth century. This was

an age when guitar-playing in Europe was popular, 
particu-

larly in France as it had been since the seventeenth 
cen-

tury. During that period of lute artistry, the guitar be-

came fashionable among courtly persons and less serious

1Michel Corrette at least projected Book II of Les dons

d'ppgllon, methode Purtarendre facilement , jp e a

galjTrmWusia--auW tature tuaris , cT~fteT"772 j),
bt there A no recorro ritssurirval. Today the only

known manuscript of Les dons, Book I, is in the British Mu-

seum. Eugene de Bricmq"uetie, "Notice historique sur la

vielle," La revue musicale S. I. M. (1909 oem. II), p. 741,

note 1, commentedIETSFattheE nly copy of Les dons,of which he

was aware was contained in the library oTf'ums Echorcheville.

I personally inquired about the acquisition of Les

dons by the British Museum and quote below from a letter
dtEed September 19, 1977, from Mr. 0. W. Neighbour, music

librarian of the British Library, London:

Les dons d'Apollon forms part of the Paul
Adolf"Tirsc- collection which we acquired in 1946,
but I regret that I do not know where Hirsch got it

from, and there is no mark of previous ownership on
the copy.

The treatise has no frontispiece and ends abruptly

(perhaps incompletely?) on page 260. In the preface, Cor-
rette allegorically tells an outrageous "History of the

Guitar" in which he credits its .invention to Apollo.

2Les dons appeared before 1772 as evidenced by Cor-

rette' cita"Tion of it in his mandolin tutor. See Fran-



players. Louis XIV took such an interest in the guitar that

he even created the position Maltre de jitaure d i ,o_.* Thu

exalted, the guitar continued to be favored by dilettant s

and aristocratic amateurs until the 1780's, when virtuosos

abandoned it.

Sounding an octave lower than music written for it, 3 the

guitar which Corrette describes has five courses; the irst

is single and the last four are double strung. Its tuning,

Aa d' '' b'b' e'', was established in id-xteenth-

ois Lesure and Genevieve Thibault,"La metho e mandoline
e Michel Corrette (1772)," Mlanges 0fferts a Vladi ir Fedo

roy . . ., Fontes Artis Musicae I (967,p 7 - ~0or
corroboration ofither772 publication date of the mando1in
method, see Michel Corrette, Methods" ur aprendre o
e la contre-basse a 2,a 4, et7Ucor es.
[before,W17 age 3, note 1.

Hel ne Charnasse et France Vernillat, Les.-1t rument
a r- .. (Paris, 1970), p. 109, date Corrette's
Les dons about 1762. Mario Dell'Ara, "La Chitarra nel 1700,
ITF onmo III (1975), p. 11, lists Les done, Book I, as
appearing in 1762, Book II in 1763, Harvey Turnbull, The
Guitar from the Renaissance to the Present QA'0 (New Yoik
1974), TT.T30,~dates Les aons flaii"T717Y

3Corrette, Les dns p. 232, In present-day practice,
music for the guitar continues to be notated an octave higher
than it actually sounds.

4As early as 1635, Marin Mersenne, Harmonie univer-
selle, 1635, trans. by Roger Chapman (TheHague, 97, p.
135, reported, "These five courses of strings have ten strings
although many put only one string on the treble ourse, .0

Charnasse and Vernillit, Q. it., p. 103, state:

. . the guitar called CA bate or a ia apu-
cine differed from the [ five double-string guitar
only in this one detail Ca single string or the
chanterelle] , and in Italy la chitarra battente was
strung with wire strings hodeTflohe Tower strings
of the body. With these features, this last one could
well be a descendant of the guitare mauresgue used in
the Middle Ages.

5Corrette, Les dons, pp. 232-233, shows the older tuning
(d Id aa. c 'c' s )~Tflersenne (1635) and Kircher (1650)
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century Spain. This national "Spanish Guitar" delighted

French connoisseurs of the first part of the eighteenth cen-

tury; and, by about 1775, several improvements had been made

to it, including a change to five single strings instead

of the double courses and extending the bass range with the

addition of a sixth string.

Although widely accepted and used, the tuning of Aaddl

jIg' b'b e'' was not the only system. There were other

recommended tunings such as AA d bb et' by Luis de

Briceno, and Bb dd' Eg d'd' e, which was Robert de Visee's

"new tuning" of the 1680's.? The tunings directly reflected

the type of music to be rendered. For example, simple, non-

melodic, chordal music required at least one bass string on

the fourth and fifth courses. Ornamented, melodic styles

were best suited to the tuning aa d'd' gg bb e'' 8 because

Sylvia Murphy, "The Tuning of the Five-Course Guitar," The

Galpin Societ Journal XXXII (1970), p. 50, claims that

the earliest known treatise for the five-course guitar (Aa

ddl ZZ bb e') is Juan Carlos Amat's Guitarra Espanola y
VandolaTG:erona, 1569). The first Spanish gu tar method

published in France is by Louis Brizeno (or Briceno), Metodo

mut facilissimo para aprender a tgler a uitarra (Paris,
~626).

6The sixth string has been credited to Jacob Augustus

Otto (1762-1830), a Weimar luthier, ca. 1788; the likelihood

is strong, however, that it had evolved earlier in Spain.

Containing instructions fo both the five- and six-single

string guitar, Nouvelle mthode . . lQola guitar, 2nd

ed. (Paris, n. 7d7),reprinte Geneve,7L972, by Antoine-
Karcel Lemoine (1763-1817), bridges the transition period of

guitar tunings in the late eighteenth century.

7Robert de Vise'e, Premier livre de gitare (Paris, ca.
1683), p. 4.V

8Richard Keith, "La guitare royale," Recherches sur la

musique frangaise classic, VI (Paris, 1963),7T.T74, terms



running passages divided easily between the upper and lower

strings

Corrette cites three national schools for tuning the

guitar. The French method involves setting the first strip

(chanterelle), then tuning the other strings with it. The

first step in the Spanish procedure is that -f tuning the

third course of strings to lIa, In the thi r Italian man-

ner, which Corrette observes "as being the easiest and clear
9est," the first string of the fifth course tunes on Ia wit

another instrument in the ensemble and then the next single
string tunes an octave lower.

In playing the guitar, Corrette employs only the thumb
and first two fingers of the right hand assign them to

certain strings:

On fifth, fourth, and third strings, one usesthe thumb and on the second and first strings thefirs t and second fingers alternately,

Berlioz, writing on the same subject, also restricts the
fingers to specific strings but incorporates the th Id finger

this tuning "Italian," The anonymous writer of uttarrediamour," Ccilia I (Mainz, 1824), p. 168, describes thisinstrument as a bowed guitar or hybrid cello-guitar with thetuning e a d' g'b' e"l but sounding an octave lower.

9Corrette, Lesd ons, p, 236,

101bidop. s240 .

1lHector Berlioz, Treatise on Instrumentation (184),trans by Theodore Front (NewYo, , p. . ArthurElson, Orchestral Instruments and Their Use (Boston, 1902)p. 123, reports thatIonte gutar, reF lowest stringsare plucked by the thumb, "the others by three fingers in or-der, while the little finger rests o the ace of the instnam
ment,"
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as well. He recommends the thumb on lower strings, index

finger on y., middle finger on b, and third finger on chante-

relle (s'). Modern technique generally avoids use of third

finger except in chords and arpeggios.

The guitar inherited the traditional tablature notation

for the lute with horizontal lines representing the strings.

In France and England this was manifested in a letter system

and by numerals in Italy and Spain. The guitar notation

employed by Corrette was intended to attract lutanists who

read letter tablature, and other instrumentalists accustomed

12
only to the staff, as seen in Ex. 23:

Ex. 23. Corrette, Les dons, "Je vous le donne," p. 254.
meas. 1-4.

p4$'* il- JJ

Corrette adopted an earlier system employing dots to

indicate which right hand fingers were to pluck the strings:

one dot (.) for the first finger, two (..) for the second

13
finger, and a vertical stroke (1) for the thumb. Today,

12For other examples, see Corrette, Les dons, pp. 246,
247, 249, and pieces, pp. 253-259, contaiiTrg~oBation ex-
amples of both styles for the same music. Denis Diderot, ed.,
"Guittare," EnoycloDedie oudictionnaire raisonn des sciences,
des arts, et des md iersl nouvelTelipres~son en aosimile de
T75-1780 T tigartT1966), VII, cols. 1011-1013, does not
mention staff notation, only tablature. How strikingly simi-
lar in principle are the old tablatures and the modern
"chord grids" used by contemporary guitarists. Both systems
illustrate which frets the left hand is to finger.

1 3Corrette, Les dons, p. 240. He also uses OP for
pouce (thumb) in musil examples, such as Les dons, p. 253.
Lemoine, C. ite, p. 7, uses a slightly diirrentdot sys-

-..
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first and second fingers continue to be shown in this way

with the addition of three dots (...) for third finger.

The modern symbol for the thumb is +.

In the realm of guitar ornamentation, Corrette's infor-

mation is quite sophisticated, His description of the as-
A- 14cending slide (s.hjfe) as an ascending figure of three con-

junct degrees was not commonly held among eighteenth-cen-

tury musicians, Rousseau says *the chute is made when

descending a third," 1 5  Bailleux writes that "t e chutie is

a kind of inflection which originates from and depends on the

length of the sound, It falls as if dying. . 16 The

tem for finger designations: * for thumb, .. for first fin.ger,. for second finger, and .... for third finger,

14 Corrette, L . Attributed to Antoine Bailleux,who is merely the editor and not the author Nethode de Mui-tare par msg et flajur (Paris, E 7reprintd
TrEve, l97 2 ),Jp. 8, illustrates two es,the first oneo which is like Corrette's in its asceMng nature but witha different mark for its articulation:

One plucks only the first note with the first
or second finger of the left hand, atd the two others
are made solely with the right hand,. One must gently
pluck the first note marked (1) to the extent that the
string gives more sound to the Epart of theJ fl
fingered by the right hand, the fingers of whTall
away (sombent) during the vibration of the String,

15Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Iae Io la vie (Paris, 168?)
p. 93,

1 6Antoine Bailleux, Ml'thode r
iouer fdu vlon (Paris, 1798),repr, e ( en *,9, p
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following example (Ex. 24) from Loulie's Elements also shows

this as a descending ornament:

Ex. 24 . Loulie. Elem chte," p. 73.

Denis Diderot1 7 reports the use of the sign for

the Chite, in which "one must slur the notes in ascending."

In contrast, the tirade is marked for slurred, descend-

ing notes.

According to Corrette, the descending slide (tirade)

is an agreement in reverse of the ascending slide. In other

words, the tirade descends by three conjunct degrees with

the first note plucked by the left hand and the other two

18
played legato with the right hand. There are, however, other

interpretations. This descending slide is called "double

17Diderot, op. _ci., VII, col. 1111.

18Corrette, Les dons, p. 241. Rousseau, 0p. cit., p.
93, says "the cheRitiiTi made when one descends a third..

." This description/execution of the tirade by Corrette
is also found in Bailleux, ed., Methode de g itare, p. 9; but in
the second part of the example, he shows he ar ment ex-
panded to an octave:

0-N

-1-



back-fall" by Simpson19 and coule jsur _un tierce by d'Angles

bert and Couperin, In his Principes du clavecin (1?6),

Marpurg illustrates this ornament in both descending and as
ending forms as the flatte' (Ex. 25):20

Ex. 25, Marpurg, Principes, "flatta, Table IV, figs,
12-17, pp. 26[sic]-63*

A different tirade is shown by Muffat 2  (Ex 26)

Ex, 26, Muffat, Florilegium Secundum " or course
pp. 50 and 54. k.L rd

Corrette describes another ornament common to plucked

instruments, the plainte, which renders a vibrato effect:

Formerly called miaulement, the plainte ismade in sliding a left-hand finger ,n tii string
from one fret to another without raising it. In
other words, it moves on the same tone degree on

1 'Christopher Simpson, The Division-Vio London, 1659)
pp. 11-12.

20 Lemoine, _p, cit., p. 8, als the coul4 an a' rmentin which "several noTes on the same stringare'playew n7ascending or descending. The first note is always plucked,
and the others are made in passing by the fingers of the right
hand. 1

21--A similar Agre'ment described by Bailleux, Methode duVolon, p. 13, is termed le trait,
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on-which you wish to make the plainte.

Dolmetsch2 3 quotes from de Machy's "Pieces 
de viole"

(1685), "The Aspiration, also named P1n, is made by

varying the finger upon the fret. Some people will call

this n by allusion.

Loulie' term for vibrato is balancement which he

illustrates thus (Ex. 27):

Ex. 27. Loulie, pElementsP. 77.

Playford's example of the "close shake" (Ex. 28) clearly

demonstrates the slight fluctuation in pitch produced by

the vibrato:

Ex. 28. Playford, Introduction, "Close shake," Table

of Graces, p. 111.

Original compositions for the eighteenth-century 
guitar

consisted mainly of song accompaniments and peasant 
pieces

because most major composers did not deem it sophisticated

22Corrette Les dons, p. 242. Diderot, g2. cit., VII,

col 1111 says t iET itulemens or plintes are TuTpressing

(appuyantj and vibrati anttefinger on the string

in order to heighten the qaiittyof the tone." Very interest-

ing is the wording "De la Plainte" in Bailleuxs 4thode

de xuiar-e r773 , p. 9, for, with two minor exceptions, it
is likeCorrette s.

23Arnold Dolmetsch, The Inte station of the Music of

the S venteenth and Ejght ntW Is(Lon l

p. 20.



enough for serious consideration. Nba a PaganinI, air-

tuoso of the guitar as well as the violin, wrote )ut super

ficially for It in his Sonatas fora Violin nd itar.

Luigi Bocoherini, however, re-wrote several string quintets

t include a part for the guitar.

The nineteenth-century guitar repertory remained medio-

ore until dedicated performers such as Francisco Tarrega

and Emilio Puj ol championed the instrument, proving it

capable of full expression, Transcriptions of early masters

(Bach, Mozart, and others) began to abound, a large number

being provided by the great devotee Andrs Segovia., Today,

the classical guitar continues to be studied avidly,

24These so--called "guitar quintets" are arrangements
of Boceherini's Op. 57, nos, 2, 4 and >, three quartets,
and six flute quintets, See Luigl Bocherini, gfl __n_

tetti con itarra, ed, Yves Gerard (Paris, 1977
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The Gift of Apollo, 3

A Method

For easily learning to play the Guitar,

by Music and by Tablature;

Where one learns the three tricks of

this Instrument which consist of the

Mordent, the Descending Slide, and the

Ascending Slide, with Illustrations of

all the ornaments and of the pretty popu-

lar Airs notated in Score according to the

old and the new manner, which can be per-

formed very skillfully in a short time in

one and the other

With an Allegorical History

of the Guitar.

Book I

by Mr. Corrette

Price 6 livre Tournoi

In Paris

At the houses of Mr. Bayard, Rue St. Honore'

a la Regle d'Or; Mr. Lachevardiere, Rue du

Roule a la Croix d'Or; Miss Castagnerie, Rue

des Prouvaires a la Musique Royale.

With approval and consent of the King.

25Apollo, the god of light, is often identified with the
sun. He presided over the fine arts, of which he was deemed
the inventor.



History of the Guitar

During his exile to the home of Admetus (King of Thes-

saly),26 Apollo invented the lute, theorobe, and guitar,

Being similar in sonority and fingering systems, these three

instruments are much alike, The beauties which are attrib-

uted to one can also be shared by the other two. SeeP.

Mersenne, Book 2 of The Instruments.2 7

In his book defending the bass viol against the encroaIh-

ment of the violin, Mr. Hubert Le BIanc say on page 71

The lute is the prince of all golden har-
mony. After one has heard its rich tones, other
instruments sound r2ugnant and cause one to gri-
mace like Thersites when he eived a werful
blow on his hump from Ulysses.'

On page 72, he further states:

The mellow plucking by a lady whose fingers
create rich sounds, enchantment, and rippling
cascades of notes can be compared to the bursting
forth of tons of pearls belonging to the chess
Grognon when she turned them upside o

Apollo sang and played the guitar so masterfuly at

26 During Apollo's banishment from heaven, it is said
that he tended Admetus' flocks,

2 7Mersenne, p. cit., pp. 104-139. orrette apparently
used the affectionately familiar reference to P rej (Father)
Mersenne.

2 8 Thersites was reportedly the most defLrme reek at roy

2 9Hubert Le Blanc, "Defense de la basse A viol
1740, reprinted, La revue musical IX (1928), p. 249. In
his text, Corrette fie d to'tn1 ate this as directly-
quoted material.

3 0Le Blanc, id.
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31
the wedding of Thetis and Peleus that he received general

applause from all Olympia [and] from the lunar, aquatic,

and earthly deities who found themselves there. But Disc

32cordia, who correlated the art of playing the viol with

her hair of serpents, with her ghastly color, wandering

eyes, foaming mouth, and bloody hands was so piqued at not

having been invited to play this instrument there that she

threw a golden apple on the table. She also swore the loss

of the guitar which Apollo had just personified in one of

the most beautiful Georgiennes that was in the world.

31Thetis and Peleas were the parents of Achilles.

32Discordia, Goddess of Discord, was not invited to the
wedding. As evidence of her irritation at being excluded,
she threw an apple into the midst of assembled guests. It
was this apple that led to the Trojan War.

33Now, two centuries later, it is difficult to deter-
mine the object of Corrette's reference here. At least two
possibilities exist, one being an incorrect spelling of Gor-
ones. Covered with scales, the Gorgones were three sisters
with brass hands, golden wings, hair entwined with serpents,
and teeth resembling long tusks. Anyone upon whom they gazed
was turned to stone.

Another interpretation is that Georgiennes could be
an allusion to a lost painting by Giorgio de Castelfranco
(1478-1510), who came to be known as Giorgione. He depicted
a variety of subjects, including mythological characters,
Christ, contemporaries, and nature. Many of his paintings
survive, but nine are lost, one of which is entitled *Under-.
world with Aeneas and Anchises." According to Ludwig von
Baldass, Giorgione (New York, n. d.), p. 182, who quotes a
contemporary account, perhaps by Giorgione's famous pupil
Titian, Giorgione was a fine lutanist. . . . the sound
of the lute gave him (Giorgione) marvellous pleasure, so that
in his day he played and sang so divinely that he was often
employed for that purpose at various musical assemblies and
gatherings of noble persons."
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On his side the good Pan3 4 metamorphosed the viol into

a pretty wood nymph that Midas took under his protection

after finding nothing wrong with Pan's singing and playing,

A celebration was held like that which was last given for

Bacchus. He built a viol so large that there was a room

inside where they could practice, a room in whoh they

danced together thirty-six and eight, The handle turned y

means of a windmill, The bridge resembled a rainbow; the

smallest strings served as cables to Ulysses' ship. The

pegs were modeled after the Pillars of Hercules. Sach fret

was made from an oak of the forest of Dodona,3 This contra-

viol had to be carried by giants,

Polyphemus36 was selected to play on this monstrous in-

strument. Under his arm, he carried the Colossus of Rhodes

to serve him as a music stand and light. Polyphemus gave a

recital in which he sang to all Rome about Cleopatra and

about the great Cyrus who played music. The room was lighted

by three thousand heavy lanterns, and there were monkeys for

playing each different air on kazoos (iies ' Qoignon) and

viols d'amour. These were adorned with green vine branches

Midas judged Pan's singing and flute-playing to be
superior to Apollo's. Offended, Apollo changed Midas' ears
into those of an ass.

35The forest of the town Dodono was an extensive grove
of sacred oaks, Surrounding Jupiter's temple of prophecy,
they too delivered oracles.

36polyphemus was king of the Sicilian Cyclops. Repre-
sented as a tall monster of strength, he had one eye in the
middle of his forehead.
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and white vine branches with leaves. The floor was strewn

with many sweet-smelling flowers, such as marigolds, poppies,

and others. The repast was splendid; and in addition, all

the delicacies of modern cuisine were to be had: stuffed

whale, two elephants a la dobe, three rhinoceroses in basil,

twelve grilled dromedaries, sea horses cooked in a double

boiler, two hundred bears a Ia crapaudine. For dessert,

there were preserves of jalap, rhubarb, and theriac, and

also pineapples. The abundant fruits were from the Hes-

perides 7 and there was also wine from the Valley of the

Tempe. In addition, some wine of absinthe and of violet

was served.

The Bacchantes were invited to the feast. By the end

of the ball, however, the noise of this terrible viol which

was continuously played in Phrygian mode39 incited them to

37 The three daughters of Hesperus guarded golden apples
given to Jupiter by Juno at their wedding. The Hesperides'
garden abounded with fruit.

These were the priestesses of Bacchus, god of wine.

39The Affekt of the modes has been proclaimed by writers
through the ages. Rene Frangois. (pseud. for Estienne Binet),
Essay des merveilles de nature et des plus nobles artifices
MoueSn7~T621), wrote:-

The Phrygien mode sends the heart to the stomach,
it gives hope to the fish and to the air, makes the
heart bubble, ardre the spirits, tightens the arm, and
throws so much'solfre in our veins that nothing is
desired more dels"perately than the shock and the squab-
bling of war.

Johann Joachim Quantz, On Playing the Flute, 1752,
trans. by Edward R. Reilly (Newtork,196, :7f33, asso-
ciates the key of e minor (tonality's approximation of Phry-
gian mode) with emotions of *recklessness, madness, and
despair."



to such a degree that they tore their hair, beat themselves

with thyrsi, torches, and lamps, breaking all the pots an

fern bowls,

The monkeys involved themselves in the scuffle, some

with syringes. Others, with the help of pig bladders which

had been filled with black smoke, gave this and that to eve

one assembled. The tables were overturned; the lanterns

were extinguished., Only dreadful cries and terrbIe r ars

were heard, Frightened, the Titans hurled the viol structure

to the ground. The Bacchantes left in tumult and disorder

and spread out in the fields where they met Orpheus, whom

they tore to pieces for having failed to be at their ate,

This did not prevent our wood nymph from always playing

successfully at the Bacchic festivals, Everyone looked for

her eagerly at weddings or serenades, When she was not

called, her pride got to the point that she brazenly boasted

of Achilles' finding the beautiful guitar sleeping at the

foot of Olympus, Nothing was capable of moving it guitar

rather like a cannibal would bury it in his breast without

wishing to hear its tuning, laintes, martellements, adencps

or plaintive tones,

Then, like ravishing lions, all the fauns separated and

then shattered and mangled every guitar with their hands to

make them into viols, Lutes, theorobes-nothing escaped their

fury. The viol, Chowever), resumed the girding of itself

with the body of the pleasant guitar, much like the savage

400lympus was the residence of the gods because its top
supposedly touched the heavens,
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who dons the scalp of a defeated enemy. Such boldness does

not stop here. In unprecedented recklessness, she [the wood

nymphj went to present herself at Parnassus in order to dance
41

with the Muses. She walked all night accompanied by the

god Pan and the Myrmidones.42

Dawn had hardly begun to break before she reached the

edge of the Permessus. When she tried to cross it, the

boring, continuous droning suddenly awakened the winged3

horse Pegasus. With a stomp of his foot, he shattered it

into a thousand pieces, which Apollo threw into Tartarus.

The divine guitar--could it always be charming to us? It

who amuses the gods, goddesses, and the muses, it who beau-

D tifully sings hymns of love, it who finally takes delight

in good company? No. Those who are proteg4s of the gods

live forever.

Through the prayers of mortals, Apollo called it [guitar]

back from the Elysian fields where it charmed the lucky sha-

dows with its melodious tones. He offers it to us today more

beautiful, more brilliant, more masterful than it ever was

in antiquity. It is accompanied by Sport, Mirth, Pleasure,

41 These were goddesses who presided over such liberal
arts as music, dancing, and poetry.

42 These were a people who accompanied Achilles to the
Trojan War.

43 This river was sacred to the Muses.

44 According to legend, this was the region of hell where
the most guilty mortals were punished.



and all the beauties of Harmony. For his bit of work,

Hermes promised him [Apollo] the philosopher's stone, As
a gift, Aesculapius46 made him an all-comprehending psychic

and gave him the power of dissipating the glooms of somber

spirits, such as melancholy, fever, gout, and lunacy, Finally

the god of Parnassus promised that the ladies who play cheer-

ful and sprightly pieces would be as beautiIfu as Venus and

would live as long as Anchises,

Beginning now, this report will enlighten all the world

about the unusual merits of the guitar. Indeed, it is observed

that all the former masters of the guitar lived nearly one

hundred years, such as Messrs. Derosiers sc, aier,

Vise 5051 52de Vise' [sic],50 Cheron, and Doyen, These Luthiers were

Hermes is the Greek name for Mercury, the messenger
for the gods.

46A son of Apollo, he was the god of medicine,

47Because he was too old to walk, Anchises was carried
by his son from Troy when it was taken by the reeks.,

48Nicolas Derosier flourished ca. 1695.

49Robert Eitner, ed., "Prunier, le fils, Quellen-Lexi
kon der Musiker . . . (Leipzig, 1900-1904), reprinted (New
York, 1947), VIII, p. 78, says only that Prunier published
VIe Recueil d'Airs serieux (Paris, 1718-1725).

50Robert de Visee (ca. 1650..ca. 1725) pbished itar
pieces besides being an acclaimed performer at the court of
Louis XIV.

51 Nicholas Cheron was a wind- and string-instrument maker
of the late seventeenth century,

52Now obscure, Louis Doyen (dates unknown) wrote Le
violon et les ends luth Is tal4ens (Paris,'n. d.)*
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dead by 1736, and there are many other amateurs who can be

recalled.



Chapter I

Manner of Holding the Guitar

The above [sic] outline gives you the manner of hold.

ing the guitar at the moment, but there are several obser-

vations to make.

I. Holding the neck higher than the body of the inst

ment gives more grace to the left han. The humb is at

the back side of the neck, opposite the second ringer.

II. The wrist should be high and rounded in a posture

pleasing to behold,

III. The first finger is nearly always on the first fret

the second finger on the second fret, and the third and fourth

fingers on the third and fourth frets, Use of our method

will not be misleading, When one shifts--tat s, when the

hand moves lower-the same order is followed.

IV. Rounded, the right hand rests on the soundboard

above the rosette and covers the strings without touching

them so that the thumb, first, and third [sic] fingers53

have the liberty of plucking the strings he fourth finger

always remains on the soundboard; and the little finger,

53Corrette erred in his numbering of ringers here. The
passage should read,

so that the thumb, first, and second fingers
have the liberty of plucking the strings . he third
finger always [remains] on the soundboard .

See also p. 240, where he says, Oue p1 cks the strips
with the thumb, first, and second fingers o the right hand
but never with the third and small fingers. t

30
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held aloft, touches neither soundboard nor strings. What

is appropriate in giving more facility to the playing of the

guitar is to attach a small ribbon at the end of the [guitar]

neck. Ladies attach this with a pin on the right, and gen.

tlemen to a button on their coat or jacket.

2 Observations

In the past, a large strap was fastened at the top of

the neck and to the bottom of the guitar and was worn slant.

wise across the chest. This manner is of no value to me.

Mainly [it is useful] when one wishes to go sighing under

the window of a certain girl, which is still done in Italy

and Spain. Note: Sometimes the right hand is placed above

the rosette near the neck in order to soften the playing.

Chapter II

Concerning the Tuning of the Guitar

The a. means to pluck
the open string.

chanterelle 1.ah-k

Usually consisting of nine strings, this instrument is

distinguished by only five courses which are e'' (first

string), b' (second string), jg' (third string), d (fourth

string), and a (fifth string). Except for the first string,

el', called chanterelle, the player always fingers two strings



at the same time for the same tone. Thus, the chanterelle,

a single string, is tuned in e* (A), the second course of

strings in unison on b' (C), the third course in unison on

3 (E), the fourth course of strings in octaves on d' and

d (G), and the fifth course of strings in octaves on a

and a' (H),

lot 2nd 3rd 4th 5th

Remarks

The diapason of the guitar is in the middle of the

clavecin's range because the et' of the first string (A)

sounds in unison with high e' in the F-clef

The two strings on b" of the second urse (C) sound

in unison with b above the F-clef (D),

The two strings of the third course in ) Sound

in unison with g in F-clef (.

The two strings of the fourth course (G) [consist

of one sounding in unison with the d' at the top o the

F-clef (I) and the other an octave lower (L ).

The two strings of the fifth course (H) consist]
of one sounding in unison with the A in the P.-clef (K) and

the other an octave higher (M).

However little one knows the keys of the clavecin, he

can tune the guitar quickly. Currently, the -cle ( )
on second line serves to notate guitar pieces, an we support

this new method as being the easiest for those who know mus c

3
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The guitar was formerly tuned a tone lower, but a tone

higher shows off the instrument more brilliantly. One can

tune the guitar in the following manner when accompanying

the voice (N).

4 This was the tuning in the time
541 US I U -

of R. P. Mersenne (1633) at Paris

and of R. P. Kircher in Rome (1649). Guitars ala Rodrigo

are those which have twelve strings--three courses of two

strings and then two courses of three strings of which two

are in unison and one an octave higher.

1st * 2nd .3rd 4th th

Chapter III

Learning to Tune the Guitar

The guitar can be tuned in three different ways. The

tones are the same--e", , b ', _, i--but each player

should select the way which seems to him the most convenient.

First Method--French

The first string (chanterelle) is tuned to el" with

the instrument with which one wants to play. Then, one

places the third or small finger on the fifth fret of the

second string. The finger in this position and in plucking

54orrette is referring to Marin Mersenne (1588-1648),
whose Harmonie universelle appeared in 1635, and Athanarius
Kircher (0l1-1680),whose usurgia universalis dates from
1650.



the two strings should sound the unison on e with the

chanterelle (A), in such a way that you tighten or loosen

the peg. Turn as your ear guides you.

When this string becomes tuned which is on -b (B), tune

the one next to it at the unison so that you hear two open

strings sounding the tone b (C). Next, lace the third

finger on the third course of strings and n the fourth fret

where you lengthen or shorten the first of the two strings

5 until you find the unison with b'. Having found t, the open

string gives S' (D). After tuning the fifth string and its

neighbor at the unison on Z' (E), go then t the fourth

course and place the finger on the fifth fret to find the

unison with the g' string, which will be on 4' (F), where

you make its neighbor at the octave[higher] (G). Then you

will pass to the fifth course of strings, where you the plae

the finger on fifth fret to check the unison with the d'

string. That being found, our first open string of the

fifth course is the note a (H), and you will finish by tun-

ing its neighbor at the octave higher on r' (I).

Example

Thus, this instrument is tuned with a fourth from jel-"

to b" major third from b' to S', and ourths between '

to _d'and ' toa.
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Second Method--Spanish

The player must tune the third course of strings in

unison on g' (A). [Then] place a finger at the second fret,

a', to tune the fifth small string to this unison a' (B) and

the wrapped fifth string to the lower octave (C). Then, with

a finger on the second fret on this fifth course of strings,

tune the second course at the unison on b' (D).

In order to tune the fourth course of strings, it is

necessary to finger the third fret of the second course.

Then one can tune the small finger of the fourth course to

unison on _A' (E) and medium-wrapped string an octave lower

6 than the small one (F). The first string (chanterelle) is

tuned by fingering the second fret on the fourth course. You

tune this chanterelle in unison with the small string, which

will give e'' (G).

Example

To prove that the guitar is well in tune, place a fin-

ger on the third fret of the chanterelle and play it with

the third open string. The result should be the C-a"
octave (H).

Third Method--Italian

The player should tune the small string of the fifth

course on a' (A) with the instrument with which you wish to

play and the next wrapped string at the octave (B). Then,

place a finger on the fifth fret of this string, which gives



_ in order to tune the fourth open string in d' unison

and the next string at the octave (D).

For tuning the third course in ZI (D), place the finger

on the fifth fret of the fourth string, For the second

course in b (F), finger the fourth fret of te third string;

and for tuning the chanterelle in el (G), place a finger on

the fifth fret of the second course.

D4

wo stQ. twe ato. twoat s. two at. ohanterefle
an octave as octave in unison in untson
apart apart

Observations About the Three Methods

I. The fifth, fourth, third, and second curses are

synonymous terms for fifth, fourth, third, and second

strings,

II. The two strings of the third course are in unison

on ', and the two strings of second course are in uwison

on bO.

7 III. The last method of tuning the itar wih is the

reverse of the first we have given above,[ is) the easiest

and clearest.

Chapter IV

Concerning the Range of the Guitar

The range of the guitar is two and half octaves in

shifting from the lowest note to the tenth fret o the chante-

relle.

36
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Diatonic Neck

1st at. or
5th 4th 3rd 2nd chanterelle I. ta-

- -3 "* ofret*e

The indicates to play the open string, and the fingers

and frets are represented by the same numbers except when

shifting.

There are ten frets on the neck of the guitar. It is

never necessary to put Ecertainj fingers on [certain frets

but [rather] on them impartially. That is, in the case of

moving from one fret to another, the fret then becomes the

nut. The finger placed a little nearer or a little farther

away from the fret will always give the tone indicated by

the fret, which then becomes the new nut. Thus, it is easy

to see that the frets on the necks -of gambas, pardessuses,

mandolins, citterns, and contra-basses provide a great fa-

cility for playing, not being subject to placing the fingers

at random on a neck when there is nothing marked. This is

an error that [some] believe--that the frets draw the tone

from the instrument. The contra-bass proves the opposite.

8 Chapter V

The Chromatic Neck

All frets are a semi-tone apart in beginning to count

them at the open string. Thus, for example, when a sharp is

beside a note (A), place a finger on the fret above the

natural note (B) because the sharp (#) always raises the



note and the finger by a semi-tone, The opposite i true

for the flat (s), which lowers the note and finger by a

semi-tone, Consequently, one should then

finger one fret below the natural tone (C)

to make b-flat (D). Notice then that

sharps and flats use the same frets so that the et which

gives a-sharp (A) equally gives b-flat (D) (and thumb for

the others.

Chromatic Neck
In Ascending

34,,$a13a 3 a 4 Iarj nhitting

In Descending

Relation of Sharps and Flats

chanter,*I*
ta 4th ._t, 3rd at. 2nd at M 1

freta

Chapter VI

General Table of All Tones Possible

on the Guitar When Shifting

In shifting on the ten frets of each string, one finds
eleven different tones counting that of the rpen string. As

it happens in these eleven tones, four sharps also serve as
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flats. This makes fifteen differently-set notes in music

2nstFifth Strng which can be
. n fret 2ndrd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th

made on the

frets.
V -

Fourth String

Third String

Second String

First String er Ciautsr.l e

unnn .cn.. .am-ian.i ;.1 .c . :*..1 - -iD as - . f t 11-i .. a ... 4 -

When one arrives at the fourth fret and then shifts, he

shifts by placing first finger on the fifth fret.. The shift-

ing rarely occurs on the fifth and fourth strings but more

often on the three others, especially on the chanterelle.

Lesson in Playing Higher Than Fifth Fret

-U-

frets 5S6'S% WG5 5 15 * 't3
fingers 1 3A 4 4 2 8 134 4 4 1

atring*I a,

Remember what we have already said in Chapter II, that

in the five courses of strings the second and third are

doubled at the unison and that the fourth and fifth courses

are also doubled but with this difference--.that they are an

octave apart, and that all these doubled strings are played

two for one, except the first or chanterelle, which is all

alone on the tone of e". See Chapter XVI.

10

- - - - -- - - -- b -.



Chapter VII

Manner of Plucking the Strings

One plucks the strings with the thumb, first, and second

fingers of the right hand but never with the third and small

fingers. On the fifth, fourth, and third strings, one plucks

with the thumb and on the second and first strings with the

first and second fingers almost always alternately. In solo

11 pieces and accompaniments, the thumb plays the bass notes;

firs t and second fingers pluck the melody notes and chors

/55In guitar pieces by Derosier, Medard, and e Visee,

the dot (.) below the note means to pluck with first finger.

Two dots (: or .. ) mean to pluck with the second finger,

and the line () under notes means to pluck with thumb. The

usual signs are given at the beginning, Later you Can im-

provise. In pieces and accompaniments, the bass note should

be plucked slightly ahead of the other notes, he effect

is very pleasant to the ear,

5th 4h3rlo *af 945h
th 5r4 2nd 2d rd4th stt

45* *irt toward mnft te~

55Nicolas Derosier wrote a guitar metod ca. 1690, and
Robert de Visoe published his Premier livre * ca, 1683, A
resident of Paris about 1700, NiaolaF grd was a luthier
who modeled his violins after those of Amati.
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Chapter VIII

Concerning the Ascending Slide (Chute)

The player performs the ascending slide by dropping the

fingers of his left hand on the strings one after another by

three notes of conjunct degree when the melody rises(A).

He plucks the first note alone (B) with first or second fine

ger of the right hand and the other two notes (C, D) separate-

ly with the left hand. This ornament is very flattering and

should be used only in pieces on first, second, and third

strings. The first note (B) should be plucked a little

12 stronger so that the string gives more sound to the ascend.

ing slide with the fingers of the left hand touching only on

the vibrations of the string. This ornament is marked

thus, rM . I do not need to say how much the

ascending slide is played. Experience will soon

make it known.

Chapter IX

Concerning the Descending Slide (Tirade)

The descending slide is opposite the ascending slide,

which means that the ascending slide is made in ascending

while the descending slide is made in descending and with

this difference: the fingers of the left hand

play the notes one after the other without the

help of the right hand. Plucking is involved

in the descending slide. The first note is plucked with the
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right hand; the two others (B, C), with the left hand.

This playing is very dazzling in pieces, Tho e who do not

master the ascending and descending slides never ply viece.

well, Constant plucking with the right hand s isagreeable

playing. On the other hand, playing intermixed with as-

cending slides, descending slides, and other ag5eients that

we are going to explain hereafter forms a melody that touches

the heart.

Chapter X

Concerning the Plainte

The plainte is an ornament that is no longer marked;

nevertheless, fine guitar players stilI use it 0 long notes

such as whole notes, half notes, and so forth.,

Formerly called miaulement, the te is made in slid-

ing a left-hand finger on the string from one fet to an-

other without raising it. In other words, it moves on the

same tone degree on which you wish to make the ainte. if

for example, I wish to make a plainte on ofthe ante

relle, my finger remains on the string. It will go an come

from the nut (A) to the first fret (B). The same is true to

making one on L"! (D). My finger moves delicately between

the points (C and D). Observe well--it is not necessary that

the fingers pass over the frets.

ChanterelleA B C D
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Chapter XI

56
Concerning the Trill

(Cadence or Tremblement)

The trill or shake is made by beating the same string

rapidly several times with one of the fingers of the left

hand. One should especially study [trills made) with the

small finger, these being the most difficult.

Marked by t or +, the trill begins on the upper note (A).

A fi' W/let fin-

*' ope

14 Manner of Preparing the Trills

04. 4 . 4

finger 4- O; 4.

One rarely makes trills on the fourth or fifth strings.

Chapter XII

Concerning the Mordent

(Matlement or Pnc4

For the mordent, one plucks the string only once with

the right hand by placing the left hand finger (A), then rais-

56Cf. with Bailleux, ed., Ndthode de p. 9, "De
Ca cadence," for an c gte M text wrrette's.



ing and placing it quickly (B, C). In old guitar books, it

is marked by v or + (E, F). Currently no longer marked,

good taste and usage which must determine whe it is Suitable

to make it. It [sounds very nice on long

7 v *ftect notes, such as whole and half notes, and on

quarter notes in slow movements, When making it on the

tonic note (G), one makes it mordent with the leading tone,

which is a semi-tone lower than the note of the key (D)

The martellement is made on wind and string instrisments

and produces the same effect as the
ExamplePaII

x lpinej on clavecin and organ.

15 Chapter xIII

Learning to Play the Guitar by Tablature

The six frets on the neck, called by the first six let-

ters of the alphabet, serve equally for each string. With

regard to fingers, they follow the same order or the 1irat

four frets, such as first finger for first fret, second fin-

ger for second fret, and thus for the others. To us, this

is] the manner which, in order to perform more intelligibly,

we will indicate [by showing] the fret and finger with the

same number,

Notice that the five lines of the staff represent the

five strings of the guitar. See page 247.
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ats 0 SMth St. 4th *t. 3rd st.2nd at. lot or chanterelle
ahantere

fingers and fret.

The a. refers to plucking the open string and the c for

placing the second finger on second fret and on the string

which represents the staff line.

Explanation of the Tones of Each String

Fifth String

The fifth open string is a, second finger on second fret

(C) gives b, and third finger on third fret (D) gives c'.

Fourth String

The fourth plucked, open string is d'. Second finger

16 on second fret (C) gives e, and third finger on third fret

(D) gives fl.

Third String

This open string gives as, second finger on second fret

(C) gives a' which makes an octave with first string of fifth

course and unison with the second string in fifth course.

Second String

Second open string gives b'. First finger on first

fret (B) gives s'', and third finger on this fret gives the

d" an octave higher than fourth string.

First String or Chanterelle

The open chanterelle gives e', first finger on first

fret (B) gives f'', third on third fret (D) gives a'', and

small finger on fourth fret (F) gives a"l two octaves higher



than the fifth string. In order to play iher than this,

one must shift the left hand toward the rosette Se pages

Exfnpl e,237,t2460

Here, the fingers can no longer 0Ow

the same order as the retsigs t 4

General Table Showing the Ten Frets of tbe utar

9trings i e c d e f

2
5

4w 90IfoftI 'f &71 b 4 e't d 1 4a 1 ~

I "t

b b4 ' t' 4 'o

The frets (f, g, h, i, , 1) beyond the fourth fret (e)

1? are rarely used on the chanterelle, second, and third strings

See pages 238 and 239, The most general rule for ngering

this instrument is to use index (or first) finger for (fret

second for c, third for d, and small finger r e when this

finger is necessary. Using the fingers out of strict order

is possible for the other letters.

Reminders

The distance between all frets is a semi-tone, each a

which is represented on staff lines, Though opposite to

musical usage, the first is highest,. See page 244. or

plucking, see Chapter VII; for the descending slide, Chapter

EI)X; for the ascending slide, Chapter VIII; for the trill,

Chapter XI.
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Explanation of the Tones on the Five

Strings by Notes and by Tablature
I lot st.

Notice that in tablature, the character for notes at

18 the beginning of the measure (A) or of the piece show all

notes to be of like value until the end of the accompaniment.

The short stroke I (B) means to pluck the note with the

right thumb. The two lines (C) indicate that the same

chord is repeated. The straight line means to pluck the

strings together. The oblique line -o-- like the two (C)

means to repeat the same letters or notes which went before.

Numbers under an oblique line -"1 show the number of letters

which have been repeated. See NFolies d'Espag.," (p. 2603.

The heavy, perpendicular line encloses measures, and i

is with the first note or letter after this line that one

beats the foot. Each piece of music is marked only one time

t



with a time signature at the beginning.

The P above a' and d on pages 253, 255, 256, and 258
signifies that these notes are plucked gently with the thumb

on the second strings of fifth and fourth courses, The

great masters use this method in pieces for allowing the

second and third fingers of the right hand more freedom
9

Air (by tablature)

The whole note (o) gets four counts Its rest is a

whole rest - . The half note (44) gets two counts,

Its rest is a half rest ct . The quarter note ( ) gets

one count, Its rest is a quarter rest ( ). The eighth

note (j) counts half a beat, Its rest is ar eighth rest

( I) The sixteenth note ( ) counts a fourth of a beat,

Its rest is as a sixteenth ( ) A dot after a note augments

its value half as much so that a dotted half gets three beats

and so on for the others, Those who would like to acquire a

deep understanding of music principles have 0y to read my

music method book entitled The Perfect Siin ster.

Chapter XIV

Concerning Chords

Several strings plucked at the same time are called a

chord. Third, second, and first open strings make chords of

a third and sixth (A). Fourth, third, and second open string
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Chapter XV

Concerning Barred Chords (Accords barres)

Barred chords mean those made with first finger stretched

across the five strings.- The finger serves as a movable nut

on the first fret or on any other you prefer. Dots : (A) in

front of notes in the following example designate the number

21 of the strings that the first finger must stop on the same

fret. The numbers after the note show which finger must be

used.

The First Finger Stopping the First and Second Courses

AAa
thus for
the others

In the same position, the fingers can make perfect

chords on all frets when the hand is lowered fret by fret

(B, C).

The First Finger Stopping the First,

Second, and Third Courses

-*-A

The First Finger Stopping the First and Fifth Strings

a 0 4hA4UOM

In Minor

A09

'r .-I, o -
0 *- SO -&-

I

J . b-0



form chords of a fourth and sixth (B) The rst fall

chords is called perfect when composed of a thi, fth,

octave (C). There are two kinds of thirds. maor and minor

The minor third is comprised of a tone and semi-tone (D) and

0 the major third of two tones (E). It is by the third that

one can determine if a piece is in major or minor key, or

example, the "Folies d'Espagne" is in re minor because re

to fa-natural is only a tone and semi-tone, The pieces on

page 256 are in rimajor because re to fa-sharp is two tones,

A B '

At first, one must learn to make perfect chords on d'

(F), a (G), c' (H), and f (I). Once these tour perfect

chords are in your hands, you can play "Foltea d'Espagne" 5 7

in a short time. It is a very good piece for learning to

Example play broken horde, Yo

should alo play exer-

by cises inthPreludes,

Book II, where I employ

all the iffenent broken
tabla-
turo chords one make on

gitar.
The five lines represent the five strings. See pages

245 and 247.

57
See Corrette, &e~s dons, p. 20
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The First Finger Stopping the Fourth and Fifth Strings

In Minor
-i--'--

The difficulty of playing barred chords cannot be dis-

puted, but time and practice overcome all. As for the re-

22 mainder of the chords, they are found less often than the

others. To acquire a thorough knowledge of chords, see Le

maitre de clavecin for accompanying and the Prototype for

questions and answers.

Chapter XVI

Concerning the Strings Used for Playing

Higher on the Guitar

The best gut strings usually come from Rome, Florence,
58

Naples, Lyon, and such places. The smoothest under the

finger and transparent [ones] are the best. The guitar is

strung with five courses of strings, the first of which con-

sists of a single string called the chanterelle. Each of

the other four courses has two strings. See Chapter II,

5 8Edward Heron-Allen, Violin-Makig, As It Was and Is
(London, 1885), pp. 208-209, asrremar t s" i~tir,'ings
are produced in France, Germany, and England, the best ones
come from Rome, Naples, Padua, and Verona. He attributes
the superior quality of the Italian strings to the manufac-
turing process, part of which can take place out-of-doors in
Italy's warm climate.



page 233,

Observe that:

I. The two strings of third course (A) and the second

string of course five are equal in size and strength to

that of the violin chanterelle,

II. The two strings of second course are equal! (C) and

are finer than the chanterelle,

III. The chanterelle (D) and the second string of fourth

course (E) are the same size and finer than the second course

strings.

IV. The first string of fourth course (F) is stronger

than those of third course,

V. First string of fifth course (G) is stronger than

those of fourth.

Course

The strings can be spun with silk in t e manner of

the Chinese, who use no string instruments other than their

own. [This wrapping] renders the tone more pleasing and

more sonorous,

9 p. 213, Heron-Allen says that a string spun
with silk is "difficult to tune accurately5 and will not
remain in tune when once screwed up . . He also com-
ments (p. 214) on strings of twisted or plaited fibers,
called Chinese water-cord, as being "quite the best for
players with hot hands. . .0.
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CHAPTER V

QETHODES POUR APPRENDRE A JOUER

DE LA CONTRE-BASSE A 2 A . A CODES

DE LA QUITE OU ALTO ET DE LA VIOLE D'ORPHEE

Commentary

In combining these treatises for publication, Corrette

exhibited resourcefulness and a practical business head.

Who else but a vendor with a desire of reaching a broad,

musical public would combine tutors for the three-, four-,

and five-string contra-bass, viola, and newly-invented viole

d'Orphd'e in a single volume?

Although undated, most writers (Riemann, Weckerlin,

Eitner, and Borrel) place it ca. 1780-1781. Frangois Le-

i 1sure and Genevieve Thibault, however, published an article

about Corrette's mandolin method of 1772 which bears light

on his contra-bass and guitar treatises. Included in the

article is a direct quote from the preface of the mandolin

treatise in which Corrette glorifies the instrument by say-

ing, ". . . the mandolin and the cittern are never better

1Frangois Lesure and Genevieve Thibault, "La Methode
de mandoline de Michel Corrette (1772)," M4anxes Offerts
a Vladimir Fedorov . . ., Fontes Arts Musicaer I(1966),pp.
72-WFBetween pages 72 and 73, there is a facsimile of the
frontispiece of Corrette's mandolin method, which is itself
undated. Yet, on page 74, they declare (without explanation)
that it "appeared in 1772." 1 wrote to Mr. Lesure for docu-
mentation of the alleged 1772 date of Corrette's mandolin
method. In a letter dated May 2, 1978, he replied, 'The
source for the dating of the mandolin method of Mtichel)
Corrette is the Mercure de France, Dec. 1772, pp. 184-185."



accompanied than by the clavecin and the violet d'Orphee."2

Lesure and Thibault further state that later in the

treatise Corrette refers the reader to his earlier methods

for violin, contra-bass, and guitar. This being the case,

it would seem that the contra-bass and guitar methods were

published before 1772, The "Catalogue of Works by CorretteO

in the contra-bass method also lists the mandolin treatise,

but again the French practice of announcing forthcoming pub.

lications in addition to those already printed, perhaps,

accounts for this discrepancy.

Corvette introduces his contra-bass method with a frontis-

piece showing a four-string bass instrument of the violin

family with unfretted neck, F-shaped sound holes, and sloped

shoulders. In a seated position, the player is holdingan

arched bow in cello (hand-over-the-bow) style. The end-pin

appears exceptionally long in proportion to the entire in-

s trument,.

Paradoxically, the instrument which Corrette illus-

trates in Plate 4 is a four-string viol with frets, C-holes,

straight bow,4 no end-pin and is the one for which he sets

2 Lesure and Thibault, gj. _iat., p. 74*

31bid., p. 75.

4Michel Corrette, Methodes r a rendrea! Jer de
la Aontre- Jase , 4 e rdoes, _de a inte oua _Dh ~k2 M& 7 "V~jefaQu
EtbttVe dToT7arhifloW 1774 ,P. 285,
Tpagenumbers in this7andtsucceeding footnotes pertaining to
Corrette's treatises refer to the translations in this volume)
shows the bow with what appears to be a modern mechanism for
tightening and loosening the hair. Also pictured is an irn
key for turning the pegs.

Apparently Corrette was not aware of the invention of
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forth principles. This fretted four-string contra-bass

which, in Corrette's opinion "the Italians call violone,#5

is tuned E A d & and notated an octave higher than it ac-

tually sounds. For the string bass which did not really be-

come standardized until the nineteenth century, diverse

tunings and sizes were accepted. Warnecke, for example,

states, "The gross viol da gamba or contra-bass was tuned

according to whatever tuning suited the player."6

In his Treatise on Instrumentation (1844), Berlioz main-

tained that both three- and four-string basses were used in

the orchestra. He preferred the four-string model because

in scalework the player was not required to shift positions

as often as on the three-string bass. Another advantage to

mechanical pegs around the middle of the eighteenth century.
According to Adolphe Soyer, "La Contrebasse," Albert Lavig-
nac's Encyclog4die de Ia musiue, Technique instrumentale
(Paris,<925)47fp.M6, CtarI=idwig Bachman, a basvirtuoso
(b. 1716), was their inventor.

5corrette, Contra-Bas, p.279. Other terms for this are
Kontrabass, qontrabasso, and contre-basse. Johann Joachim
Quantz, On Playin the Flutej735 t.rans. by Edward R. Reilly
(New York, 196, p.-247, on the other hand, discusses the
double bass crossee Violon, Contra-violon, la Grande Basse de
Violon) which is unfretted, a feature considerefSQ7uantz-
as greatt hindrance to distinctness."

The scholarly article by Alfred Planyavsky, "The Contra-
bass at .the Time of Handel and Bach," trans. by Sharon Brown,
Bass World IV (1978), pp. 372-378, considers the confusion
surrounding the nomenclature of contra-bass instruments and
their uses in the eighteenth century.

6Frederick Warnecke, Ad Infinitum--Der Kontrabass
(Leipzig, 1909), p. 8. Johann Samuel Petri, Anleitu zur
praktischen Musik (Leipzig, 1782), sect. IIIp.W,6reports
that the upper strings are always the same; and in sect. IV,
p. 457, he further states that the fourth string of "Vom
grossen Violon" is tuned to 'Contra G, Contra F, or Contra E."

I'M I
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the four-string model is its lower playing range with E,

F, and F-sharp available. Berlioz advocated the useof

several basses in the orchestra, some tuned in fourths

and some tuned in fifths and thirds

Corrette's explanation of the three-string bass Is

meager. In its favor, he considers its tuning, which is

identical to the tuning of the first three cello strings.

For the five-string bass, Corrette gives the tuning

.He instructs bass players in a large ensemble to

play in unison and to play only the first notes of

arpeggios and runs (Ex. 29)9

7Hector Berlioz, Treatise on Instrumentation (Paris,

1844), trans. by Theodo "FrditoTfew Yor, 19F, p. 97.
Guillaume Gelinck, "Remarks on the Double Bass, 1"T Har-
monicon, 1829, p. 297, said, "French music [sixty years ago]
not having been so complicated as now, could be performed
with the double-bass of three strings tuned by fifths."

Soyer, g. cit., p. 1887, states that the 'three-string
contra-bass~was tuned in fifths in Italy (G-d-A) and in
fourths (A-D-G) in England and France."

8Corrette, Contra-Bass, p. 289. Berlioz ,go. cit.,p. 96
describes a three-stringEnglish double-bass tune"ifTburths

Johann Christoph Nicolai, "Das Spiel aufs dem
Contrabass,"Allmeine Musikalische , 1816
(no. 16), p. 2B5,itts tuningWfor t e ree-string
bass as G d a or F c g, According to the anonymous

writer of "Stimmung des Contraviolons,' C&ciiia, IV (Mainz,
1826), p. 228, other tunings are 'FAdFi .AA, DADW, aGDG,
GDA ADG, and GCF." Additional tunings mentToned Y Jean-Ben-

jamin La Borde, Essai sur Ia music e (Paris, 1780), I, p.

293, are "F,G,D,A;G,D,G,C;~~E emo ,A,D,G,C; F,A,f, is,A "

9Quantz, _p. cit., p. 249, gives expli it Instructions
to bass players to play the "first, third, r last note of
each figure" .in rapid passage-work. Quantz's examples show,
however, that the player should really play the 'first, [and]
third, or last note of each figure." Apparently Quantz
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Ex. 29. Corrette, Contra-Bass,., P. 292.

He adds, however, that the bass player should render all

notes in slow pieces and be observant about the shifting of

the music into C-clefs. When this occurs, Corrette pre-

scribes a tacet for the basses, "Sometimes it is easier

to hear these high tones without contra-bass accompaniment."10

With reference to Italy's musical excellence, Corrette

says, "All Italian contra-bass players align themselves

strictly with the basso continuo [part], and this is

right."1

disapproved the over-simplification of bass parts, for on
page 250 he goes on to admonish bass players:

Except in passage-work of this sort, however,
which some find too difficult to play rapidly, the
bass player must omit nothing. If he were to play
only the first of four quavers that appear upon the
same note, . . . I do not know how he could avoid an
accusation of laziness or malice,

1 %Corrette, Contra-Bass, p. 290. In ensemble music, how-
ever, 6/4 chords can occur if the bass part is carelessly
discontinued.

11Ibid. Opinions differed about the standards of ex-
cellence of Italian contra-bass players. Frangois Raguenet,
"A Comparison Between French and Italian Music," trans. byJohann
Ernst Galliard, 1709, The Musical Quarterly XXXII (1946),
p. 431, lauds the Italian basses while sharply criticizing
the French:

.,.0..their [Italian] bass-viols are as
large again as the French, and all ours put to-



Corrette's general directions for holding the contra-

bass bow, which is contrary to that pictured in the .rontis-

piece, are for the "palm-upward" method. He says.

Like the bows of the viol and the quinton,
the bow of the contra-bass rests in the palm of
the hand. . ,. This is contrary to the violon-
cello. The1?ontra-bass requires more strength
for bowing.

A modern standard for holding the bow (in vogue since

ca. 1890's) is with the thumb reaching over the sti and

exerting pressure on the entire bow. The first finger

wraps around the nut and rests on the stick while the second

and third fingers gently hold the frog. layers nowadays

are taught to draw the bow straight across the strings hori-

zontally, but Corrette remains silent on this point.

Concerning the bow strokes, Corrette reports on three

schools: up-bow for long (principal) notes and down-bow

for short (secondary) notes (aIla gamba), down-tow for long

gether don't sound so loud in our operas as two or
three of those basses do in Italy. This is ertain-
ly an instrument much wanted in France.

it has a full mellow sound, killing the
air with an agreeable harmony in a sphere of activi-
ty, extending itself to the utmost bounds 0f the
most capacious places.

On the other hand, Charles Burney, The Present State
of Music in France and I~tjl,, 2nd ed., (LonTlW,7_Vp.~35
reports on the performance of the double bass as played at
the San Carlo Opera in Naples, 1770. 'the double base ~sicj
being played so coarsely throughout Italy that it produces
a sound no more musical than the stroke of a ha mer.'

2 corrette, Contra-Bass, p. 287.

13A so-called "French" method esta lishe y Giovanni
Bottesini (1821-1889) is much like the cello style zf holding
the bow, The fingers grip the stick from above with the
thumb supporting the stick from underneath.
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notes and up-bow for short ones (i la cello), and mixed

14
bowing "which permits the player to bow at random." He

states, however, that "only the rules in the first two

schools have been adopted by masters of the art." Today,

bass players use the cello style of bowing--down-bow on

principal notes.

Bow strokes in the cello style are advocated for the

five-string bass, and Corrette even includes clear instruc-

tions for playing pizzicato. "One plucks the string with

the thumb of the right hand without using the bow"15 (Ex. 30):

Ex. 30. Corrette, Contra-Bass, p. 294.

Pizicatti

Modern notation for staccatissimo is like Corrette's pizzi-

cato, In the portion of his contra-bass treatise devoted

to the viola, Corrette notates pizzicato as in Ex. 31:

Ex. 31. Corrette, Contra-Basss, p. 306.

Pizzicat t

14
Corvette, Contra-Bass, p. 288.

151bid., p. 294. Leopold Mozart, A Treatise on the
Fundamental Principles of ViolinP in 7,1756,Trans7y
Editha Knocker (London, l9l),B3p.2, Zsuggests, ". . . the
index finger is better for the purpose Cof pluckingJ, because
the thumb, by reason of its fleshiness damps the tone."
Franz Simandl, New Method for the Double Bass (New York,
1964), p. 79, says plucking~fslnf"y7a~finger of the right
hand." For pizzicato, the contemporary bass player generally



In the matter of fingering, Corrette uses all roar

fingers, as in Ex. 32.

Ex. 32, Corrette, Contra-Bass, p. 286.

The New Method for the Double Bass by Simandl reveals quite
- - -r

a different approach to fingering, He explains that first,

second, and fourth fingers are used in positions up to the

sixth.,

The third finger serves as a supporter to the
fourth and only comes into actual se i the VI
Position, where it is used in place the fourth
finger, the latter not being long enough.1

6

Following the treatment of the contra--bass, Corrette

focuses on the viola, an instrument that gained little fa-

I7
vor in the eighteenth century. Quantz, in fact, reports

that viola players were generally incompetent violinists

who lacking sufficient proficiency to play violin parts,

18
were demoted to the viola, le later a ds that ". . .

plucks with the first finger of his right hand, When he en-
counters a pizzicato passage of such brevity that he must also
hold onto his bow, he may instead pluck with his second finger.

16simandl, p. gfi., p. 8.

Other terms for the viola are alto, rats he, tenor,
violetta, Altviole, and viola di braccio.

1 8Quantz, . cit., p. 237, also includes some general

remarks and advice 'iaut viola playing. The following state-
ment by Wagner is quoted in Adam Carse, The Orchestra from
Beethoven to Berlioz (New York, 1949), p6:



able violinist ought by no means to be ashamed if, in case

of need, he must play the second violin, or even the viola."1 9

In the eighteenth century, parts for the viola were yet

neither idiomatic nor innovative.20 Gluck was one of the

first orchestral writers to appreciate the special qualities

of the viola2 1 along with J. S. Bach and W. A. Mozart, who

The viola is commonly (with rare exceptions
indeed) played by infirm violinists, or by de-
crepit players of wind instruments who happen to
have been .acquainted with a stringed instrument
once upon a time.

Cecil Forsyth, Orchestration (New York, 1936), p.
385, refers to ". . . the bad old days when viola players
were selected merely because they were too wicked or too
senile to play the Violin."

1 9quantz, 2 cijt., p. 273.

20A notable exception, however is Mozart's Sympnie
concertante in E-flat MaJor, K. 320k (364) (1779) for violin
and viola with orchestral accompaniment which sensitively
features the viola prominently. It is also an early ex-
ample of viola scordatura, for Mozart originally wrote the
viola part in D major. This required that the viola then be
tuned a semi-tone higher, presumably to more closely approxi-
mate the timbre of the violin.

Another early instance of viola scordatura occurs in
Louis-Joseph-Perdinand H4rold's opera Le pr aux clerks (1832).
In the finale of Act III, the viola's TduR ring must be
lowered by a semi-tone for depicting the grave pronouncement
by an archer saying of a main character, "He is dead."

21See Christoph Willibald Gluck, Iphicenie en Tauride
(1779), the undulating viola solo accompany 7 Orestes'
aria, Act II; and his Alceste (1767), Act II, scene 3 where
the flute melody is douEdrin the violas for Alceste s
poignant festival song.



featured the viola soloistically,

Corrette s instructions for playing the viola are sig.

nificant simply because they are among the first such prina

ciples. While he shows the playing range of the viola as c

to el,23 a few pages later there is a sophisti acted "Sonata

for Two Violas" (presumably by Corrette) in which the first

2.4viola part ascends to f" and S',2 With regard to orna.

mentation, Corrette states that the viola parts are rarely

embroidered; yet, there are a number of a regents indicated

in the above sonata and in the "Sonata for Viola with

Bass." Bow strokes are made as on the violin.

Corrette appears to have been somewhat of an inventor

also, for he describes his new viole dlOrphe 6 and pre-

2 2Bach's Brandenburs Concerto No. Q is scored for two
solo violas and two vla da s, supported by cellos and
bass, While technically demanding, this piece requires
only first- and second-position playing and has few orna-
ments, The viola part of the Mozart concertante may also
be executed in lower positions but with two notable excep-
tions. These occur in the cadenza of the "Andante" and in
the "Presto" where the viola part soars to b and!"O re-
spectively,

2 3Corrette, Contra-Bass, p. 299. In general, parts
continued to be raTherunns 1piring well into the nineteenth
century. In fact, Gregory S. Rodgers, The Evolution of
Viola Technique, unpub. thesis, North Tlexas TaTeClflge,
1949', Jp.l, says, "The viola range (fromc to i"l)
plagued the instrument until the time of Wigner."

24Corrette, Contra-Bass, pp. 304-307, Berlioz, g. lt.,
p. 60, remarks that the inclusive playing range of the
viola "is at least three octaves,"

2 5Corrette, Contra-Bass, pp. 308-311.

26 Jean-Baptiste-Thjodore Wecker in, Nouveau usiciana
(Paris, 1890), p. 103, wryly calls the vile'Orp e semi-
invention, like that of making leggings out of trousers.
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dicts that it will revive the waning popularity of the

viola da gamba. 2 This viole d'Orphee, tuned like the

cello, has a fifth string for high el and double strings

for the two highest courses:28

316. Fig. 4. Corvette, 2nrJ a, viole d'Orphe'e tuning, p.

The strings are of brass, and Corrette describes their at-

tachment:

Under the tailpiece are small steel nails
and to the side of the bridge are small studs of
ivory. Bending between them, the strings make a
loop, like the mechanism of the clavecin.29

The range of the viole d'Orphee is basically the same

as that of the cello. Especially interesting is his fin-

gering system, for on the viole d'Orphe'e Corrette does not

avoid use of the third finger on the lower strings as he

2 7 Corrette, Contra-Bass, p. 314, mentions the tuning of
the former bass gamba as being:

It is also this gamba to which Corrette refers in his cello
method, p. 85, wherein he mistakenly maintains that Sainte
Colombe added the seventh string to this instrument.

28Supposedly invented by J. S. Bach is the viola p2mpOsa,
whose tuning is like that of the viole d'Orphie.TNe former,'
however, has no double strings.

2 9 0orrette, Contra-Bas, p. 316.

1



does In his cello method (Ex, 33):

Ex. 33. Corrette, Contra-Bass, p. 317.

He recommends bowing and holding the bow as or the celo.

Vorrette includes two sonatas for viole d'Orph e or

cello with basso continuo composed by himself and con-

oludes the volume with a discussion of ornamentation (trill,

mordent, appoggiatura, and passing appoggiatura) on the

viole d'Orphee.

This instrument did not, of course, reverse the trend

toward embracement of the violin family and rection of

the viols. To quote Laurent Grillet:

In spite of the defense o Le Blano and the
invention of Corrette, the viol died completely

and gra3 fully after a long and illustrious
career.

30Cf. Michel Corrette Methode theory ut et rati ue

pour apprendre . . . le violoncelle(Sr 8, 4TT, p. .

Laurent Grillet, Les ancetres du violon --Atdu violon-

celle (Paris, 1901), I, p. ~~270'.Dr.6P7 inrthe

"Nachwort" of Hubert Le Blanc, D4fense de a bse de Vile

S. .,1740, reprinted (Kassel, s, pp. - quote
this passage.

R"W"ORR"
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This master flies into a rage during a chromatic chorus,
Cries, "One, two, start, major, minor, soft, loud."

But what a charivari your sad music makes,
Fear that from Marcias [?] you may have the same fate.3

33This frontispiece is reproduced in Weckerlin, Nouveau
musiciana, p. 79, and entitled "Un orchestre ' la cou'rFd
Louis XV." Alfred Planyavsky, Geschichte des Kontrabasses
(Tutzing, 1970), pp. 214, 215, 216, adT92, shows four pages
from Corrette's contra-ba's method. Respectively, they are
this frontispiece, title page, page 1 of Chapter I, and Plate
4 (Corrette's Plate I: Contra-Bass and Viola) .
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Methods

For playing the Contra-Bass of 3, 4,

and 5 strings, the Quinte or Alto and

the Viole d'Orph4e, a new Instrument

tuned like the older Viol, useful in

Concert for accompanying the Voice and

for playing Sonatas, with pieces and

lessons for these three Instruments

by Mr. Corrette

Knight of the Christian Order

Price 6 livre Tournoi

At Paris

At the usual music establishments, the

House of Miss Castagnery, Privileged of

the King, at the Musique Royale, Rue des

Prouvaires near Rue St. Honoreg.
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34The body of the four-string bass gamba illustrated
here is identical with 'the six-string gamua in Marin Mersenne,
Harmonie universelle, 1635, trans. by Roger Chapman (The
Hague, 1957), p. 193.
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Preface

The contra-bass, which the Italians call violone, is

an octave lower than the cello and at the unison of the

sixteen-foot bourdon of the organ. The body and neck are

almost twice as large as those of the cello and so are the

strings. The old bass viol with six strings was about the

same size; and, as R. P. Mersenne reports in Book 4, Gar-

nier [sic]3 5 had a four-and-one-half-foot viol. A young

boy would sing the treble and Granier sang the bass part

while playing the bass on his viol.36  This small concert

burlesque was presented often before Queen Margueritte.37

Monteclair and Sagioni [sic], 38 who first played the

35Ibid. p. 250. Granier (first name unknown) is the
oldest French gamba player of whom there is an account.
Frangois Joseph Fetis, Biogwrahie universelle des musicians,
2nd ed. (Paris, 1875), IV, p.83 says Oranier was the finest
gambist of his day and died in 100 .

36William Zschunke, "A Short History of the Double
Bass," The School Musician XXI (1950), p. 47, reports on the
existence of basses made with a door in the back so that a
boy could be placed "inside the bass and while he sang the
player would [also] sing and play the bass."

37Margueritte d'Anjou (1430-1482) was queen consort of
Henry VI of England.

38Michel Pignolet de Montsclair (1666-1737) and Fedeli
detto Saggioni (fl. ca. 1720). Fdtis, gp. jt., IV, p. 179,
says:

Monteclair came to Paris in 1700 and seven
years later became a player of the contra-violon in
the opera orchestra. He was the first to play solo
contrabass in the orchestra and played successfully
on the violone, or seven-string viol.

Apparently the contra-bass had its share of enthusiasts.
Jean-Baptiste-Thgodore Weckerlin, Musiciana (Paris, 1877),



contra-bass at the Paris Opera, are good ompser In

the time of Lully, this instrument was ot kno.39 Since

then, however, the contra-bass has been us at the opera

but still only in the background during stormy passages and

in invocations. It is tacet in the remainder of the music.

At the present, six are generally used except in recitatives,

One can truly say that the contra-bass enhances all parts

with its harmonious, resonant tones.

The viola, for which I have also set forth prin iples

is an old instrument, Formerly, three kinds were distin-

guished in ensembles. The first is called high tenor and is

p. 162, relates a story of one amateur in particular who hd
an acute obsession with the contra-bass

The Duke Guillaume-Maurice of Saxony at Mersebourg,
who lived in the first half of the last 18th) cen-
tury, had such a passion for the contra-bass that in
his home at Mersebourg a great room was completely
furnished in these instruments. One monstrous
contra-bass sat enthroned in the middle, and in order
to play it one had to climb on a ladder to suffi-
cient height. Many strangers visited the Duke, and
all were required to listen to the Duke play on the
contra-bass, to testify to him of its ravishing
sound, On all his trips, even on his walks, the
Duke was accompanied by one contrs-bass called la
Favorite. From time to time he stopped and played
a little, then continued on his way. e was married
to a charming, lovable princess, but he himself pre-
ferred his contra-bass$

This story is also cited in William Sandys and Simon

Andrew Forster, Histor2 of the Vi1in.(LOnd0n, 1864), pp. 164-
165, as having been contfnlrini tters of Baron de Poll-
ni tz" (1739) .

39planyavsky, Geschichte, p. 91, alls Corrette's contra-
bass method "completely contradictory," and tis is one of
the passages he exposes. As evidenced in Mersenne, .,it.
and Michael Praetorius, Syntagma musicum (Wolfenbtt' ,
1619), the bass (in both vogain forms) was indeed
known in the time of Jean-Baptiste Luly (1632-1687)
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played in C-clef on first line. The second, named taille,

is played in C-clef on second line; and the third, called

qfinte or alto, uses the C-clef on third line.40

In most of the opera scores by Lully, one finds these

three middle parts specifically designated. Presently, they

are called under the [same] name of viola (alto) or

quinte, an excellent instrument of harmony for amateurs.

The violist, nevertheless, must become a fine musician in

order to maintain his part since he is nearly always the

only performer on this part in concert.

After enjoying a brilliant Ecareerl at the end of the

seventeenth century and the beginning of this one, in both

court and the city,4 1 the old gamba was superseded by the

violoncello in spite of its defense by L'Abbe/ Le Blanc,

doctor of law, in his book entitled Defense of the Bass Viol
Against the Encroachment of the Violone fl the Pretensions

of the Violoncello.42 It [gamba] obviously perished with

40 Inthe seventeenth century when viol-playing was at
its artistic height, these three members served to fill in the
range between the treble and bass viols. The quinte or alto
part became synonymous with the role of the viola in eight-
eenth-century ensemble music.

41The French text reads," . . . a la cour et a.la
Ville." Because "Ville" is capitalized, Corrette may be re-
ferring specifically to Paris, an important center of culture
throughout the centuries.

42Hubert Le Blanc Defense de la bass de viol contre
les entreprises du violoWnE"tis e~rfEETnEs"Iuvoloicl
Csic&, 1740 (reprinTedrKasseTl, 3 51)reTprqntd, La revue
musicale IX (1927-19285, pp. 43-56, 136-142&,247-3~T,25,
13812, 187-192, and trans. into English by Barbara Jackson,
Journal of the Viola da Gamba Societ of America X, XI, XII
(1973714974~~t7973,7pp. 13-7T9, 599 , -3.



pride and was onlyj too happy to retreat down a narrow

footpath near the Champs-Elysees 14 where it remained for

about fifty years in continuous silence without being

mourned by even one amateur.

I am making an attempt today to retrieve it 'gamba] from

exile. The changes in the manner o playing it as explained

in Chapter X make me believe that it will now endure just

as long as the jeu de l'_y~e is renewed by the Greeks.4

I present it to the public under the name viole
, 46

d1orphee" because I imagine that Orpheus, in order to

charm the infernal court when he took his beloved Euridie

from the inferno, chose the instrument most melodious, most

appealing, and most analogous to the human voice. This in-

strument is indeed our viole dOrphie on whih one can play

not only the basso continuo but also sonatas without the in-

convenience of frequent shifting because it is only the con-

trast of sharp tones which can please the ear and not the

difficulty of executing them.

4 3 The Champs-Elysles is a well-known street in Paris
which was named by Louis XV after the Elysi Campi, a re-
gion in mythology where the souls of virtuous individuals
were placed after death. Weckerlin Nouveau musiciana, .
104,, opines, "It is probably there thampsasElys es at
AbbeLe, Blanc lived."

44Probably Corrette means Chapter VIII, Concerning Bow
Strokes in Violoncello Style," pp. 294-295.

45L~e, eude loye (game of the goose) seems to have been
a popular chilFen's board game.

46This is not mentioned in the list of Corrette's trea-
tises by Ftis, foi., II, p. 365.
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In playing the viole d'Orphee, ladies exhibit sheer

pleasure about its compatability with the clavecin. If

ladies have not adopted the cello, it is due to the tough-

ness of the strings, the difficulties of shifting, and read-

ing C-clefs. Harmonious instruments such as clavecins, or-

gans, harps, guitars, mandolins, violas, citterns, and the

viole d'Orphee are more analogous to the sweetness of their

character than the oboe, bassoon, trumpet, French horn, and

timpani.,47

4 I believe it senseless to remind those who wear spec-

tacles and who play close to the clavecin about the impor-

tance of being able to see. I recall having attended a con-

cert in a small town of England where I saw a trio of[ persons

wearing] spectacles at the clavecin. Since the performers

were out of eye range of the music stand, they made clashing

sounds among themselves. The singer was a castrato, newly-

arrived from Italy, who could never find his pitch easily

but who, with three pairs of spectacles on his nose, could

see when he straddled the hump on the back of the clavecin

player. His advantage of being able to see, however, did not

47 This entire passage (from "After enjoying a brilliant
[career] at the end of the seventeenth century. . ") is
quoted in Weckerlin, Musiciana, g . cit., pp. 103-105. Paul
Garnault, "Les violes7TAert Lavignac's nclfdie 4d a
musiue, Technique instrumentale (Paris, 1 P. 1191,
makes the appropriate observation:

We cannot contradict Corrette, but we're obliged
to acknowledge that the prettiest half of humanity
hardly,responded to his hopes, and that the viole
d'Orphee does not appear to have been appreciated by
composers or contemporaries of Corrette.



last long because of the situation of the archlute player.

Sitting near the audience and wearing a telescope on his

nose, this player could not see much of the Others either.

Unfortunately, he had a wooden leg; and, since he played

to the finale and though he could see no better than the

other two in spite of the telescope he wore on his nose,

he was compelled to beat time, sometimes :1the back of the

castrato and sometimes on the hunchback. As he si IaIed

the turn of the page for the da capo in Hebrew manner,

his wooden leg skidded, sounding like the fall of Phaeton,

An amateur concert-goer in the audience cnied, "Bravo'

Bravo'

48This humorous story is quoted in Weckerlin, Musiciana,
pp. 105-106,

24
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5 Chapter I

Concerning the Neck of the Four-String Contra-Bass

Nut t Most often consisting of four strings,
open..

thecontra-bass is tuned in fourths-e, _d,

B A, and Ea-which is the reverse of violin

tuning. There are musicians who use five
Goc

strings and others who use only three, but

playing with four is the best and easiest.

One must place the fingers on top of the

frets and then place each finger in order

....... toward the nut.* Those who already play

the violoncello can easily learn the

contra-bass. It will, nevertheless, be

appropriate to know a little about compo-

sition, not for knowing only the essential

notes but for playing all the notes. Ad-

mittedly, mostly racket (harivary) is pro-

duced when there are several contra-basses.

It is necessary that this instrument not fake but give a

good ef fect only on the main notes of harmony which we show

in the examples.

.oNote

*In lieu of frets, one can mark on the neck the placeswhere the natural tones are. This is a fine guide for play-ing in tune.



Chapter II

Concerning the Range of the Four-String Contra-Bass

Without shifting, the range of the four-string contra-

bass includes thirteen natural tones.

4tst kd jyd l*t4t hat. d.at

When one does not wish to shift for * octave

higher (B), one makes it on the second open string. An

octave lower, D (D), cannot be made on the fourth string

but an octave higher] on the second string (C). Low (E)

is not feasible, even on the fourth string, but is played

an octave higher] on the third string (F).

The sharp (4) raises the note a semi-tone.

-t.h 1114t.2nd ot. lot at

The flat ( ) lowers the note a semi-tone

at St. 2nd at. 5rd st, let at.

As the fourth open string sounds (G), the musical

notes which descend lower are played on other strings an

octave higher as we have already said about D d (D

E). In the same manner, the following are made: low

E-flat and D-sharp (K) on the second strain (I I), low

D-flat and C-sharp on third string (M an N)



7 Chapter III

Concerning Unisons Which Are Made on the

Four-String Contra-Bass

To achieve a unison, one makes the same tone on two

strings at once. One touches the open string (B) and the

other with the small finger (C). On the four-string contra-

bass, one can make three unisons (B,C; D,E; FG).

lot unison on unison o Unisom ON
S4.t.

ner SU. fin er 3rd at. 1Agwr

One makes these three unisons by lowering the hand toward

the bridge. On the fifth fret, the unison sounds very nice

on long notes and at finales (H, I, K).

Examples

One can make unisons with second finger by shifting (L, N,

N, 0, P, 0).

Chapter IV

Bow Strokes and the Manner of Holding the Bow

Like the bows of the viol and the quinton, the bow of

the contra-bass rests in the palm of the hand, turned up



49ward, with the fingers cupping it from underneath.09 This

is contrary to the violoncello, The contra-bass requires

more strength for bowing.

A variety of bow-strokes on the contra-bass is hardly

possible. One can reasonably enough hold the bow in such

a manner that long notes are played up-bow ad short notes

down-bow, as on the older gamba and quinton, For others,

the opposite is the case: playing long notes down-bow and

short ones up-bow, as on the violoncello. This procedure

is the subject of a grand debate here and there. At present,

there is a third method, a strange one which respects no

rule and which permits the player to bow at random I be-

lieve in leaving innovators in the river of forgetfulness

and support only the rules in the first two schools which

have been adopted by masters of the art.

Manner of Guiding the Bow on the Contra-.Bass

As on the Old Viol

When these notes are paired, one alternately plays the

first note up-

bow and the

second, down-

bow (A).

When there are two eighth notes and the first is down-bow,

the second must also be down-bow (C, D) . When a dotted quar-

4 9 Compare these general instructions with detailed illus
trations such as those given by Edouard Nanny, Ensei ement
complete d la contrebasse a 4 at cordes (Paria," , 1,
1931), I, p. opposite p. 1.
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ter and eighth occur, they are both played down-bow (E, F,
G). The penultimate note of a finale is played up-bow, as

is the final note (H, I).

9 Chapter V

Concerning the Range of the Three-String Contra-Bass

The three-string contra-bass is tuned an octave lower

than the first three strings of the violoncello (A, B, C).

The Natural Tones with Sharps

The Natural Tones with Flats

On the three-string contra-bass, one can make only two

unisons: that on a of the chanterelle (D) which is made on
second string at seventh fret mark (E), and that on D (F)

which is made on second string at seventh fret mark (G).

In fingering these, one must move the hand down toward the

bridge.

Chapter VI

Concerning the Range of the Five-String Contra-Bass

The five-string contra-bass is tuned in fourths (A, B,



C, DE).

Iftat.4.0 hat. 3rd at., *.S

The Natural Tones with Sharps

The Natural Tones with Flats

10 On the five-string contra-bass, there are our unisons

(F, h, K, M).

P.&qk HI

The unison with the first string d' (F) is made on the

second string (G); that on the second string a (H) with the

third string (I),; that on third string e (K) with fourth

string ();and that on fourth string B (M) with fifth

string (N). In order to make these four unison ,one must

place the finger on the fifth fret mark a move the hand

toward the bridge.

Chapter VII

Concerning the Notes that the Contra-Bass ShouLd Play

In a large ensemble where there are sever,1 C ntra-basses,

they all play the same simplified part--that is, the principal
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notes of the harmony. We will teach the correct and loveliest

effects and give examples.

When there are broken chords (batteries), the contra-bass

plays only the bass notes (A) and only the first note of runs

(B). For pieces marked adagio, andante, and so forth, one

plays all the notes. When music is in C-clefs, the contra-

bass rests. Sometimes it is easier to hear these high tones

without contra-bass accompaniment.

It is useless to search for the fundamental bass note of

each chord, as the principal notes of the basso continuo part

are sufficient and more interesting than the fundamental note

which renders only monotonous harmony. If the sentiment of

the contra-bass players is divided on this subject, remember

that it is necessary for them to play the same part in order

to avoid cacaphony.50 All Italian contra-bass players

align themselves strictly with the basso continuo partt,

and this is right.

50Berlioz, _. cit., p. 112, cautions about the dis-
advantages of s implifTtng the bass parts because the tendency
of the player is to select different notes:

... they do not all have the same ideas
regarding the harmonic importance of the different
notes; this causes a horrible disorder and confusion.
This buzzing chaos of strange sounds and ugly snarls
is still further increased by the vain efforts of
more zealous or more confident players to master the
passage just as it is written.
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Chapter VIII

Concerning Bow Strokes in Violoncello Style

As on the violoncello, one alternates d wn- and up-bow

strokes when the notes are in pairs, At finales, the pen-

ultimate and ultimate notes are played down-bow (A, B).

The same is true for the end of a phrase (C, D).

Dotted notes are played down-bow (E, , 0). To play

pizzicato, one plucks the string with the thumb of the right

hand wi th out us ing the bow.

Ptsstntt

14 In concerted music, the organ part is that from which the

contra-bass plays . As the principal notes of harmony are

figured for the clavecin, it is important that these notes

be played. I find it necessary to make two remarks ab ut

this:

1. All notes must be played in adagios, largos,

andantes, and other slow movements.
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II. It is necessary to play all tonic and dominant

notes although these are most often not figured.

One calls tonic the first note of the key (G)

and dominant the f if th note of the key (H).
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1 8 htpter IX

Concerning the hanre of the Viola

The viola has four strings tuned in fifths like the vio-

loncello and at an octave higher a' (A), d' (B), g(C),

Tuning of Ci, (D). Always notated in C-clef
the Viola

on third line, this instrument plays

the middle part effectively in con-
D - -

certos and symphonies. The Italians rarely compose music

without a viola part. See concertos of Corelli, Vivaldi,

Geminiani, the Stabat of Pergolesi, and the Estromonico of

Vivaldi which employs two solo viola parts. In the Concerto,

Op. 1, by Locatelli, where there are four, two are in the

concertino.*51
4th at. rd at. 2nd St.AA

sharp* M d AO

60.nk?
a W

inWk , M
~z'at am

flats
d ia
d.s..w

Im --uI

5lSee Pietro Locatelli, Concerto rosso, Op. 1, no. 6,
"Largo," (:Berlin, 1927), p. 11, where idiv" occurs in the
viola part. For the next several measures, the divided part,
written on two staves, is performed by two viola players.

Now



In order to play this instrument well, one must test

19 the fingers which is why in the beginning it is beneficial

already to be able to read music. The following lessons

lead steadily to the perfection of playing the viola. On

this instrument, the player very rarely makes ornamen t

such as trills, likewise mordentsn appoggiaturas. T

and mordents, however, sound very good on the hnterelle.

See page 329 for learning to make these Sometimes the

viola part is played on the violin; but, in substituting,

this part sounds better on the quintet, which ia larger -

s trument proportioned between the violonelI an vi in

and, therefore, [is capable of renri a

than the violin.52

When one plays the viola part on the violin and finds

notes written lower than y on fourth string (F), one plays

these otes an octave higher (G). The same goes or f

(H), e (1),d (K), and q (L).

The same observation holds for sharped an flatte

notes (M) which the violin also transposes an 0 tave higher

(N), Bow strokes on the viola are made like those on the

violin and violoncello. See my violin method, page 28, and

2See Michel Corrette 5Mthode our 2apprne l fazen

a iouer _d pr-dessus de viole 7e 6totdes (Paris, a.

T750 , l foS his explanation of the advantages of play-
ing the viola part on the quinton (five-string pardessus)

rather than on the six string pardessus.

30
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Chapter II of the cello Cmethod].

Lesson

for the viol
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Chapter X

How to Determine the Key of a Piece

30 Bass instruments do not have dif faculty in knowing

the key of a piece, The final note indicates the key, and

one determines whether it is major or minor mode by the

third note of the key. The major third is composed of two

whole steps (ut to mi), and the minor third is a whole

step plus half step (ut to mi.flat).

The viola has more difficulty defining the key of a

piece at the finale since it usually plays the fifth or

third of the chord and rarely the tonic, It must be stated

that the same manner of playing sharps (fl) and flate ( )

indicates two different keys, one in major mode (A) and

the other in minor mode (B). The note that is the major

third under the last sharp in the key signature (C) serves

as the dominant or the fifth note of the major key. If

this note is preceded by a sharp (#), then it becomes

the leading tone of the note just under the last sharp (4)

which will be the key you are looking or (D)

Regarding flat keys--the

note of a key one tone

higher53 than the last flat (E) will be the gide, If it is

found without a sign for changing the key of the pie e, it

53Corrette's text reads "lower' (a udessus), which must
be an error,
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is the fifth of the major mode (F). And if this note is

preceded by a sharp or natural sign, then the leading tone

is indicated (G) which is a half-step below the tonic

of the piece [in minor mode].

I

ad4 B "Ig

31 The viola will then present the key of a piece with

three or four measures of music at the beginning or end

where the complete chord is found in arpeggiation (L, ?. N).

The complete triad is composed of the third, fifth, and oc-

tave of ut, mi, sol, ut (K). The difference between major

mode and minor is derived solely from the third, as we have

said above.

There are violinists who prefer the viola for accompany-

ing sonatas.4 In this situation, it is necessary Ufor the

5 4 Quantz, .. t p. 239, also acknowledges the use
of the viola to accompany the violin and urges the viola
player to executee it [~his part] a little more strongly
than his usual middle parts." Quant:, however, reminds the
player to listen constantly "so that he does not obscure it
the solo part]."

A staunch supporter of the viola was Johann Matthe-
son, Der vollkommene KaelmeIster (Hamburg 1739), p. 358,
who practiTally insis ted Wri tW'being selected to play the
accompaniment part in ensembles, "COne] finally [chooses]
an arm viol, viola di braccio, an alto or tenor violin. .

I I P, 1 111111,11,10, IN I 1 . I --- - - -- - - -- I -



violaj to play the bass an octave higher (0);sond when

passages occur which go too high, one plays them in uni-

son with the bass (P). I believe that the viola also sounds

good accompanied by the cello or the viole d'Orph4e with

the clavecin.

In Paris, I have heard. the famous Somis and Guignon5 5

play sonatas on the violin. Not only were they accompanied

by the clavecin and violoncello but also by one otra-bass.

This created a charming effect in several sonatas of r,.

LeClair. The clavecin with cello is a must,

Chapter XI

Concerning the Viole d'Orphee

For the ordinary viol da gamba], imagine there is

hardly much present demand; but it can be use a pleasant

for a change.

I. Its former tuning of Va, e a, e, _, , D, A changed

to e', a, d, Q, C is like the tuning of the violoncello

5 5Laurent Somis, a celebrated violinist, was bo in the
latter part of the seventeenth century. In 1722, he pub-
lished a sonata for violin, cello, and key ad Accorde
ng to Fetis, op. cit., IV, p. 159, Jean-? e re Guion

(1702-1795) was the last musician who carried the vai and
absurd title "oi des violons."
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augmented only by the string for high e'.

II. Changing the nature of the strings in favor of the

long-lasting kind of gut is explained herein.

III. It has double strings in unison on first and se-

cond strings.

IV. One draws the frets from the ordinary viol and

places them as fret marks as we have said in our cello

56
method, page 120. They can be marked only if one already

knows the neck of the cello, considering that those who play

become spoiled the moment that they play ornaments on the

viole d'Orphee. The trill (cadence), mordent (martelle-

ment), appoggiatura (port de vix), and passing appoggia-

tura (coul4 ) are easier to make on the neck which is larger

than that of the cello, and the strings are less thick.

The bow is held the same way as for the cello (a la

Tartini), but longer bow strokes are required. The player

should observe the same rules for making bow strokes on the

viole d'Orphee as on the cello, being careful to draw heavily

on the first two strings only to the point that pleasant

sounds are produced.

56see discussion of the seven-string gamba, pp. 84-89.
this volume.



Chapter XII

The Strings of th Viol i'Crph e

Under the tailpiece are small steel nails, and to the

side of the bridge are small studs of ivory, Bending be-

tween them, the strings make a loop, like the mechanism of

the clavecin.

The first string or chanterelle [is comprised of two

brass strings next to each other tuned in unison on el

white no, 8* (A). 5 7

For the second string, [there are] two unison strings

next to each other tuned on a, yellow no. 5* (B)

The third string, d, [is] yellow brass, no. 5, wound

with metal called lAraue mi, no. 14 (c).58

Fourth string on G, one of yellow brass, no 0 [isj

wound with metal, no, 11 (D).

Of red brass, no. 000, the fifth string on C, is

wound with metal, no. 9 or 10 (E).

These strings can last without break-

A f C ing for two or three years. When

tuning the instrument, one must cer

tainly take the precaution of turn-

Ing the pegs only slightly and very gently. Some will perhaps

*At the distance of two lines [apart]

57The measurements presented by Corrette probably refer
to string gauges, although his basis for determining them is

uncertain. Corrette's color code of the strings is probably

similar to the practice used by modern manufacturers of

wrapping the end of the strings in certain colors. There Is

no standardization of this, however, for one fin might use
a blue wrapping for the D-string and another a yenow on,



be surprised at the theory that I can move the bow on the

brass strings, believing that these strings can cut the hairs

of the bow. I respond that experience assures me to the

contrary.

34 Chapter XIII

Concerning the Range of the Viole d'Orphee

On the viole d'Orphee, one can make twenty tones with-

out shifting (A) and twenty-nine in shifting (D).

The Natural Tones

Tuning 4th at 0 ltot.et*. . .hanter*LI.

fing

Thea.marks the open string when played. Numbers are assign-

ed to the corresponding fingers.

The Natural Tones with Sharped Ones
5rd at.

The Natural Tones with Flatted Ones
1st et. 2m4 St.

2nd0Asit040 a.SL8't.I*_____________________

4th th

58This technicality is mystefying because of the obscu-
rity of the language and of the instrument. Perhaps Corrette
means the metal is a gold (l'or) E-string (mi), spun E-string
(torqtue),or something quite different.
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The tones on the first string are shown not only in

C-clef (A) but also in G-clef to avoid the use ofm ay

ledger lines (B) or when there is a wavy line Awmv above

the notes (C). To the Italians, this indicates that the

notes are to be played an octave higher (D) and is fre-

quently found in pieces by Locatelli and in sonatas of

59
Des jardino, See Locatellij, Op. i.

AO

As on the cello, one can shift on all strings by moving

the first finger to the place where the small finger ordin

arily is (E, F, G, H, I).

1st bd ot. 3rd t.

Since the instrument is tuned in fifths, the same fin-

gerings which are illustrated for the first string, whether

shifting or not, serve for the other strings also, a fifth

lower each time (K, L, M N, 0).

-1 T- OP Misr

59See Locatelli, a. cit.
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46 Chapter XIV

Concerning the Embellishments Which Can Be

Made on the Viole d'Orphee

It is possible to make all musical ornaments on the

viole d'Orphe'e--the trill (cadence), mordent (martellement),

appoggiatura (pj devoix), and passing appoggiatura

(coulg). The Italians indicate the cadence by t (A), which

is the first letter of the word "trill." I do not- know why

the staid French use + to mark the cadence. One places the

finger on the upper note and then beats the finger on the

string, alternating the two notes (B) in a single bow stroke.

Trill Vf t rCill trill

Bear in mind that wherever you place the third finger

on the violin, you will use the small finger on the viole

d'Orphe'e and the cello. One can reach to a' on the chante

relle (C), d on the second string (D), S on the third (E),

c on the fourth (F), and F on the fifth (G). In order to

A. D c make adences on these notes (C, D, E, F, G),

one must shift and put the first finger in the
4tk 4ft 40 h4th

place of the small finger. Ornaments are infre-

quently made on the notes in Examplesj F and G.

The martellement is made in a single bow stroke by play.

ing the written note, then the tone lower (H), and returning

quickly to the first note (I). This ornament is appropriate

............. .



on long notes such as half notes.

Ports e voix and coules are marked by small notes and

are made in a single bow stroke.

The End
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CHAPTER VI

LA BELLE VIELLEUSE,

METHODE POUR APPRENDRE FACILEMENT

A JOUER D LA VIELLE

Commentary

Corrette's La belle vielleuse, Method for Ea

Learning to Play the H ury-2=, is certainly a unique

contribution to the realm of instrumental literature.

The hurdy-gurdy was considered a fashionable instrument

in the eighteenth century and held its lofty position with

the nobility until almost the end of that century. In the

nineteenth century, it re-assumed its rustic role and be-

came the favorite of beggars and wandering musicians.

Confusion surrounds the French term vielle which stood

for the most important fiddle of the Middle Ages, the

three-string vielle (viele). The medieval instrument to

which the hurdy-gurdy can trace its early development,

however, is the organistrum,2 a keyboard instrument with

1Antoine Terrasson, Dissertation historic ue sur la
vielle (Paris, 1741), reprinted (AmsterdaN, 1966),'pp.1-12,
claims that the term vielle derived from the Greek word sam-
buke.,

2 Quomodo organistrum construatur in Martin Gerbert,
Scriptores ecclesiastici de musica ASt. Blasien, 1784),
facs. ed. (Miian,1931), ! P.303 attributed to Odo of
Cluny (d. 942) for many years, was considered to be the
first description of the primitive hurdy-gurdy. According
to Werner Bachmann, The Origins of Bowing, trans. by Norma
Deane (London, 1969),7p. 105, this theory has been refuted,
and it is now proven that the organistrum essay was added
to the end of a thirteenth-century codex.
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known Methode de vielle by Corrette consisting of nine
8

pages plus examples which appeared in 1763. He says that

later on Corrette published La belle vielleuse, me'thode

pour apprendre facilement a er de la vielle. Accord-

ing to Bricqueville, this is an exact reproduction of the

1763 version with several more examples and a "picture of

a young girl in short skirt, dressed 'lick-spittle,' and

playing the favorite instrument."9

Corrette's treatise bears no date; but his musical ex-

10
amples, some of which he composed himself, and his de-

tailed presentation of techniques indicate, relevancy to

the mid-eighteenth century. A terminus a guo for this tu-

tor can be established, however, upon examination of the

music. Corrette includes several pieces from the 1760,,1

7Frangois Joseph Fetis, "Torlez " Bio ra hie univer-
selle des musiciens, 2nd ed. (Paris, 18?3TtV7h pr2W37
cites two Torlezes, one of whom wrote Principes pou la
vojx, la vielle et instruction de~s s erins. 00f

8Eugene de Bricqueville, "Notice historique sur la
vielle," La revue musicale S. I. M. ((1909 sem. II), p.
836, is theEElyreference T hive'found regarding such a
tutor. Robert Eitner, "Corrette, Michel," uellen-Lexikon
der Musiker (Leipzig, 1900-1904), III, p, 64, describes a
'n"lthode . . .de la vielle, Nouv. ed., Paris, David,
fol. 245." A microfilm of this exists at the University
of California at Berkeley. The original, which is not
listed in RISM, can be found in the holdings of the
Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris.

9Bricqueville, 22. iftl., p. 836.

10See, for example, Michel Corrette, La belle vielleuse
(Paris, [1780's]), p. 391, for a quaint varfaflron "FS&7
Baa, Black Sheep."
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the most recent of which is a march efroMLe yhur by

Andre Ernest Modeste Gretry. As the opera premiere

August 20, 1768, that year is most like te earnest from

a musical standpoint that Corrette's La ogel cl Id have

appeared.

The title page presents yet more onclusIve evidene

about the date of Labelle, as the authorship reads "Core

rette, organiste de S. A. R. Monsiegneur le du Dango u

lme." If one accepts Fetis' facts about Corrette's having

attained this position in 1780, La belle must then be a pro

duct of the 1780's, Certainly during this period (1760as

1780 's) the hurdy-gurdy en joyed an unprecedented popu anit

as a pastoral instrument representative of the back to

nature" concept of the Age of Enlightenlment.

In praising the hurdy-gurdy, Corrette describes it as

"enjoyable, brilliant, and good for solo playing and danc-

i g" 4 and Bricqueville conveys this enthusiasm whe he

12 Iio o33

13hA is2' I1 , p. 365. Eugene Borrel, OCorrette,

Michel " Die MusikjGl n hi4M un Gegex art, ed, by

FriedrichBlume (Kasel'-Basel, 1952), 1, ool, 1695, dates

the treatise 1784.

14Corrette apparently changed his opinion of the hurdy-

rd between 1740 and the 1780's; for in 1is flute method

Carol Farrar, Michel Corrette andtFlute-!!A" he

i teenth7Century NewY7k , ce, p. 7, he

In the beginning, one must avoid as much as

possible making music with bagpipes and hurdy-gur-

es These types af instruments e o a limited

modulation, hurt the ear, are never i tune,

always make bad dissonances.
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cites it as a "violin with keyboard.*15 Charpentier and

Danguy performed carols with orchestral accompaniment

arranged by themselves or by Corrette at Christmas pro..

16grams of the Concert pfiituel; and later in the century,

Haydn composed eight notturni for the bra organise'e?7

Corrette gives precise information about turning the

wheel for proportionate note values and about the necessity
18of the wrist stroke in this process. He further states

that "turning the wheel is the most difficult aspect of

playing the hurdy-gurdy."1 9  His system is based on the

allotment of two complete revolutions of the crank for' the

whole note, as is Dupuit's.20 This is in turn subdivided

into shorter values by momentarily stopping the wheel to

produce the desired articulation.

Corrette shows the range of the felfle as two full

octaves (C to a&''), but Bricqueville says:

1 5 Eugene de Bricqueville, lilce sur la fielle (Paris,
1911), p. 7.

16 According to Michel Brenet (pseud. for Marie Bobillier),
Les concerts en France . . . (Paris, 1900), p. 213, these
performances took place on Dec. 24 and 25 of 1731, 1732, ar
1733.

17This higher development of the hurdy-gurdy consisted
of the addition of a bellows and two ranks of organ pipes,

18 Corrette, La belle, p. 350.

19
Ibid., p. 349. Dupuit, .ogjj., pp. 4-5, illustrates

note values in similar manner.

2n-
NDupuit, op. cit., p. 17. Bricqueville, "Notice his-

torique," p. 83 , erroneously quotes Dupuit as showing thatone complete turn of the crank produces a whole note.



For the last two centuries, the range of the
vielle has been two octaves uitnus one note. The
high fa-sharp does not exist. In fact, due to the
tightness of the keys in the extreme treble of
the clavier, fa is found in the row of sha ,.2l

Corrette states that "the thumb is never ued on the

hurdy-gurdy" and that "all pieces are played with four

fingersu 2 Dupuit's Methode (1741), however, shows four

fingers for scales and, in addition, esignates the thumb

with P ( auce) in arpeggios and five-note passages (Ex. )

Ex 34, Dupuit,mejthode, P. 2 ,sfis. 5, 8, 9.

A..94

In his presentation of instructions for playing the

hurdy-gurdy, Corrette fails to provide speciftes about

legato and detached styles although it is 0 vous that ho

are obtainable. Corrette does include variety of musi-

cal examples. Of smooth contour2 3 is a tender carllon

(Eux. 35)

21Bricqueville, Notice, p. 14 ,Francis &nes, "mt o-

duaing the Hurdy-Gurdy, Earl Must III (1975), p. 5, says
the tangent box contains 6bony inUais or two octaves
"(excepting top F for which there is no ) ." Again, in

reference to the anonymous tutor of 1742, herald Hayes, bhe

Viols and Other Bowed Ins truments (Londo, 1930), p. 231,

speaksof a mosioWT eT form in wh Ch an additional half-ootave
below Z' was obtained.

22Corrette, Lab ee, p. 356

23Dupuit, . ft, p. 2, even recommenda finger sub-
stitution for legato playing of repeated notes
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Ex. 35. Corvette, La belle, "Carillon, p. 386, meas.
1-5.

Andante

Slurs, when present, also suggest legato treatment (Ex. 36):

On the hurdy-gurdy, this is effected by playing the slurred

notes in the same turn of the wheel.

Ex. 36. Corvette, La bele, "Menuet," p. 384, meas.
1-3.

For two slurred notes, Dupuit gives directions for the use

of a special wrist stroke on the second note25 (Ex. 37):

Ex. 37. Dupuit, Methode, p. 8, fig. 53.

-,W

Most of the music, however, is of a rustic, lively nature

best expressed in a singularly articulated manner (Ex. 38):26

24 See also pp. 378, 380, 383, 388, and so forth for
slurred passages.

2oupuit,Lop.. it.,,pe 4.

2See (3orrette, L~a belle, PP. 363-392.



Ex. 38, Corrette, La belle, Allemande," ,P 385.

Dynamics are not discussed by Corrette, but apparently

they were possible to a limited extent in playing the hurdy-

gurdy. Dupuit uses J as a sign to indicate the peak of a

phrase and to suggest that the sound swell to this point

by turning "de plus vite en plus vite" (Ex. 39
01

Ex 39, Dupuit, aeode, p. 8, fig. 50.

He employs the sign to swell and diminish the sound on

one note (Ex. 40):

Ex, 40, Dupuit, M4thode, p. 8, fig, 51.

Corrette marks fingerings on some of the pie es "for

the ease of those who wish to learn wit out at ng to go to

a teacher."7 Octaves, he explains, "are made with first

and small finger,28 and indeed this interval is found in

sprightly pieces (Ex. 41) *

27lbid., preface, p. 346,

8lbid., p. 362. For octaves, see pp. 369, 372 379,
and 391.

14i
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Ex. 41. Corrette, La belle, p. 362, meas. 4.

In La belle, there is also a chapter devoted to playing

trills and mordents. Corrette's explanation of the trill is

traditional, that is, starting on the upper note; and he

graphically depicts the effect. While one finger keeps a

key depressed, the adjacent finger strikes its key repeatedly,

alternately allowing the sustained note to sound (Ex. 42):

Ex. 42. Corrette, La belle, "Trill," p. 359.

Describing such ornaments as the trill, mordent, and appog-

giatura in the usual manner, Dupuit adds that the "Italians

often make it cadene ferep in the following way (Ex. 43):30

Ex. 43. Dupuit, Methode, "Cadence," p. 3, fig. 16.

29lichel Monteclair, Methode a ouer du violon (Paris,
[1711-17124), p. 9, notates the trill effect in a similar way:

3 0 Dupuit, _. cit., p. 3.
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A most extraordinary and informative chapter i _LLa

belle is entitled "The Manner of Maintaining the Hurdy-Gury,

with Necessary Comments." 3 1  Corrette explawe that t

sound of the strings can be softened .y wrap the sting

with cotton where they rub against the wheel, rancis baines

in fact, says that 'the drone strings more or less refuse to

speak without it," 2 In the event that the wheel gets out

of round or becomes coated with too much rosin, Corrette suga

gests polishing it gently. Accordingly, Baines cites "an

old in-t-7ction book" that speaks of dressing the Wheel by

turning 'it up with a piece of broken glass."3'

Whatever the merits of the hurdy-gurdy were, it seems

that the ins trument stands little chance of being appre-

oiated today. In modern popular music, however, a "new"

sound is always being sought, Perhaps popular musicians have

yet to discover the unusual nature of the urdy-gardy's

tone. This instrument could revolutionize today's rock

scene, particularly if an electric model with amplification

were fashionedl

31Corrette, La belle, p. 360. Bricqueville, "Notice
historique," p. 837j, Ts this as being the "only iinteresting
and worthwhile chapter'" in Corrette's La belle.

32Baines, . _cit. p. 37.

331~bid.

)42
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,1,,~ ~

~ &

"U'ftl~~'I/1~...6edL u t~ma~ ~/~&

No hurdy-gurdy (player) so beautiful

Rendered better our pretty airs,

And was never more rebellious

To its various admirers.

34A literal translation of this poem dictates that the
reference in the first line is not confined to the instru-
ment but includes the pretty girl as well.

-r

X.
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The Beautiful Hurdyc-Gurdy, 35

Method for Easily Learning to Play the

Hurdy-Gurdy, containing lessons where

the fingers are marked for beginners,

with pretty airs and duo airiettes, two

suites with bass, and some songs,

by Mr. Corrette,

Organist for S. A. R. Monseignor the

Duke of Angoulme

Grand Prior of France

Price 6 livre Tournoi

In Paris at the houses of several dealers.

With consent of the King.

35Again Corrette implies a double meaning (of. note 34)
involving the instrument and its player pictured in his
frontispiece. Faithfully translated, the title reads, The
Beautiful Hurdy-ud . . . or The Beautiful Hurdy-urdy
FlAer.21thod. . . . Of course, the hurdy-gurdy was zealous-
ly played by both men and women. For this reason and in the
interest of presenting a semblance of uniformity among the
titles of the treatises in this volume, my persuasion is
toward a more liberal interpretation, The Beautiful Hurdy-
Gurdy.



reface

The hurdy-gurdy is a string instrument, enjoyable,

brilliant, and good for solo playing and &ci Ihave

chosen the prettiest airs known, I have marked fingerings

for the ease of those who wish to learn without having to go

to a teacher; even so, they can still study these lessons.

After the fingered airs, I have given pieces for two hurdy-

gurdies with the most correct a riettes for the instrument,

plus two suites that I have composed with bass. These con-

tain lovely airs, minuets, fanfares, tambourines, a cha-

conne, a carillon, and songs to be sung with hurdy-gurdy

and bass accompaniment . All the lessons and pieces are

in G-clef on second line as is presently in conon usage.

The pieces which are mine are marked by this sign +.36

I should say that the majority of the pieces which are

played on the hurdy-gurdy do not extend beyond high "'

I assume that those studying this method already know some

music principles. Those who are not informed have recourse

"I % -37
to my method of music entitled La f a .

The hurdy-gurdy is a monochord instrument to which a key-

board has been added, Those who want to see the division

36But Corrette failed to so mark his pieces.

3 7Although Corrette's Le it bears no date,
David Tunley, The 18th-Centr French Cantata (London, 1974)
p. 176, refers f s being a-T758publication.



of two strings in unison g which serves to form the tones

can find this in my cello method, page 122, the third string

on G.

Scheme for Tuning the Hurdy-Gurdy

AN BIF1D -;;aH

Ki L 42P, N1 IV Id -*f

Here one tunes the higher notes an
octave above the lower ones.

Manner of Tuning

First one tunes the string named trumpet (trmpette)

in .' (A, above), then the two strings in the keyboard at

the unison on S' (B) and the fifth a little weak on e' (A).

Thus, these fifths--C, D, E, F, G, H, I--are a little weak.

The other fifths--K, L, M, N--are a little stronger. One

must come to grips with the trumpet after which the fifth,

g' (B), and octaves on 0' are tuned.

2 Chapter I

Concerning the Position of the Hurdy-Gurdy

The hurdy-gurdy is fastened around the body with a belt

so that the instrument does not wobble. The head of the in-

strument (held on the left thigh) must be lower than the

[crank end on the] right, with the keyboard on the lower

side of the instrument so that the keys can fall back



easily into position. The left foot should be extended

forward somewhat. Held straight, the left hand moves for-

ward on the keyboard with the fingers rounded to the same

length, except the thumb which is not used.

Concerning the Crank

The crank is held with the thumb and first two fingers

of the right hand, The thumb does not clench the crank

tightly but rests on it so that the crank nestles in the

palm of the hand. The fingers close around it.

Chapter II

Concerning the Tuning of the Hurdye.Gurdy

The hurdy-gurdy is an instrument with six gut strings.

The two which pass through the keyboard are called chante-

relles and are tuned ins' attheunison A. Teoneat

the back of the keyboard is called trumpet (B), and the

one an octave lower than the chanterelles is called fly

(mouche) (C) Ordinarily wound in silver, the first string

is called a small drone (p2 fl it bou.,on), and is tuned on

3 (D), an octave lower than the trumpet. Also wound in sil-

vr, the second string is called the great drone (sw&.

bourdon) and Is tuned in G (E), an octave below the fly.

=all grat

chanterele trumpet fly drone done

A;F A
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The hurdy-gurdy is most often played in the key of

C which engages the great drone G (E) and leaves the other

strings alone (A, B, C, E). For playing in [the key of]

G, one stops the small drone on c (B) in order to use the

great drone on G (H), and tunes the trumpet a tone higher

to d' (G).

Tuning in 0 Tuning in G

B

Notice that the two drones are never used together. The

string named trumpet (B) is set with a small movable bridge.

This bridge makes the string imitate the name that it carries

by pressing more or less strongly on the small string hold-

ing the bridge. The peg for the bridge is on the tail-

piece of the hurdy-gurdy.

4 Chapter III

Concerning the Manner of Turning the Wheel

Without the wheel, the hurdy-gurdy can give no sound.

The wheel is to the hurdy-gurdy what the bow is to the vio-

lin and cello. Turning the wheel is the most difficult

aspect of playing the hurdy-gurdy, but with a little patience

one learns to manage it. The best rule is to follow the note

3 8 The bridge mechanism of the hurdy-gurdy is similar to
that of the trompette marine that boasts a "trembling bridge,"
one leg of which is anchored directly under the string,
leaving the other free to vibrate on the soundboard.



values . By taking the crank with the right hand, the

player's intent in turning the wheel Lis to bring it back

to the same place from which it started.

Concerning Measures Marked by or by 2

In movements marked by or 2, a whole note requires

two complete turns (A).39 For a half note, one makes a com-

plete turn (B); for a quarter note, a half turn (C) ; and for

an eighth note, a quarter turn (D).

Two turns
for

the whole
note

B

One turn
for

the half
note

One-half
turn for

the quarter
note

One--fourth
"tu rnor

the eighth
note

Chapter IV

Concerning the Manner of Turning the Theel

for Dotted Notes

inasmuch as the dot after a note augment it by half,

one must consequently use more turns of the wheel. In time

marked by 4 or merely 2, the player makes a turn and a half

39 Bricqueville, "Notice historiqwe,i p. 83, says "the
whole wheel technique .s described well in detail by Bouin,"



for the dotted half note Jo (A) and three-quarters of a

turn for the dotted quarter note (B). In this time,

simple eighth notes are played unequal. Rarely are six-..

teenths found.

AW

C1/2 turs 3/4
ae '0. turn

a Same effect

The same number of turns is required for 2/4 time,
which has the same effect on the ear as C or simple 2 Ct]
and which is used for tender pieces such as musettes or

andantes. In quick airs such as tambourines, allemandes,

and contradances, however, one makes only one turn, mark-

ing with the wrist the first note of ea-:h measure in 2/4

time. In this meter, eighths are played equal and six-

teenths unequal. See page 352.

1 1/2 turns L3/4
1i.JV

ro -A
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Comparison of the Measure in 2 o

With That in 2/4

In 2/4 time

Half notes . E

Quarters . . G

Equal 8ths . N

Dotted 8ths .. L

Unequal 16ths .N

As

In 2 o

Wle notes...

Half-note s. H

quarters.K

Dotted quarters.M

unequal fth~s . .0

c I -

Noe
Ads

I T _T
_Lg - -_ --Aga
07ZL57. IL L

Am Adk It

-Ir- 1 ---

'L a 44 L 14

ror -A ing more a"

une ordinarlIllp uses I w.Ly and ma J e sOy

tically than 2,
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Comparison of the Measure in 3

With That in 3/8

In 3/2 time

8ths are played equal . R

Quarters . . . . . . . T

Dotted quarters . . . . Q

Unequal 16ths

[In

As

3/8]

Quarters in 3 . . . S

Half-notes . . . . V

Dotted half-notes . X

Unequal 8ths

Nol

9*0__x F1 f :rxirI_ fP:I[A[ri:MI'jjI 1
EELZf

AI - M d -mkELW UA..t-I9

Comment: In pieces in 3 or 3/8, one should begin to turn

the wheel upward on the first beat. At the end of each re-

turn, the wheel is lowered.

Minuets are notated in one of the three ways--3/8, 3/4,

or 3. The trebles of [the minuets of the ollowing compos-

ers are not in agreement. Corelli and Geminiani mark them

by 3/8 (A). Handel and all of the Germans [mark them by

3/4 (B).

A14-A AV - a .*M Aw- MPF. 31 -

AUK=
W, a A
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XInAUt by Randel

Chapter

Demonstration off the Keyboardo the flurye U dy

and off the Notes Which Correspond to the seys

gI at b' oI"E * fg"a' L"r d f"'g'
(open)

The keyboard of the hurdy-rdoy is arrange almost ik

that 0f the clavecin, counting frm *' (the G-c e mie)

through its double octave for the ntural tones and or

sharps (*) and flats ( b),. The black keys are used for

natural tones and the white eys por naa ad tats.

he capital setters show tne e o t notes c

m at34 0 ',oo,-
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ing to the foreign gamut (scale). The player of the clave-

cin and the organ strikes the keys with his fingers; the

player of the hurdy-gurdy presses the keys with his finger

tips, always keeping the fingers rounded. For the range of

the keyboard, see pages 356-358.

Zzamplo

same N

Comment: The player uses the ten white keys as he moves

from one black key to a neighboring black key, moving to

the left from sharps and to the right from flats. It is

obvious that g-sharp' (H) is also used as a-flat'; b-flat'

(I), for a-sharp'; c-sharp" (K), for d-flat"; e-flat"

(L), for d-sharp''; and f-sharp" (M), for g-flat". It

is the same for the second octave.

sharps in ascending flats in descending

Chapter VI

Concerning the Position of the Hand for Fingering

and the Range of the Hurdy-Gurdy

For playing, one must round the fingers of the left hand

all to the same length. Those who know how to play the clave-

40Corrette means pages 355-357.



cin soon learn the keyboard of the hurdy-gu ,. The thumb

is never used on the keyboard of the hurdy-gurdy. Thus, all

pieces are played with four fingers. The range [of the

hurdy-gurdyj is two octaves, beginning on open g (A).

Concerning the Range of the Keyboard and of the

Manner of Fingering the Natural Tones in Ascending Order

AV~

& a d 3to i fs $ cli14111 0

four fingers tour fingers tour figure two tinge
by fou r by four by four by two

The ' marked (A) is made open (without fingering it)

by a turn of the wheel. Then a' is made with the fourth

finger; b', with the third; i" l, with the second; and 4",

with the first, Then one moves higher on the keyboard, al-

ways four fingers by four fingers. The thumb is not counted

in fingering the hurdy-gurdy.

In descending, the player also fingers (like the example

below), four fingers by four fingers, beginning with the 4irst

finger.
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four fingers Lur lingers four finger.
by four by four by four

For ascending and descending on the keyboard, one must

slide the left arm in a straight line, the elbow elevated.

Finally, the four fingers should always be close for fine

gering the keys and, without being strained, touch the keys

only with the tips. See page 356.

Chapter VII

About the Wrist Stroke

It is necessary that the wrist stroke be clear and not

give two for the value of a note because if, for example,

one gives two strokes for a half note (A), two quarter notes

are conveyed (B).

In the bright airs like tambourines and contradances,

the player marks with the wrist the turn of the wheel on

the first note of each measure (C). Thus Lit is the same]

for the minuet (D), which makes the dancer feel the beat.

11 Ordinarily in movements marked by 2 or }, a turn of the

wheel [is required] for each beat (C).



Aal as

'ftle
I ~

da capO

In charming airs such as musettes, the wrist strokes

are less frequent and depend more on the judgment of the

player than on the rules. If, however, several notes on

open E' are found as quarter notes or eighths, it is necesA

sary to mark them with the wrist (D, E).

tAn ant

ohr* it is out goes to th wood*

In 6/8 movements, it is necessary to give only One

tur of the wheel for a dotted quarter note or r the

eighths. Regarding the eighth which follows a quarter, it

is made in the interval of a turn of the other (

Chapter VIII

Concerning the Trill (Cadence) and the Mordent (PJinet)

The trill or shake (tremblement) is indispensable

U0

12

A&, 
At A* 40

%'"o" ' I AP
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ornament for all instruments and also for the voice. Other-

wise, an air is without grace and taste and somewhat resembles

a plain-chant in music.

The trill on the hurdy-gurdy is prepared and beat from

the note above (A), while the written note is held steady

(C). Thus, there is only one finger that raises and beats

lightly as on the violin (D). The trill is marked by t, tr,

or +.

AIA- VAD
dwL 

-JrL7W

OWN- 
IT AL-R-

offtot

00

I I
1 06

In C minor, the trill on re is prepared by mi-flat (E).

Noel

Trills are almost always made on the penultimate note

of finales which for ut are on re" (E) and on si (F), and for

sol on la (G) and fa-sharp (H).

The mordent is made on a long note and is opposite to the

trill. [The player] beats once or twice on the key below

the written note (I, K, L).

effec efar

I . wKI, m -01 K-- m I 1 11 11 - -- - -

Effect effect



Chapter IX

Concerning the Manner of Maintaining the Hurdy-Gurdy,

With Necessary Comments

.3 1. From time to time, a little olive oil should be

applied to the iron axle which holds the wheel.

2. For subduing the sound of the strings, one should

put strong, thin cotton at the place where they the strings

lie on the wheel and then pinch the string with the cotton

wrapped around it. This is done less frequently on the

chanterelle than on the other strings and should always be

done very carefully,

3. If the wheel produces only sour sounds, It should

be rubbed (polished) with rosin set in powder, which one

applies with cotton.

4, If there is dirt on the wheel or if on occasion there

is too much rosin, the wheel should be polished gently with

soft horsehair,

5 Tuning a key is a matter of adjusting the tangents,

of which each key always has two, When a tone is out of tune,

the player holds that key with the small finger and sounds

the two chanterelles with the thumb, Thus, he knows which

tangents must be made higher or lower.

6, Because the hurdy-gurdy is a monochord instrument,

it is sometimes out of tune when the chanterelles become too

heavy on the wheel. In this case, a little paper or parch-

ment should be placed under the strings at the place where

36(
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they lie on the large bridge.

7. In all of the procedures mentioned above, the wheel

should always be turned briskly.

8. In order to raise the strings [above the bridge] or

lower (them to the bridge], one uses a turning screw to turn

the pegs.

9. To preserve the hurdy-gurdy, one should keep it in

a place exposed neither to excessive sunlight nor to ex-

treme humidity.
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CHAPTER VII

L'ART DE SE PERFECTIONNER

DANS LE VIOLON

Commentary

In 1782, Corrette published his L'art 4e se2perfection-

ner dans le violon. Its appearance forty-four years after

L'ecole d'Orphee, his first violin book, reflects the changes

in musical practices that occurred in the interim period.

Although the text of the 1782 treatise is short, its con-

tents are directed toward the advanced player, and many

pages consist of musical works, preludes, and excerpts for

the virtuoso to practice his skill.

The French notational custom of the earlier part of

the century--that of using the French violin clef2--is

not present in Corrette's 1782 violin method, which uses

the G-clef in the standard second-line position. Regard-

ing notation, several practices that Corrette advocates are

quite "modern" for his time. He suggests a system of

dots to indicate the playing of a note on a string where

1Announced in L~emercurede France, May 18, 1782.

2See Michel Corrette, L'efcole d'orphge (Paris, 1738),
for use of the violin clef.~eopodozart, A Treatise on
the Fundamental Principles of Violin Playin , 3177,trans.
b~y EdithaKnocker (London, f948,7p. says the practice
of writing the G-clef on first line occurred "in former
times."



it would not ordinarily occur ( Ex. 44)

Ex. 44, Corrette, L'art, p. 416 line 2, u .

.i& A

he also shows whole measure repetition j ) an stati

arpeggio f igurations (Ex. 45)

Ex. 45. Corvette, Lart, p. 417 line 1, means 5-8.

Numerous musical examples (eighty-five pages ) com-

plete the treatise. Corvette meticulously marks finger-

ing for the difficult passages, which are ra heavily

5
from Italian composers. Many of these tours 1e forces

31n such cases, the Arabic number, as is customary,

indicates the finger to be used, and the number of dots 
the

string upon which it is to be played, Corrette continues

to show this throughout the remainder of Lart.

4Michel Corrette, L'art de e erfe tioner d le

violon (Paris, 17824 Corrette describes hi as one of

the "new signs in music" in his Le parfait ma tre _a canter

(Paris, ca. 1758), p. 58.

5The following is a complete list of 0111ser in

L'art the pagination of which refers to m vo e: Tessa-

iF n'pp. 462, 494, 496) Degiardino (pp. 36-438, 488),

Locatelli (pp. 444 80-482), Geminiani (pp. 442, 474-475)

Zuccari (pp. 471, 4 74), Vivaldi (pp. 465470) Verni

(p 464), Valentini (p. 463), Tartini (p. 585 siacia

(p. 455), Hosetti (p. 451), Corelli (pp 435, '50), Ottoni

(P 448), Moissi (p. 447), aurini (pp 445, 59) Laurenti

(p 443) Zauateri (p. 450), Ferra i (p. 50) aco (p. 440)

Conti (p. 433), Castrucci (p. 432), Ainoni (p. 42>),

Abaco (p. 428), Alberti (p. 428), and panel (p 78).

40(
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6
and excerpts contain double stops and even triple stops.

7By extending the playing range to eleventh position, his

examples further illustrate the virtuosic role the violin

assumed. Similarly, the frequent use of seventh position

lessens its former connotation as an extreme position.

Corrette's selection of pieces represents a mature

level of composition, notation, and performance standard.

Some of the pieces are composed by virtuoso players, such

as Locatelli, Geminiani, Vivaldi, and Tartini, who naturally

wrote in an advanced style for their instrument. Their

music features frequent extensions, harmonics, and cross-

fingering. An Italian innovation favored by Corrette is

that of indicating repeated notes by placing the appro-

priate number of bars across the stem of a note ( t- ).9

For playing an octave higher than written, Corrette men-

tions Locatelli's method of drawing a wavy line over the

10
note or passage (10j.

6Corrette, L'art, pp. 485, 487, and 502. See also
Corvette, l'j'coje, p. 56.

7Corrette, L'frt, pp. 420, 422, 423, and 495.

8lbid. Zarth, "Menuet," p. 471, is an extension study
for the small finger. An example of cross-fingering occurs
in L'art, p. 489.

91bid.,pp. 417, 447, 466, and so forth. Claudio
Monteverdi first used this orchestration "shorthand" techr-
nique in the string parts of II Combattimento di Tancredi
e Clorinda (1624). In his Le parrait ma tre _Tehanter, ..

p. 58, Corrette refers tocthis asanew sign in music."

LQCorrette, L'art, p. 417. In the time of Gluck a wavy
line was apparently used to indicate the bowing .
See his aride ed elena (1770) (Kassel, 1954), pp. 79,
93. Pierre-Marie-Frangois de Sales Baillot, L'art duvo-



Located on the last page of L'art, Corrette's t ble

of contents reveals the techniques deemed importnt to him.

One of these is "Passages where one must a the thumb

ouce] in playing multiple stops" (Ex. 46). La Lau-

rencie states:

It definitely appeared that violinistss around
1710 displayed delicacies of new sonorities;
more and more they were seen practicing chards of
three and four notes and using, in this ane tion,
as Louis Francoeur in 1715, the technique a- the
thumb, . . . since it can e employed on te low
string of the instrument,

on (Paris, 1834 ), Xerox reprint (Ann Arbor, ih
1967), p. 134, says:

The bow stroke, called ond inmate by the
sign ~ is composed of several files sustained ,
drawnout) sounds, dont an fait sentir le forte au
commencement of each beat Vai beat:

me ow at 
,

1lSee Corrette, L'art, p. 440, Guillaume G mma re es h,
Op. 3, p. 451, Andrea~ZanT (Zanni), Op. 2 from ga va;
p. 501, Kennis,

Lionel de La Laurencie, LIecole fr se e zLL
(Paris, 1922-1924), III, pp. 2l-2, atakeny say; that
these "thumb examples" are found in Or te's L'eae:

We note then an interesting peeuliarity of
L'2Le d'Orphee, In the course o thi rk,
Corvette makes no reference to the emplayent of
the thumb on the fingerboard, but he items several
examples drawn from Fesch and from Kennis who use
this trick of fingering.

Other examples of employing the thumb fr ouble
stops occur in Louis Francoeur (ca. 1692-1745), Pr er
livre de senates ' violin se t a Ln& (716W; ai
Francoeur1698_1 787)",ocantescaViolonSeeU t basse z-on-

402
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Designating the thumb with " " orrette indulges in

this fingering, which is reminiscent of lute performance,

Use of the thumb is awkward, but perhaps justified to avoid

a p2rtamento between the lowest chord members in the pro-

gression (Ex. 46):

Ex. 46. Corvette, Lpartt P501 Kennis line7
meas, 8-9 line 8, meas. 3-4.

Although fingering is a personal matter with performers,

Corrette's fingerings in general appear practical.

There are four Agrements mentioned by Corrette in

L'art, For explanation of the trill, he refers the reader

to Lecole.14 His example of pgo6 or martellement is

tinue, Livre I1e (after 1730); and Jean-Marie Leclair l'aine
(1677-1764), Premier lyvre de sonates a violin se u avec
la basse continue, Oeuvre I~T1 2 Fa r %oture o r
vioTlinist using his thumb on the strings see La aurencie,

op. citl, III, plate opposite p. 100, M1net'ier allemand

jouant du pouce" (from La Laurencie's die tion)

12La Laurencie, o. cit., III, pp. 107-10 n is

"Sonata VIII" of 1715, Francoeur wrote the word "Le poue
as an indication for playing the arpeggios.

13Some of the fingerings in the example look as though
they were numbered by someone other than Corrette, Cf
Iart, pp. 436, 447, 485 for a typed-0ooking numera I;

pp. 476, 477, for a dif ferent from what he ustomariTy
writes; and pp. 488, 502, for very smalI numerals.

14 See Corrette, L'e'cole, p. 32.



is standard and the same as in L'e'ole except that in

L'art he does not place vertical strokes over the notes

(Ex. 47)

Ex. 47. Corrette, L'afr, p. 4 18, line 3, meas. 8-13;
_tLoole, p. 55, line 10, meas. 1-4.

L'art L' ole

A M=

Corrette shows the coule and port de youx but without in-

terpretation (Ex. 48). He does, however, state that the

"grace note (P1') which precedes a note is made in the same

bow stroke as the note":

Ex. 48. Corrette, 'art, p. 418, line 4, meas. 1-2.

njUv port do voix

L. Mozart calls the coule' a passing appoggiatura and illus-

trates it (Ex. 49):

1la Laurencie, 2. cit., III, p. 80 mistakenly
quotes this musical exampTrt~rom Correttes Lart as
having the vertical marks over the long notes,as does
David Boyden, "The Violin and Its Technique in the 18th
Century," The Musical Quarterly XXXVI (1950), p. 34.

l 6 Johann Joachim Quantz, On Playing the Flute, 1752,
trans. by Edward R. Reilly (New York, 19637, 93-96,
has virtually the same example and suggested performance as
L. Mozart.
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Ex. 49. L. Mozart, Treatise, p. 177.

Bailleux (1798) describes the couple' as an "agement that

sweetens the melody and renders slurred tones eloquent.

ly"17 (Ex. 50):

Ex. 50 Bailleux, Me'thode, p. 9.

Corvette's fourth agre'ment is the port de voix. Bear-

ing the usual appoggiatura appearance, it is, he says,

"longer than the note which follows it."18  L'Abbd's

sophisticated de voix seems to exemplify Corrette's

description (Ex. 51):

Ex. 51. L'Abbe, n '"Port de voix," p. 15,
example No. 13.

Tartini (1761) discusses "Single Grace Notes Ascend-

ing," in which he expresses a harmonic point of view:

1 7 Antoine Bailleux, Me4 thode raison4e pour . . . du
violon (Paris, 1798), reprinted (Genve, n. d.), p. 9.

1 8 Corrette, L'art, p. 419.



If one remembers that dissonances ~in lud-
ing grace notes should not rise, but escen
to be resolved, it will be clear that the ascend-
ing grac notes go against the nature f the
harmony.

His solution is to combine the single grace with other

grace notes (Ex. 52)

Ex. 52. Tartini, Traite, p. 73.

Cf j~r~ I I r )j Al-
-w w efft

Quantz explains that the appoggiatura receives half

the value of the following note or two-thirds the value

of a otte note (Ex. 53):

Ex. 53. Quantz, Tratise, p. 5

Mozart, on the other hand, renders similar nota-

tion thus (Ex. 54):

Ex. 54. L. Mozart, Treatise, p. 177.

1 9Guiseppe Tartini, TraitJ des agrments de Ia
musique (Paris, 1771), ed by Efwn R Jacobi Cele, 1961)
pp. 71-73. In Tartini's day, this ornament o asening
notes could not properly be called appoggiaturaa because
of its anticipatory nature.

low,

-T -F
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He goes on to say that "the ascending appoggiaturas are

in general not as natural as the descending . ."20nd

demonstrates it (Ex. 55):

Ex. 55. Mozart, Treatise, p. 173.

While vibrato was considered ornamental in the eight-

eenth century, its judicious use, sometimes in conjunction

with dynamics, was pursued by artistic players. Corrette

gives advice for swelling the sound on long notes:

One first guides the bow to the middle of
the string, then presses the bow according to the
note value, and finishes as he began wth the fin-
ger vibrating somewhat on the string.

His notation for this effect is unique (Ex. 56):

Ex. 56. Corrette, L'art, p. 420.

Violin vibrato as an ornament is different from the

20L. Mozart, g. _ it., pp. 172-173.

21Corrette, L'art, pp. 419-420, . . . "et finir comme
on a commence en 1EaTiicant un peu le doigt sur la corde."
Corrette's sign for vibrato (< >) is not to be found else-
where in other writings by him. For example, in his Le ar-
fait mattre a chanter, p. 50, Corrette shows vibrato Talance-
en). . In his flute method (ca. 1740), p. 43, he
calls vibrato flatemens and says "it is indicated by the
sign #W but is rarely marked."



technique violinists pursue today. Forerly, the vib

brato ( flattement, Qa~ttie fbalan-ement, tremomade

by moving the hand toward the bridge with narrow pulsa-

tions. 2 2  The modern practice is a developed arm. move

ment with the wrist bending outward toward the scroll.

This is made possible because of the ubiquitous chin rest

that helps support the instrument.

Eighteenth-century writers admired the natural, vocal

vibrato and the expressive effect of this nuance. Loulie

(1696) classifies vibrato as "a kind of tremolo' (Ex. 5)

Ex, 57, Loulis, Elements, "balancement, P 77

Monte6clair (1711-1712) describes the fattje as "a type of

balancement that the voice makes with sever malI sweet

aspirations on a long-value note. . .. " Continuing, he

says the balancement, "called tremoloby te Italians,"

2is marked by the sign e-- ~' artini (1761) hw

it a.24

22Jea-Jacques Rousseau, Traite e _Ia y - (P'aris,
1687), p. 101, uses the term langeur in depicting vi-
brato which "is made by pulsating the finger on the fret
[of the viole]."

2 3 Michel Monte/clair ethode . a joue d violon
(Paris,[1711-1712 , p. . utz, op. otf

pp 165-166, calls this Bebung or fattemet.

24artini,. cit., p. 85. L .ozrt cit. pp
203-206, explains it almost identially to Tartini. o;
convincing evidence that L. Mozart knew Tartini's T2" ,
see Tartini, o * cit., preface, p 39- i
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By the late eighteenth century, the inclusion of

cadenzas in sonatas and concertos had become standard; and,

hence, the art of extemporizing had become a craft ex-

pected of solo performers. The cadenzas stemmed from a

25
simple flourish played near the end of a composition in

the early 1700's, and evolved into an extended display of

virtuosity by the 17803S.26 At this time, the cadenza

consisted primarily of rapid scales and figurations.

Later composers, such as Mozart and Beethoven, employed

thematic material decorated with artistic variations and

improvisations in their cadenzas.

According to Quantz, "The object of the cadenza is

simply to surprise the listener unexpectedly once more

. . .. "127 Of such "artificial cadences," Tartini says

that the singer or instrumentalist can make "them last as

long as he wishes or as long as he can prolong them."28

He adds, "This kind of cadence is nowadays a capriccio

rather than a cadence because nowadays every singer or

instrumentalist feels entitled to lengthen it. .. 0."29

25See Arcsangelo Corelli, Violin Sonatas, Op. 5 (Amster-
dam, before 1710.).

26see Corrette, Wlart, pp. 482-483, 484-485, 486, for
technically demanding caprices by Locatelli.

27Quantz, op. gfl., p. 180.

28Tartini, op. cil., p. 117.

29Ibid. See his entire chapter, "Artificial Cadences
Called in French 'Point d'orge,'" pp. 117, 125.



Vocal abuses in Italian theatre and operH hue ut

also have abounded, for Marcello sarcast ally report

that in a cadenza the singer can'"carry on a long as he

pleases." 30

Immediately prior to the cadenza itself, Corrette

writes that "the organ point is made a libitun on the

dominant of the key."3
1  Tartini gives etaile ins c-

tions for constructing cadenzas through vanus rhythmic

variations, but his demonstrations are n the tonc key,

32
as are those by Quantz. C. P. E.Bach I the first

writer to favor the fermata on the I ord (Ex, 58

Ex, 58. C. P. E. Bah, e say p

This practice ushered in a realm of ha nic u pension

and progression which traditional .omposers have adopted

since that time.

Corvette's L'art is indeed a ompenium of nature

violin practices and solos representative of the Iae

30Benedetto Marcello, "From I teatr alla mode (ca.

1720) " trans, in part in Oliver trun7%urct dns

Music History (New York, 1950), p. 527

31Corrette, L'art, p. 420 Corr tte includes sera

pieces containinip~ts d'orge in L'7, pp 432 33,

440, 450, 452, 462, and 493.

3 2 Tartini, o2. cit., pp. 117.-125 utz, .*it.
pp. 179-195,
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eighteenth century. While effects such as muting, pizzi-

cato, and harmonics are not mentioned by Corrette, it is

my conviction that he considered them as novelties and not

as essential proof of the violinist's attainment of per-

fection.33  Total exploitation of the violin culminated

in the nineteenth century with Nicolo Paganini, who used

<very device and "all fingers" in his demonstration of

demonic prowess.

Quantz, o. cit., p. 233, discusses the use of mutes
(sourdines) and, p. 7 3L4, pizzicato. Joseph Barnabe L'Abbe
leijPincips du violon, 176 1, faces, ed. (Paris, 1961),
p. 73, presents a tW5rough study of harmonics.

34An anonymous contributor to The Harmonicon, pt. 1
(1831), p. 165, reported the following of Paganini:

The first wonder that struck us in the per-
formance of Signor Paganini was his simultaneous
production of bowed and pizzicato notes. While
the air employs his bow on the first string, he
adds an accompaniment, in harmony of two and
sometimes three notes, on the others, with such
fingers and thumb as are not engaged in the
legato passage.
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ma P~~A, unze dte auvrO* 'l

qiwad 4r p~bAte ii A,ai rvtd "'u..v. i

In solitude I practice
Different parts of the

Concerto.
How charmed one is with

one's study
When the public says, *Bravo."

With a new illusion, 35No--as audacious Icare,
I fly to the heavens

On the brilliant
chanterelle.

35With wings, the mythological Icarus flew from Crete.
He flew too high, however, for the sun melted the wax which
cemented his wings. He fell into the Aegean Sea. This
frontispiece is shown in La Laurencie, go. cite, III, plate
opposite p. 76.



The Art of Mastering the Violin,

where one is led here to study lessons in

all positions of the four strings of the

violin and the different bow strokes. Te

lessons where fingerings are marked in the

difficult passages are taken from sonatas

and concerto~sj of several Italian ind

German writers, and so forth, with preludes

on each tone, organ points, oursde -forces,

minuets, and caprices with Variations and

Bass.

This work is a continuation of

iAecole d______e
L'eg~le d'Orphee,

Method for the Violin

by Mr. Corrette,

Knight of the Christian Order

Price 9 livre T li

Paris

House of the author, Rue de la Ohyeie,

near that of St. Denis and at the su

music housel addresses,

With permission of the King. 6

3 6 The translation of this title page in dund van der
Straeten, The Romance of the Fiddle (London, 911), reissued
(New YorkA7T'7p 2T, re s, he art to become perfect
on the violin."



Preface

Mastery of the violin consists in knowing well all

the different bow strokes, drawing beautiful tones, having

the practice of all positions on the four strings, shift-

ing easily, and producing a fresh and distinct playing.

First in this book, I give the most usual fingering

for scaling or ascending to the top of the neck for play-

ing bravuras, as amateurs call these kinds of passages.

I have written short preludes in all major and minor

keys after giving lessons drawn principally from the best

Italian composers where I have employed only the parts

which seem most practical for study, and which can serve

as general rules for executing all present and future

music because the positions will always be the same.

At the beginning of each lesson I list not only the

names of the composers in alphabetical order but also the

title of the piece and the source or the edition. Those

marked with "M" are taken from concerto manuscripts. At

the end of the book, one will find caprices and minuets by

different composers and a Variations and Bass in which are

1
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found all the different kinds of bow strokes 
that will

lead pleasurably to great perfection.

I believe that it is needless to warn that 
one should

not leave a difficult passage that is not well-learned.

This is the true way of becoming a virtuoso like 
Loca-

telli, Tartini, le grand Clair,
37 and others.

I suppose that somebody is already capable of 
play-

ing his part in concert, but he must not 
stop there. In

order to attain excellence on the violin, it is necessary

to play solos such as sonatas, concertos, 
or symphonic

concertantes in which many composers presently distinguish

themselves

2 Explanation of the Signs Used in This Book

Of all positions on the chanterelle where one must

shift, it is the third, with the first finger on a'',

which serves the most. It is always the first finger which

leads to the other positions. See my violin method [L' _ole

dsOrphee], page 57, and pages 422-424 in this book.

In fingering the violin, one does not count the thumb.

Thus, number 1 designates the index; 2, the medius; 3, the

annularis; and 4, the auricularis or small finger. The

o, shows the playing of open strings.

37"Le grand Clair" is Jean Marie Leclair senior (1697-

1764) who played violin in the Paris Opera orchestra.
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When notes must be played on a

string other than the string on which d

they are usually made, the violinist

learns on which strings to place the

fingers by the number of dots near the figure (C, D, E).

Bg~ ~ T DE4th atriag

altferell 3: 4: 1 : : 4 $
2nd strong 3rd string

One must shift in order to play octaves on ' '

and f-' as broken chords on the hanterelle, o tave

Sa- ]d on b-flat-b [-fla ' of the second string in

order to avoid playing on the strings which are the middle

of these octaves.

Example

4 4:

3dPo Aion2nd pooitiron

See Symphonies for Three Violins and Bass by Aubert,

where fingerings are marked in appropriate places.

As the strings of the violin are tuned in fitthe,

the hand in the same position as Example , exe utes

38 0p. 2 of Louis Aubert (1720-ca. 1800) is SIXS -
phonies a quatre, tries violons bav, .b pse con-
flnue{ Paris, aftefl75).
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Examples C,D , and E, but one shifts more often on the

chanterelle than on the other strings, as we have stated

previously.

Two bars on the stem of a note serve to quadruple

it (F, G).

Il H GL

Offtet eeteff* e

Thus, the quarter notes (F) are played as sixteenth

notes (H) and the barred half-note (G) as four eighths (I)

and sometimes as sixteen sixteenth notes. , A diagonal

bar in the measure (K) means that one should repeat the

passage as many times as there are bars (L).

A line such as this -euv above or under several notes

40was invented by Locatelli for executing notes an octave

higher. By this means, one avoids the number of lines

that must be added above the original five lines (M).

Sometimes the small finger makes high d"' and el' on

the first string without changing position (N).

39 Corrette means eight sixteenth notes.



Dots at both extremities of one or several measures

mean that one must play these measures twice,

,a A* Poo

repeat twice repeat twice

Concerning Bow StrOkeB

Dots above or below eighth rotas show that they

must be played equal, articulated, and slighty detacta

frst two in eae town-bow a

tee in the earn townebow stroke nttten

4Pietro Locatelli '1695-1764), a etudant of Arcabl
Corall , was a virtuoso performer nd innovator of iolin
techniques.

4 1L . Mozart, g. c%., p. 48, shows th a a repeat
S ig ( IiiII .

mommmmmmmm w
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On long notes and even on single quarter notes, one

can make mordents. It is this [ornamentation] that pro-

duces brilliant playing. Regarding trills, for making

them right, beat firmly on the string. See my L'cole

d'Orphee, page 32.

The grace note (4) which precedes a note is made in

the same bow stroke as the note (N).

Comments: The el' of the chanterelle is made with

the small finger on the second string when one does not

ascend from e'' to El" (N). The same rule [applies] for

the small note on a' of the second string, which is also

made with the small finger on the third string. This

note [is] not ascending to b' on the second string (0).

Grace notes which descend, as in Example N, are

called passing appoggiaturas (coules); and those which

rise, as in Example P, are called appoggiaturas (sait

de-voix)]. Made sometimes in adagios, the appoggiatura

is longer than the note which follows it. For other

ornaments, experience and good taste must decide.

To increase the sound of a long note, one must begin

by gently guiding the bow on the string, then strengthen

5 it in the middle according to the note value, and finish



5 as one began by vibrating the finger a little on the

string (, H).

Organ Point

In an adagio or allegro, the organ point is made ad

libitum on the dominant of the key. In the pa t, the

bass firmly held this dominant note; but at the present

time, the bass remains tacet. Thus, the viOlin can in-

dulge itself in all kinds of fantasies bt should not

modulate too far from the key which suits the pieee. In

the organ point and in the prelude, one is not bound to

the beat.

Those who have a short little finger can hardly make

the interval of a tenth, such as b' on the s cond string

and d"I on the chanterelle. (See "Minuetu by Zarth,

page 472.)

In the caprices by Locatelli, these kinds o passage

42
occur. Whereas this writer went to "' on the hante-

relle without shifting, all violins annot a a even

though [they are} very skillful otherwise.

424

42See p. 471.
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In the course of this book, the D signifies moving

the hand gradually toward the bridge; the G, returning to-.

ward the nut. The reminder must be made that the higher one

ascends on the strings, the less his fingers must stretch.

1D1 ~ZL5~
p

* ~d wU ta

We have used the two letters D and G only for the passages

which are difficult to finger.

t I

First octave in
half of the string

2d octave
in 3/4 of
the string

*1

weft.- . . a I,& . i 54 0 1- m - -- - . a'TaL AL Ph

a k
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TABLE OF LESSONS CONTAINED IN THIS BOOK artl

|------

Douhlii ftopl (isQQ 1A') and
arpeggio4
425, 436, 437, 438, 439,
442, 443, 447, 451, 455,
458, 464, 468, 480, 482,
489, 501

Of the third and sixth with
first and fourth fingers
447, 472, 484, 485, 502,
503
Those who do not have a
long small finger can
hardly make these kinds.

Arpeggio
428, 429,
449, 453,
501, 506

431,
454,

Broken chords
424, 425, 427,
444, 447, 451,
465, 466, 468,

440,
459,

429,
452
474

443,
463,

431,
464,

Caprices and minuets with
the Variations and the
Bass
7 ~ to 506

Different bow strokes
420, 423, 433, 506

Coucou and Le rossignol
mi nuet
504, 505

Echoes
430, 431

Hornpipe which served Handel
General Director of the
London Opera, for prov-

ing i a violintLut] is a
good musician
478

2
8

time, a new invention where
the eighth notes are played
as quarter notes CareJ in
2 and very lightly
4
Allegro

1111111 1 IMF low 140 Amomme4mi Imm a oploommor mom no I momom a
,*.mff - is movir ii am ow i-Awimmoir qwmvr A A i a nw A-w"t ass a4P 'AMOr * ASS NMI I SWOON@ 111 Z GOMMMnd V AM I t ol 4010011 OUNNEWN 11111 SUNIMMENSIRObade 1 .411 2is ir Amommoubb.- 71II'm

Passages for exercising in the
2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th,
and 7th ositions,
pages 414, 415 416,417
aand pages 47A, 500, 501
502, 504

Passages where one
ploy the thumb
440, 451, 501

mus t em.

Organ points ofa iff erent
writers
421, 432, 433, 443, 450,
452, 462, 493

Preludes in the most
keys
426, 427

Tours de forces
4 ,~23,W74, 425,
436
and pages 474, 489,
500, 501, 502, 503

common

426,

493,

I I

- I

- -- rii.i- _

i I momwom- - -- - mft-

I Ii - E

,4



Advice 3

Those who will find the lessons to d iIult c bet

on the page number in the royal lottery Until the lesson

be learned, By this means they will win both ways,

Round the temple o fortune

Number three, nine and twenty-seven,

With an unusual chance

Thou loanst 3 win with a mere t

With this mischievous remark, Corrette closes 'art,
It is quoted in the Frenchin La Laurence, "" . tj
p. 82; in Jean-Baptiste-Theodore Weckerlin, Nuveau musi.-
ciana (Paris, 1890), pp. 7-78; and in English transIation
in Straeten, . it.l, p. 12.

08
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